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xmoDOctacr^
The phenomenon of phosphorescence has intrigued
investigators for decades, and many and varied have been
the suggestions as to its origins* However, the advent
of modem atomic physics; and the quantum theory has harrowed

the possibilities to a single mechansim* namely that the

phosphorescentemission is due to electronic transitions in
the sample*

Until very recently the only method of investiga

tion available to the experimenter was that of optical studies*

and^ thi s to a large extent explains why nearly all the known
phosphors are in the visible region of the spectrum.

The

optical investigations have revealed many interesting effects*
and the volume of interest in this field is certainly not

diminlsliing.

I

In general* it has been found that only One

electronic transition is responsible per molecule* suggesting
that the excited electron would therefore be unpaired in spin*

and hence should exhibit paramagnetic*
In 1944* Kasha showed the existence of paramagnetism

in an organo-phosphor* performing an experiment of consider

able technical difficulty* since only the very small change

' M

’V-

in gross susceptiiblity could bo measured and only at very
lew t##>eiavUu:re!*

Since 1946# however# microwave spectroscopy

has offered fresh opportuun.tle.$ for detecting paramsarmtim#

although at the time the. work contained in this thesis was
begun . little ■ advantage had been taken of iti

Since then# the

use of ndcrowave spectrometers has become m>re widespread#

and indeed they have now acquired that supreme accolade of

indispenshLMlity - • cara^LeJn;ial production!• stoodley has
recently commented• that nttne best way to understand a spectro#

meter is to build . one* (19)# a comment; which is adequately

substantiated by .some recent papers.

An account of the

design# constructipn. and perfomiance of the spectrometer used
is . given In CUa^er Hl preceded by a short

introduction to electron .spin resonance (e#-s»r.) ip Cheater II,
Since tills thesis was intended to be a basis for future
•
i
■ • ■1
,
i -. t . ..
; <
continuing work# it was decided to make a . general review of
•1 * *
•
* • A'
?- *
OH phosphorescent • materials wth the exception of those which

are Imppuity activated.

As discussed in Chapter VI# this

Involved a lengthy study of the literature which often revealed

that the infomation. given was inadequate for an assessment of
the . phosphqf * po 88111111^5.

It was obvious in many cases,

however, that' lew temperature measurements would be necessary

and the . cryostats designed and used are discussed in Clap ter IV,
The exo<e|rLmental • results and their evaluation are given in

Chaptera WI#

and IX*

On various occasions tho speotnRiter was used to stufy

maaerials Which were -q^lte- unrelated to. the - general line, of
attack -and. some data -on -these substancos is included in

Chapter I.' ' The tho-sis cooccudes With .some - comnents ami
suggestions by the author for future work#

-

:• ;r-,-y •>’

cwwrai ix

W <»)* la^adcJon. ■ Pa^‘am«ag>«tel.c,sabsWw.S# My be grouped
in- the following eategories: (1) - atoms or- l^ons p^ossessing- an

unfilled inner ilrotronio . level# - (2) atoms or - mol^tn.fs - With

an odd- number of electrons# (3) meeai# and (4); -tnlfcules With

independent- utsaired- spins or Wthwoo#!# ■ electrons of- spin
state i*

■

,

■

.

the - case -of a commPitely free electron Will be considered
first# and- the - effect of perturbing- Influences WH be added
In subsequent sections*

Wen the - electrons are in a zero ,

local ^^gnetLc field# the spins are randomly orientated and

are of -equal- imrgy# If a -steady (d#cs) - magnetic field-is
applied to the - - spins# - they align themsWves either parWlel-

or antiparallel to -the applied fie^l^ci^ no interaedlate
positions being -allowed since the spin - is -quantised («* |#-- for

a single electronic spin)#

The electrons therefore fall into

two groups# of different energies# those lying parallel to the

field having the lower energy#

The ratio of the distribution of the electrons between

-

V,£

these Wo states under epwLHbrimi eoMttions follows the usual. ■

Hax^ell-Bc^lLt^amann expression
Ng/Np

#

(2.1)

where Np and Ka # the number of electrons lying parallel and

aihtLp;n^jlLlel respectively to the magnetic field,;

« the

energy gap between the- Wo states and f * the absolute

temperature* It can be seen' from this equation that at ■ ail
times ' there is an excess of elections in the lower state,
The magntude of 8— is 2(| gBh)# where (3 is the Bhr

magneton and g is known as the spectroscopic splitting factor

and has a Value of 2,0023 for a coimlltely free spin*

Bo it

is clear that the- magnitude of the splitting is proporrioml■
to the■ appHed maagnieic field (l) acting on the nlectron.

If radiofrepuency mergy (hp) is applied to the systm

of spins, at right angles ' to the applied mpanetic field# spins
from the lower energy state can be stimulated to the higher
energy state# ''"and” the ” sanle 'may' absorb' power* ' The necessary

condition for tMs' resonant absorption 'is therefore:*
8_ # h? & g H(AS)d

(2.2)

wwre AS is the change in 'spin quantum mnber^n

From equation (2,1) it can be seen that the larger the
maigietic field, the greater the power absorption by the
sammle and the easier to detect the phenomenon In practice#-

however, the efaidiadC^' oi the detect! rg; apparatus acts as ’a

I&htihg facter'Sh' the’ freghency used (sea Chester III) and
the optimum valh# is found to he ■ around 10 Sc/s.

"

' ■ ' "The 'field■Aith’tfih'W hSeW&y used is 'also a liMting_

factor, sxhoe a cwnproase has th ■ 'he'Wde bstWeten Its strength

Sai' hemogedW i ‘':Xb'is oldwis fiem ('2*2)’ that■ if H variss
WaTthe smiple" Wl&ae, a set of absorptions relevant

S #i will ho obtained# " fftis World appear' as a brda^eoing

of the' resoname, wlhch-is generally unacceptable.

A variLation

'Of ■*1'■ gStbs over I W* was considered adequate for the wo'rk in
this thesis# although for many sadies this■is not■ the case.

At '3500’ gases (fhe field corrsspording to !$■ 00/0*) "this homo*

gernelty ban be 'attMwA Without" grfat ^fii^caLty#
II (b), ' fTwi^J^j^a^^ure^.i^irai^^^^Qh.■ f^roc^Ojffytion ('2'.1) . it can
'also be seem that the intenaity Of the absorppfoa is taap%ature

dependent#

Oh laweri@g the 'temperature ■ from 300% ■ to 80% ftere

is a gain Of’ 4 in the number Of emess spins, wide. On■ cooling
to ■ 1*2% the■ gain is 180 times. So the- benefits. of ’ working Wth

liquid helium ean be quite considerable* provided saturation
does not occur ■ (see below)*

11 (c). Misfita, , eaatud by, dth^jaEhoree. .21,tha.Jhois. Jattfesje*
(d) i* so^hjLiat^iULW^%tiSa.■ ’When ■ the electron ' is raised to
am excited state it' ' muit■ return to the ground statef thero are

7

various mechanisms by which tills cart occur, known as relaxation

processes, the most common being known as ” spin-lattice'*
relaxation, in wiiich the spin energy is lost by interactions
with the lattice•

This mechanism has a characteristic decay

time known as the f,spir>*lattice relaxation time?’ Xf this is
long (l»e. the interaction is weak) saturation of the Upper

state (Ng; * ftp) can occur* a*>d so the net absorption of power

by the sample decreases*

Since this condition is more likely

at the centre of the resonance line than in the wings, the
observed result is a broadening of the line*' This effect is

more common in free radical studies, and can be made worse by
lowering the temperature, since this reduces theamplitude of
the lattice vibrations*

The reverse effect is also possible,

i*e* very short relaxation times, which also leads to a
broadening of the resonance since the electrons involved do

not have sufficient time to reach thermal equilibrium*

(c) 2* the Soln Hamiltonian.

An assembly of spins in a lattice

are sub ject to various other interactions both with the lattice
and themselves*

These interactions Can be described by the

following Hamiltonian**
w - «Sf-♦ J.♦ Vis.*-.Vss *

where

♦ Wj} - ^mn

(2.3)

* that portion of the energy of a free ion which is

not dependent on spin* ( ~ 10°cm

)*

.electrostatic-.energy,'d.ue, to the orystalline

.;•'field

-» :’tt*5BLi,it$xrset3^<^^.-''dWe - A*"- the emWAMf
*

.th^/.^Sptn

s. o#& - tio -orMt&^tilens; ( spim>rM,t ' 4 - -^oq^lLlng)
, ’ *’
.
* ,’
’ '
V'
'
>*/'■■<
••• .
. ,

■•• -'th'e-spi^spl.tt/lnttractidii C-ylenf^), ■■'

»t tit$interaction dth; t^he- tpptled WWW

» the l^tttefact^o*; -of the- tpin magmeio ..moment
With nuclear sptha-(if- mi,y) (

*

emrgy of the-«O4lws in the myiotic- field

'
• ‘
*
- J. ” ’ ‘
'
For crystalline -fields- of Ugh; syuneei#, t^he- manner of the

ttHttnig -sf - the. -orMtai. levels cm--off by -pradictedby gwp
•theory* In general - only

lowest orMtdstMe'MIL - he

populated at room - temperature, although spin de^ttim^ may

remain* for an- atom in - a -gVm# state, 'g.is gtvonrhyH

Where I ml - 'S -are' -the; - orbital - md $$dMi:qumtm,rwmb^s«

X-

b'0,

If

'

g * 2 and any- deviation from'' - this value'- o an - te attributed

to- a rea'ducd. -tpinorhit couplig*<'

’The Crystalline'fieM/w# also.*b■resp.pftsibibifor.further.
S^mi^’tti^ng - through - the - smbWoMt oo^ling, sihoe- if the- spin
quantum number is 1 or more, the spin degeneracy may be lifted

9

in the absence-Of

'' 'this »pMik#Ug# known as

xeroMield^SpMtting#

'affect each mgnetic level in k

different 'Way# ' ao that the energy relationalhps between the'
various ’ levels -My 1 be 'Mfferent -firm #&it eMMt<df Using- a

fixed 'frquAMy#V'.We' various *i a- 1 dmdLteons - MU therefore
appearat MfferWt fieM'Strength#'addt&w effWn is know -a#
fine - Mrmctttrea

it is therefore ofMn -helpful in cases: where

the fine - structure-is -:oo*dian- to study. dar sp^trw Using
different energy gap* •((in) (idea usi% Kemt microwave

■frequencies) *
Mi any number' of odd electrons in a molecule# Kramer %

theorem predicts that the lowest energy state Mil always - be

spin degenerate#-

so

that In these- cases# e*s*ra is air ays

possible In principle.

For work on spin resonance, -phenomena# the HMltoMan

’

.

.

f

’

‘

3

’

*

given in (3*3) can be' trsmsfomned to --one cor^ttardr# . o nly spin

components# and expeiMnentally observed qumnMes can then be
expressed as the parameters.. this "spin Haul^lto^niLai^in can be .

written

a generalised operator expression#. but if the crystal

has aMal ■ sswwetry along - an- aaksa (e.g* - the -maxis) it can- be

siminied - considerably--- to$a -

>•

•

Tf «'

#.Mass *
a- SjM^.1

. *%*(%#,

(3aS)

-Of the■ Wel^iUiSSr c0ii#Lderation.

Mere Wfl)

DA«»®«; fiw structure C^tantr'l#.am thtcotonents of the
nuclear -spin and A-aM-W are: t^io>liy^’rf^^^M^...^,tmWe:oonh‘tanta

(Mfe-hetw)**.’ r*#e' teM‘ihwlvOtg' Q r •mprO^sen^rithe quadrupole
IMWaetioms^but-’. theso' Mm mtoobsevedf in .the present-work'
'mdl'tmWttOfW oon.sidemd’itv- detaiij «

-

’- 'FOr:Ort:^ay^iJtr^:^’ia)0lL$<^AhetWee:n:^:aa^^»^Of' #mmotry md '
the apMed‘ 'field# the-.<03Mmed:-'$9VW' of A Hie- ±$ given hjr%

,02 * ^0^

'

(c) - 3# ’

‘

■ ’■

(2*6)

W tonm- A wd B in

equation (2*5)- ’OTise'frmi -tho'dntexraoion - of -#e eleotmmx "
epin*With -the--nuoXW-Spin en-'ae#-atot#ttyWthtn its spatial

orbit*" This’’ -LUMt# 'tWefiecfcito Certain-atoms #deh 'as- H# N

0u#- etc* Mielrposaesra mtoXeart spin #iJe#cl'dU.ng wfe Common
and cA^^'^o'hif^Sw-Wia^m’dt^r^t^L^-’C^i^Otrv^^in^-the

atoms as

exp-ex^t^lbs c.epoxtW later# although the presWe-of unresolved
r' : .

.*

■

.

.

C'

•

components .was vdeteetW*-.,

..

‘

•

■

. For- 'the - oh^arvation-of -•%##•$$•#-.oojWttioiM/ StoWVto those

ieq^Md^** ■ the:ebsW#a#on -of &« s*wmaot * be-'faXfiXled#
fieeM^e^gehittyr MgnetiO-- modulation mnplitude Abbt#vd#o# #d

r*f#' -(HI (k)- 1) j# - rda-mtion-time# dilution (11 (o) 4) and #e

use - of ’ theCorr<K1h#eMiW*- i.-thr la# .coindition -Ms -W IWiting
’
*
>
♦"*
• ,’ ’ . s ,
one in most of ■ihev/0:rk'd#acu&sed later*. In’^hte crystalline
phase# - the ardsOtropy of -the eXCOtrnnio -spin - transition hoes - -not

11

Matter# W4Xe’ for -M<Kd •sjamlM -the iMpUd- tWMdng of -the -

Mco.OQSes averages ■tW.a component- to- »ero«- -Bwfe dm a-glassy

jmaMrn neither - of those ootfcUtdons- is - 'Alfldted-• and, the -Mne is

therefore broadmed* * We hi&esdlv$ %####. can /therefore • act- as

M'v adsttKonta ■ baMdening- -mMhanWim#
(c) - 4* Qthar • 3^ntnerilA^iiv»vM^tuukLaiiK^ ' •-#% other mmshanisffis - willed

.are' - of ten - iMortant ' in •#*####•' •studies-and -Wholx- ■■imv% mot yet - ;r
Won Mentioned? are ^#^p^c^^4di^poi^e” "and -eMh'Mge infractions# •
The fomer# WLich rsmilts. in -a broadening -of the Une' due tothe

#peLat;i#eer$$m8§WWo^nW-Wwdng sjspins is-discussed

fULly in (X -M)- 3)# Whle- me'latter- -is -a. - quantm; inMbsuMaX

effect - Which in -geheral- leads' to - Mno-broadening*- irt the'- spueC-al
ease of - Mo^ttLcajL spins# hoWever#- < #xe • 'eXhauge - i-nteraotions can
lead -to- eensS.idrrbl%' LL'ine mrto#i*g# - Tie - lirMihspe' -is rtanowed

• at •■the hafpwer 'points and - i^nrersed - in the - Wings# -- so. t^hatt the

resulting- curve approMmates ■#&)% closely 'to that - of- a - Mrentaian

distribution - than - -to - 'the- normal Qauss&an one#.- Both .these inteimactions' can be - reduced -by ■d.lumon - in- - Other -a diamagnetic -ia<m -

morphia host o'%sttH or. a diamr^gnnic "solvent - Which-wy be frumen
into a ■-gassy or cry«stnii^»^e state* ■

•

>

■-.5 ,

-■ tty

iC; *f . *• vr,-

:■

III

(a),

fteaian tfanaidef.att^na f9>‘ gpttmv" aBuaiUvnr-

-' Qie'-magnetic • susceptild.lity x • 'Ci; &'

' ■ substance

1$ proper&onal to the nunber of spins and can be written in •

terns ?of a real part x' and 'an imaginary part x"

Changes in

X-caft be detected as changes in the miciowave power absorbed
by-the sample* wliiie changes in x1 appear as changes in frequency*
• '• In a spectwaeter using a reflection cavity, changes in xf

may' be detected ■since the reflected wave may interact with the
incident wave*

These waves are usually carefully adjusted so

that they cancel out> but if the frequency of the incident
wave shifts, tills condition may no longer be inaintainea, and
the resulting signal can appear as a spurious absorption change*
In tliis spectrometer, the klystron frequency is kept Constant

(sde XII (d) 1) and the signal detected is due solely to changes
in X11 *

‘ '

holier (Ql) has shown that for the ndnimumdetectable lumber
of spins, the following equation holdst*

13

where
Qo «* the luiloaded Q-factor of the resonant cavity,

rj

«

the filling factor, wiuch depends on the field distri
bution in the cavity and in the sample,

Nm « incident noise from the microwave system,

L

*

the conversion loss of; the. crystal detector,

Fa - « '’the- noise figure of the - amplifier,
t$>

• -the', noise temperature -of the crystal,

«• tlie .bandwidth of the detec ting --apparatus,.

Po": i ? the jrii.crrzwavo power supplied by-the klystron*
The*-various-factors will be discussed as they occur-in the

There are at present two practical possibilities in the

solution of equation (2,2), the use of either 3cm* (9Gc/s,) or

ton* (35Gc/s,) equipment* ’ Fehor has shown that both give com
parable sensitivities in tonns of the above equation, but 8 mm,
Components are 'more expensive, • demand closer workshop tolerances

and need Siigher field strengths, so 3cm* (X-band) equipment was
decided on*

A block diagram of the apparatus is given in Figure III 1

and was designed amt built by the author,
XIX (t).

The microwave circuit.
(b) X. The bridge.

The basic circuit consists of a
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balanced bridge, using -tb 'AsO^tien properties of a •ma$Q tee,

These are wch —hat'- At ;fl,-wit% -alu J0 -matWksd. and,‘ with a matched

reflection -cavity-ln am 1# no - signal -is conpled from the $' am
to the II am*

Variable

- and'' att^ejma^oa are provided

in am 1 or Ug for- ‘fine control of' the - balaiwirng*

On e*str* ab-

so%tton in the --OaVityi ;tho ' power- balomo4$- -altered, a# a

-moX-wavo- signal proportional to - this change

wILL

be .tlitce’di

along the h am# where‘It-As deteotod by .a crystalU

bupeim

heterodyne detection of --tLXts - signal - iA - used- to , mLniwzb the ‘ 1#

frequency crystal., miod (IM,,/## - •FehCr ha^s^ - ■ shown #iat ' this mdse
falls off - as v'1 i and-is negliigiSfie at" 30/MO/iri tho If is

produced by mixing - 'the t^gnal- power Mbh:jtmcj%wave po^er ft a
second klystron (K2)- a second -%u#0 tee'C($lllC/us^'i£iil.fhe

mxer and the f voltage- so pro
- duced -at crys
’ ' tal
■ - ($&)•gA^a^l!*
t
fled by a tuned amHfierl and then" detected by a valve. ■^etettOC.
(W 2t B^seiitatiofi/^e.s^., ?y|ec^.

ways*

HAs can. be done in two

Firstly#- Mth a ‘80c/e«- miogieeic 'field imoduation, the ■

detected signal is applied to Che <<i>lutes'o'f ‘a scope* - A
correctly phased 5%/s» signal- is - •also appM.ed to .the jk-plates,

and the back trace is elWinated by a $O$/s* Z-mcdulation.

A

display> such as 'that •shown in - M—gwe 1X1 >■,(-is then obtained*
An IW filter is used - to - define -tie

( Av) 1d4c/s. is

the ca^monly used - value- with this arrMg«ant♦

Ihe- second' method

The electronic part of the apparatus
Figure III 2

IS

is of greater 'senddway than' the 'Videofiftethod;:'ddscuss'W above*
If -'the output bandwidW *is'decreased to tile order of ic/s,, it

can be seen fiom- equation- -4l*l) that a gaiUdf'100 times is ■
obtained.

To acliieve .this bandwdth, a phaso-scnsstive- detection

system is used, the information being obtained in the fom of a

•fi rst derivative -pe^i^ic^odd&ng^^$ -•

* ■'

(b) l. AudJXarv - ojicdts.- -At Automatic Frequency'Control

■(;!k1*A*B%.) is used to ensure that K1 - and the' cavity have the
samrresonant frequency, and a second' system -(K2jA*F.0*-) to keep

the i*f* constant at lQc/s* *
nx' (o), hlsrmys smmflmAsn
(c) ' 1. Klystrons*

T’heK.ystrona used were ’English eLectirnc

model. K302 (operating frquueiCy m 95% •* 9085 M/s*# mteCaate/aL

turning range « IM/sf . power output » 15mW.)

*>*0. heating was'

used to reduce SOc/s? pick-yg»* ' 'Ferrite'''isolators (Microwave
instnments) (forward attamation » - jdb*, reverse attenuation e

22db«) are used to reduce klystron pUlUng, caused by varying
power reflections ■ in - the Mctowave circuitJ^r. \

(c) 2* Mouuting.

The waveegu.de systm is raoutted above eye^Xivel

as can be seen in ■ Figure ill 2; since it ia rarely touched after
the initiLai adjustment, this arrangement is convenient and allows

the relevant meters ■to be placed■ at eye-level.

The wavve-^gude

Used throughout is &mricat Xbband C*9U x .4” - i.d.).
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;(c)' -3. MajaaLc.'.tees^-' -T.T is- a-^Mli'ps''(W4050X) model> which' has

a quoted 40db* decoupling between the E and H anils•

However*

it was found that tills value could be greatly improved at a

given frequency by inserting 3-stuh tuners in the E and H arms*
The frequency chosen was 9355Hc/s** as the klystron gives its

maximum power output around this value*

Ml other tunable com

ponents in the circuit were optimised at this frequency, and

during operation of the spectrometer the resonant frequency of

the cavity was adjusted? to this value as closely as possible*
This' greatly facilitates the ease of operation*

'fees T2 and 13 were made in the workshop ami are of a1 lower
standard* but since their function is only microwave mixing*

this is acceptable*

(«) 4. betailedbalancimr oi the anas 1 and 2 of 1‘1. Since the

detecting system is a null device* optimum sensitivity might be
ejected when the cavity is perfectly matched to the waveguide*
But this is an inherently unstable situation* and in practice

a small (constant) mismatch is introduced toavoid tills*

However*

tills condition naturally varies from sample to sample* and some

device for quick detailed balancing of the bridge is needed*
Two methods were usedi?»

Sliding atub tuner anti matched load.

The matched load is a

device (a wooden fis!b»tail> 12" long) which is capable of

XT

absorbi^-most --of ;tht^ ■ power falling - .on - it: .and - is placed - in

■

am -2-The.resultant«stwiiigs<we in-alw-X ’opd 2- can -be . ..

minimLaed --by ‘ judicious use - of., tie - sliding Sub - tuner Oftcxowave

Instruments 32/14P0)'Hhich is a-post projecting' into...m doxi—
wave - ran and -capable of both -vertical and horizontal movemnt;
tMs- 'device mut-be -used -wth; care.-us the control is rather

- critical.*

^ttbnuqjfor, andiimfi^sshhiier*.- -..The- device above is very frequency

sensitive t and if -the frequency of. the cavity slMfts - during• a
pen*recbrdug# ;the: changes in the -standing -wave ratio lead to a
drift in- the. base-line of tlie- - pen-recording* - .These effects - can

be ,■rduce■.d'SOMewlntt by -use of a '.set4% which.is - less. frequeiiy
sensitive,

This is done by removing 4he- matched load> removing

the sliding - 'stub from- -te "waveeide- and putting in am 2 a pMse*

shifter (ML 32/2325), attenuator (M - 32/670) and a short circuit*
(c) 5. -Ovl&LSt Tie -crystals- used' ware 3% - types 083*A and 033-B* depending -on the mount used<

The mount-for M was a

Philips PP422Q.I^* the .restwere made in-.the.'xmftjsmpt

,

cavity- - aim - xi 11 - be - <di scussed in - relation*

(c) 6 * OavittLe3i

sip with tlie ciyostal$# - but 'the actual .catties used are dis

cussed below*

,

As can be seen fxi- equation ( 3*1) as- hL$i a ^Qitu5tor .

(consistent Hth K1 - frequency - stabili - ty) as possible is desirablef

J

A typical cavity, complete with sample rotation

mechanism.

The three quartz sample holders are
also shown.

Figure III 3.
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tout due to tlie limitations of the magnet pole*piece gap (2|u)

and the need to fit a cryostat into this gap as well, the only

possibility is a Uol2 rectangular mode or a K-q cylindrical
mode type) tile requirements of maximum light input rule out

the Uj2 mede> as the wall currents are unfavourable for cutting
slits*

The dimensions of a H.., 9 cavity are given by:*

res - 2ye L\a/

(3*2)

\«/ J

where a * the broad face of the wave-guide (.9”) and d * the
length of the cavity1*

The V« factor means that different

Cavities have to toe made for the various dielectrics used

(air) liquid nitrogen ( « * 1.4); liquid helium (at 1.6°K,

e * 1.057, tanS< 5 10*^(T71))i

It Is also desirable that

the sample, wliich for maximum sensitivity should sit in the

middle of the cavity, can be rotated through at least 360°,
for measurement of anisotropic effects;

To do this, the sample

is mounted on a teflon tube (Figure 1X1 3); the teflon, wliich

passes through the E-field of the cavity, reduces the length

toy .10” to 1.7°.

Onto the teflon is screwed a gear-wheel,

which meshes (1:1) with a similar gear-wheel, capable of
rotation from outside the cavity arm by means of a norwuagnetic
stainless steel rod.

In the case of the N2 arm> a s^-ow motion

drive was fitted which has about

resolution, while for the
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He am, .a,pointer‘and scale .was 'used- and here ubdu;fc 2° resolution
could,be..attained»-

...As.it is. desired.-to- work- at a'.fixed frequency (9355 Mc/s.)

and. as. .-each satnple has a different dielectric constantj some
form. of variable tuning had -to be introduced;- ' This was. done '
by. means of a quartz rod, entering at the E-bend and passing

tom the ihsd.de of the waveguide*
The area exposed by the slits was. determined by the solid

angle of,the incident light beam (see IV .(b))*

The optimum slit

width was found by trial, and their direction is detextiined by

that of the wall currents in the cavity*

The slits are 1 ma*

wide and iron* apartJ
if all the1 slits are removed, the (>factor
»
f
1
<;
falls by a factor of 3, while the light input only goes up by 1#5#
The slits, are milled from the wave-guid® and filed to a minimum

thickness; the use of wires strong across the gap. is not .recom

mended as they may vibrate in the modulation field. (R33)*

The

cavi ties., are bolted on. to .a flange. bn ./the wave-guide run by four
6 DA r screws,;. which also serve tfc locate the coupling hole,#

The

of the coupling hole,.; which was'made from ,*010° Qu, was
♦
\ •
found by trial, for.a particular sample* -The cavities were
kiimC

silvered electrolytically to increase the Ofactor#

The values

attained for the various cavities were:q300°K

•

3000

|

^1,6°K ■ 8000 (both cavities))

Q77to»t

- 4000

;

^gas-flow ■ 3000.

Tho gain in Q is due to - the -increasing awH eonductivlty at
the lower-temperatures#’- -The-values quoted axe -loaded Q’^^ues^#
measured' at the half--power points by a Mgh Q wavemeter*

(e) 7# Variable coupler# Wen the entity urn was put? into -

„

liquid - nitrogen -or helim#- it- was found - that the' coupling -hole
did- not give reproducible results#

(the min difficulty is net

so much, the loss in sensitivity- from the mismatch#- Imt that - the
K1#A*F#C* circuit cannot function reliably When a considerable

mismatch occurs#- Adjusting the Siding stub- tuner does not hell

as tld. s does not affect the standing wive ratio between the

cavity and the lOdb#- coupler) *

The problem was - overcome - by

fitting a variable coupler; tMs is a -device in widch - the - broad
dimension -of the wave^glde is -reduced below cut-off by means

of

strips bolted on the narrow face# and- the longt# cut-off

is varied -by means of a piece of imterial whose dielectric -con
stant is such as to make the wav<e-guide go above cut*off
(HU# H12)#

In liquid helim# the variable coupler used at

room temperature worked-well# using teflon as .the dielectric#

but in liquid ALtrogen# wich has a much- higher dielectric con
stant than air# the width of the metal - strips had to be - increased

(fm #2" to .3f) and perspex used in place of - teflon*

Tie

sensitivity of the spectrometer is comppetely unaffected by the

presence of these devices# Wich are controlled by a stainless
steel rod# - passing out through the top plate*

The change of

.coupling is net very large* but is sufficient for* the purpose.
(c) 8< T<J^£WMJ3iI£=att!is*- The Secotffi ptfeblan ^sWfciattod
with' the immersion of 'the tail in a cryogenic Wqtiid* is that
when- the1 liquid boils off* • the- level' falls*-' 'setting up a varying
reflection in that arm*with the result that* when pen-rcccrding

oven several minutes*' considerable base-line drift occurs*

'When

the u*v* lamps wre used*'- this effect became particularly serious•
TK/3 ■• difficulty .hah-be'en overcome by filling up the inside of the

waveguide as■ completely -as possible with teflon*- A piece of
teflon* 10” long* was made as tight a fit as possible* cooled in
liquid nitrogen and pushed into position*

This source of drift

was then found- to have- been reduced to negligible proportions*
As the loss factor of teflon is very small (tan 5
.sensitivity of tlie spectrometer is unaffected*

» .0003)* the

The plug was

tapered at both ends to reduce inflections*
wuah

Cd) 1* Nped for. Kl*A-*F-*^.*

Klystrons-* being unstabilised

oscillators* are at all. times subject to a certain mount. of '
frequency drift*

The -moufacturers quote a maxhium of SMc/sr

Since a Q of 8000 corresponds to a half-power width of only
lMc/s>*. obviously pen-recordingfor several-.Mnifc.es is impossible.

The main troubles to be corrected ares-

(i) environmental thermal changes;
(ii). mains voltage changes;
(iii) 50c/s. pick-up on the rep ell er;
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■ •

.(iv) cavity resonance frequency .&jrLf-fc ;(due
.

changes in.

- the-temeraftire.;q.f the cryogenicy liquid ad,to -

rotation of- the ,svpp«);
■

. •. ( . v)- 'mcrophonie a 4 .

•

.

;-y-."TheonXy, waysto correct for all these -is to have a. system
wUch locks the klystron - frequency to that of - the :<sa^’^»,.

'

W) 2. Outline of the met-lied med.• 4 mtiall 5Mc/$» sinusoidal
sweep is .applied through a condenser to the reflector, of.EX#

■

produces a .frequency modldation

and -this, ampitude

of the- klystron output power,

The reflected power- fjomi, the ,

cav^t)y w.H thus now- also possess Slc/s, sidebands# - whose ampH*
thde and phase are dependent on the dlffernwe-Wta'em. the-.fx,*
quency of K1 and the cavity -resonance frequency.

The signal is

coupled out of the cavity am - by means-of a -lOdb# coupler and

is detected at crystal X!,. whose output will thus contain a

5M/s, cfipqpent- After' amplification# tlie signal is phases
sensitively detected and the d.c. signal obtained - fed onto the
repoller of Kl, ■ The more common - method of stabiHLzati on, a

modified Pound system (H5) uses a slMlar teclmique#. modtulating

a crystal in amt 2.

There is probably little to choose

- although the Pound systm #11 also - correct for any .changes -

occurring in arm 2 and. also for changes caused by the, sliding
stub tuner,

Klystron moonlation systems have - been mentioned by

(MS, H4) #• Other- sys.tms using a separate reference cavity, or

6AK5,

K3O2
Figure III 4

EF9S
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two cavities both cfftuned and acting as &• microwave discriminator

(R6) or using mechanicaltuning (R7) have little to recommend
them in the present ‘case,

For a theoretical discussion by the author of the circuity
in which tbewrious design parameters are found, see Anpar|diz I,

(4.) .3»> -netails.: of. the da*A,F,qv loon* (Figures XIX X and 4).

■(d) 3* !*• Oscillator,

The 5Mc/s< signal'is .derived from a

crystal' oscillator, which is -followed by two parallel amplifiers*

which also act as buffer stages for the oscillator* aid provide
the klystron'modulation and-the ref create signal for the .phase-

sensitive detector (F.S.D.)*

The signal amplifier has a phase

ancl amplitude control* and-is followed by a resistive cathode

follower to reduce the signal amplitude to about 100 mv> (p«t»p«)

The signal is then passed through a constant amplitude phase*
bhiftw and permanently fed onto the repeller of

’ The voltage

for the reference signal is loosely coupled out of the amplifier

tuned load aid' was adjusted to-a maximum (20v< (p*ttp*})»
{&} 3»8* 5 ,Mc/s, .Amplifier, and P»3»D« The amplifier is a con
ventional 3-stage tu»ed*load amplifier and is built integral

with the F«S«n., the whole unit being in a closed box.

The P,S,D.

is -a single ended pentode* with the signal being fed onto grids ■
1 and 3.

The anode loud is so chosen that the quiescent output

potential is approximately that of IQ reseller•

A low*pass

filter is fitted to eliminate 5Mc/s, in the output* preventing

4

regeneration*

Xt was found that the. amount of 50c/$. in the’ ■

output'.could be greatly reduced by'.the use of d.c* heating* so

the amplifier is heated by an Advance d.c. supply, and the P.& D.
by a trickle-charged battery. ' •'

.

.

•

(d) 3. 3. 1C1. operation* ' The klystron is run • with .• the anode

grounded,.. and. the- cathode at >3O0v.;d.C'.

The repellcr, at »450v.

(approx*) can. be?mn by batteries-or; by.’the K1»A»F.O». A variable

sweep* :fxw a scope, can be applied when using the battery sujply
to Assist- the setting up procedure*

The heater is nm fm &ti,

Advanced 8v. d.c. .supply to minimise 50c/s. in-the output. •-. .
(d)';3a .4* Settina-un nrocednre. ■ KX is • swept as' above and the

output from crystal X3 di splayed on the scope, CD 813 (8olartron).

The .klystron is manually tuned until the.cavity mode is displayed
sy-wtricully.

The cavity resonance’frequency i s. then tuned by

the wavemeter WX (If,!. 32/2000).

WI3 is also set to the same

frequency, as on resonance VW. gives no current ^output.

The

coupling hole is then adjusted to. an optimum -(Figure XXX. 8 I.).

The sweep amplitude is then- reduced until only the centre portion
is swept and,the output from the P.8.D. is displayed on-the ‘ scope,

after thc-£»8*D, filter circuit (see below) has been disconnected*.
The phases of the tuned loadh all round the loop are adjusted
until the characterstic 8**s?hape is found (Figure, ill 8 2), the
correct slope having-been determined; by trial.

then switched off and the filter connected.

The sweep is

By manual electronic
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tuning* /-tho cavity • dip can be traced out on tho crystal current'
motor (X3)j while the

meter•

shape is traced out-by the Kl#A#f#Q.

When the voltage is at a predetermined value (known to

be that--of. the »reseller- of -RX) the switch is turned -and the/loop

closed#. The, meter’aud-^3 ara then checked'to ensure that the

operation is correct#

Closing‘this loop is the most difficult

part of operating the. spectrometer, due’to the .high gain of the

loop* and. the operation/ needs some

erie.noe before iVe&n bte

done -quickly#
(d) 3. 5. Pan^dth-and stability of. the loon.

As is common

with feedback loops,.at certain frequencieu "the Amplitude and
phase changes r ound the loop are such that x-egeneratioa can

occur.

Xn the circuit built this occurred at a few kc/s#

However, since the modulation -frequency of the prerecording
aystCB is 28Qc/s#, it'is not necessary to correct for changes

occurring at higher frequencies than this, and consequently the

bandwidth of the loop has been, reduced to 300c/s# by means of
an iWI filter#

Due to tho high anode -load resistance used in

the P#S#D#, the condensers used in this filter must have a
high leakage resistance, and conservatively rated good quality

ones have been used#

The short**tem stability of the loop, S, can be defined
as 8 » df0/df, where df0 ~ the frequency dnft without stabiliza

tion and df ~ that with stabilization#

Using the method suggested

by Brown ’(SI), g was found to be 500# which compare sr e&onably

with the- value of 800 found for the hirhhon*L'raoiikoX systm#
The 'peah»t«o-peak voltage of the KUAFiO* is I35v.# and the
voltage correOtioR 'is ROO*/Kc/s*

•

=

'

. •

(d) 3. 6. Pae;.of-SMc/s» aa .thc Modulating frequency.. (RoS).

file modulation frequency used is by no means arbitraxy# -einoo
equation (2.2) can ' nww bo ' written • as
hy ±h{M&y)

1

:

•

.

ggK

(3$$)

or# 'since 'the field is normaiy varied, ' instead of tbo resonance
being*detected at 'U gauss./'-it is now .also .detected at II-:t dll

gauss.

•

.

For -Sc/s## dH corresponds to 1.5 -gauss, and this obviously

could ' lead to serious broadening of the line.

however# if must

be remembered that the intensities • of the resonances detected

are proportional ' to the power input# which is given by
JQ(^f)( y ).
the dcfinition of

v

f (If) and Jj is loss, than 2% of j0 (for
etc##

Appendix 1).

Further discWLLrsm

tiou is gained by using a nwrowv^band if amplifier.

In the

amPifi&r -used this leads to an extra 7db. discriMn&tioft.

Also

since the linos to be dealt W .th by this spcctromofor were .not
o)$mcted to be less than 10 gauss# the effect of such 'broadening

was considered to be negligible.
This was tested by exam. rning the deriwafciye 'spectra of a
3 gauss Df lino# -using -another specfctfsxnefer in WMch stahtii.satiLon

7

is effected ’fy a Hii'showfranakel method and -applying -a 5Mc/s,.-

to' the klystron,- Mo difference could be 'detected*

XXX (e),

■

(•■-} 1, -lAmlpffcrs.

■

The factor's winch have to bo speed fled for

the !*<♦ - amplfiers, wre (1) frequency# ’(11)- bandwidth. (Hi) gain#
(lv) noise - figure,

4 30Tic/s, afipIjLfier, with a bandwidth ef 5M/cs

suits the restrictions on (i) and (H) Wii.ch have been dls^cussed
above.

According to Fohoxg a gain of BOdb. Io destefele#- and the

noise ‘figure, should lie ass low as possible. -’The - mnpMl'lers sold

by ‘Bedca ; (30/14# ' 30/18) seeded to fit. these x^eqUrmients and a
pre^map (gain - 66db,) and an amplifier (gain - 86db,) with video

detector - were used,

The quoted noise - figure .o the piMowp is 2#.

but- the Input circuit of tho iorc'-imp contains an 02 oWi gimdrl^^ak

resistor# and' theoretical cxlcu^ui^^iion - (&27. H3Q - H%D shows that
this should lead to a noi.se- .figure of 10.

Measurement with a

Noise Meter ($6 fD# 10B/16149) gave a value of 10 (lbmt the
sane as the umpHfior),

It was felt tliat it might not be desir*

able to alter the circuit and the pre.£iy> has been used in tfd.s

state,

The ma connection bctweoh the crystal $2 aaid the pro.

mnp was kept as short as possible and the pre-mrqp wa&-sprung

mounted.’" %ain’ controls were fitted 'to both# ttevaxdatidn being
achieved ’by applying a 6v, d.c*- variable potential across a
cathode bias resistor 'of 330 dim/(i.o. 20mA * - - Thle■•supply-is

obtained frwi a trickle charged wet cell.

—
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(e)

The U, signal at, 30Me/s« is obtained fvera

a second klystron (K2) at 9355 ±'3®ic/$»

35,ntue, 1(1 .follows ..vhe

cavity frequency, if ft? were kept at a constant frequency, the
beat' frequency would drift# introducing amplitude ..and phase
changes, in the output signal from the.. !♦£'• amplifier*. To, avoid

this, some form of feedback loop has' tp, bo built to keep the

frequency difference at exactly 2$Mc/s*
For a discussion of the constants involved, sec Ann.endiar,.•%*

Figure XXX 3*

Co) 3* ^A*F*C.*,cireuit<

The 30Ma/s, signal is

obtained fwi 81 and 82 by means of ICdfe* couplers# 01 and 03,
using a magic tee (T3) as a mixert

The signal thus obtained is

of constant amplitude# and after .detection by crystal X4, it is
then amplified 30:r. using a modified T.V, pre~amp, (bandwidth

2Mc/s># Noise .Figure -• 5)»

The signal is then fed .into a ratio

detector with a Foster-Seely inputj this device gives very little
response to amplitude changes, which in the detector would

appear as (spurious) frequency changes (TX)>

Two resonant coils

are used, one tuned to 3IMc/a<# the other to 29Mc/s»

The signal

is then amplified by a casoode d«e* amplifier# gain 100x.

The

quiescent potential at this point is around 250v«, and this has

to be fed onto the rdrpeller of K2 at *450v<, Thi$; is achieved
by means of a constant current: device*; The12Mohm .anode load

is bypassed by a condenser to allow the raas&mwi correction for
transient signals (T2),

The cmipli'fcude of the d»c» signal is
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approx. SOv, and the voltage correction is , SOv./Hs/s.

bandwdth is lOOc/s.

The

The uiri.t was biu.lt on a sinCe : chassis,

and once set up at the correct frequency, it was sealed ujp so

that no alterations other than voltage level setting a re possible*
(e) 4.

Settim—up, procedure.

KL ia swept, as beforo, over a

small region of the cavity dip, and IC2 manaHy tuned until the
correct S«shaped curve is 'found (III 8*3).

Then the K1.A.F.C*

is set up as described previously and the second detector

current is then muXbmLzed by progressive tuning of both manual

and ele/txonic tuning.

The swtch from 12 batteiy to K2.A.F.Q*

is then closed, and stabilization effected.

Tie voltage level

is adjusted s lowly until the second detector shows the same

value as before.

Ths loop is easier to close as the loop gain

is not so high*
m (f).

(f) i.

With both Kl.A.F.C. and K2.A.F.0 .

circuits operative, ' the spectrometer can now be balanced by
means of the sliding stub tuner, adjusting it until there is a
minimum in the second detector current.

The bridge is then

slightly unbalanced to ensure that any e.s.r* absorption does
not alter the match frem overcoupled to undercoupled, as this

would lead to a phase change in the detected signal, giving a
spurious result.

The detected i.f. signal is then fed throu%

an H*C filter of bandwidth lOccs., and the signal observed on

A. E AMPLIFIER.

li.2m»22ok

?27k
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a scope (Solartron CD 513), Imv./cm* range*
The signal is then giv en some further a.f. amplification

and displayed on scope CD 814, 3Gmv*/cm*
(f) 2; Audio ampllfier*

Figure 1X1 6.

Tills is a two-stage

amplifier, the second stage having a feedback loop, designed to
minimize low frequency oscillations*

These are caused by slow

vibrations of the cavity am and can be annoying when the signal
is displayed on a scope*

(f) 3. e.s.r. absorption display.

With a 50c/s. magnetic field

modulation, the absorption can now be observed.

An external

50c/s* signal is applied to the &-plates of the scopes and is

phased so as to centre the absorption*

The back trace is

eliminated by a 50q/s. ^-modulation* (Figure 111 8,4)»

(f) 4. Reference cavity.
reference is used*

In lining up the spectrometer a

This consists of a complete cavity ann

which can be coupled in, replacing the normal cavity arm*

It

is kept permanently set up with a known sample of 4 10-^ spins

D*P,F*n*

It is not possible to Use the sample alone, since in

the case of a helium run it is not possible to change the sample*

Since the sample is khown it is possible to- check the performance

of the spectrometer before each liquid helium experiment*
in (g)* PiiflsgrtasnaiJtos, dfitgstxpjo*
(g) i» Method.

The magnetic field is modulated at 2S0c/s» to

a value less than the line width, and simultaneously swept

6BS7

EF9I

t

ECC8I

280 c/t OSCILLATOR
PHASE
-

ECC 82

SH IFTER .

ECC 81
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slowly with a linear sweep- through the absorption line#. . The
2-BC/s# signal is taken from the a*f# mspHUer and further

amplified by a narrow-bond. amplifier tuned to SBO/s#, and,
detected by a phase-sensd.tive detector#

Tie spectra are dis

played on a -pen-recorder as, a first derivative signal.

<g>. 2. 2.80^/.s«, -AgCLllaftor,,
iFtgujijm.it........................

,iiAi iwwgr--ainUl'lsr.
..................

The oscillator is of the Viee-bridge type, vith them! stor
stabilization (T3).

For a discussion of the stability require

ments, see Appendix 3.

The oscillator is fitted with a fre

quency and ampHtude control, and when these are correctly .set

it gives a steady sine wave output#

The oscillator is followed

by two cathode followers, one giving an output used as a
reference, the other acting as a buffer leading to the phaseshifter#

The phase-slufter consists of two identical stages,

which give a combined phase-shift of 270®, without affecting
the ampHtude of the signal, and it is imc^w^ed by two cathode
followers, the first of wUch is used as a gain control#

The

output is fed into a power anpXifier (14), which is used to

drive the sweep coils, with a maaamum current output of 20mA#
(g) 3. atiO/s, , nanf-band..anmUfler, and piase-sensstive detector.

To reduce the effect of hammics of 5O/s., the ampiLfier has

a bandwidth of a few* cycles#

At this low frequency, a twin-tee

type of arnpHfier was used, of the same design as that in (81)#

Figure III 8

the repeller of K1 is swept with
a linearly increasing voltage.
Thus the trace shows the power
output of K1 as a function of
frequency. The sharp dip in power
is.due’ to a matched cavity.
(Q « 4000).

bott<m of cavity dip in 8.1
(expanded) (Y-scale = 50mv/
graticule division.)
lower trace: S-shaped curve
fcom Kl.A.F.C. (Y-scale =
50v/graticule division.)

8. 3 the S-sha^ed curve from
KK.A.F.G. (Y-scale = lOv/graticule division). Tie two smaai
peaks are caused by the 5Mc/s.
mod*1* (K1 was swept as in 8.1
to obtain this trace.)

8.4

e.s.r. absorption
16
signal from 10 spins D.P.P.H.

at room temp. (bandwidth =
4
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The gain is 10^ and the bandwidth 3*5c/s.

This amplifier is

somewhat valve dependent, and care has to be taken in its use*

(See Appendix 3)«

Xn this type of amplifier, the frequency

selectivity is obtained by means of heavy negative feedback at

all frequencies , other, than that desired*

This meA ? that the

amplifier has an inherent tendency to oscillate*

Xn practice,

the amplifier was mounted as far away from the sweep coils as
possible, and orientated for minimum pick-up •

As the P.S.D.

was also built on the same chassis, a mu-metal screen was in

serted to cut down the pick-up from the reference.

The P.S.D*

is of the Schuster type (T5), and the output is fed into an
Kvershed & Vignoles pen-recorder (*5 - 0 - *5 mA).

(g) 4. Setting-up procedure*

The output of the narrow-band

amplifier is fed onto the Y-plates of scope OP 513*

With the

time base running free, the output is maximized by adjusting

the frequency control of the oscillator.

The time-base is

then driven by an external 280c/s. sweep, provided by the P.S.D.

reference signal.

The sliding stub tuner is then given a fine

adjustment until the trace on the scope is a straight line and

the pen-recorder balanced*

The field is varied until the

resonance line is observed, as a flip over of the trace from

shape.

The field is then swept at a set

rate and the pen-recording obtained is compared against a
standard from the reference specimen*

The gain of the amplifier
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is, varied until equality is reached.

The field is then turned

well off resonance, and the no input signal is observed.

If

this Is unsteady, the spectrometer is usually readjusted and
realigned.

The stability nomally improves with time and is

better in the evening.

The main difficulties are usually

transients associated with load switelling on other spectrometers

or on equipment in the , main part of the building.

There is

very little that can be done about this wept to wait until
it. ceases.
(g) 5. Stability.

With the spectrometer at maximum gain, the

nqise level was found to be 1 division of the pen-recorder
graph paper (100 divisions full»scale).

By manually de-tuning

the klystron^ this can be shown to be equivalent to a frequency

drift of 20kc/s., which is almost the design stability of the
spectrometer.

This stability can be achieved over a six minute

period,

III (h). Stabilized power supplies.
(ii) i, UjAna AngyUtfri. SLarttoa»

The input to the electronic

side of the spectrometer was fitted with a 15kW stabilised
transformer.

The apparatus is earthed to a metal plate below

the floor of the building.

(h) 2. Stabilized power supplies. (d.c. ).
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Voltage

Current

Hippie

(li

V 300v*

300mA.

1.0 mv>

(8)

*'300v.

2S0nA.

1.3 mv.

+ "30GV.

200mA.

1.0 mv.

(4)

'•* 64Qv»

20mA.

• 7 mv.

(5)

* 540v.

30mA.,

.5 mv.

(6)

-jaoov.

60mA.

1.0 MV.

h)

* 15Ov*

200mA.

1.0 w.

(8)

85v.

lOOhiA.

(3)

'

10.

1UV.

1W power supplies (1) — (5) are of the same basic design as'

(S2).

The output resistance is 2 ohms, aril regulation for a

18% mains' voltage change * 200.

(7) is a transistorized model (international Electronics, D3M2).
(8) -Is of a simpler design and is used for supplying the slow

sweep voltage4
Two 6v.d.c. Advance power supplies are also used.

XXX (i). The Magnet
(i) 1. Types used.

Two magnets were used, as availablet-

Newport Instruments

Type E

7n

Type E

753 sliimmed

The latter magnet was used in all the work quoted in the results.
The inhomogeneity of tiie field in the first model is .2 oe/cm.
parallel to the pole pieces, and .4 oe/cnu perpendicular.

For
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details of the construction and iiomnogeneity measurement ssee ' (84).

Tie inhwiogeneity of the second mignet has not been

measured, but - should- 'be 'Miter than the fix*arfc# • The -second

,

is also water-cooled, Which helps the stability and
field calibration. -Both -can be rotated through 360° and -are ,
moulted on trollies, running on rails, so that they can -be

moved to other spectrometers.

(i) 2# Magnet - power sunnly.- 'This is provided by a Ne%oiTt
instuiments Type B, Mk II supply, W.th speeificationon* Current- stability

Xin 10°* for a 4° - mains change.

lUpple field

' =•

.5 oe.

Gonprollable
current range

#»

.5 - 9. amp.

or 5. - 13. any).
(1) 3. Hsaattrsmsnt. of-field strength-

a

.01 olmt resistance

Was fitted in series W^h the magnet coils, and the voltage
developed over this was measured - by a potentiometer (Tinsley

3387B) and galvanometer (Tinsley .5 mA, f.s.d.).

The resist

ance was initiatlly calibrated using a proton resonance meter

(83), making allwance for thelysteresxs, and a calibration
graph drawn.

The field can be read to irn accuracy of j: 4 oe.,

as checked agidnst DPPH samples. For a further verification

of the accuracy of the calibration see Chaater VI.
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.Ci) '4,s saffg,,,

. .«atatate!ca ■

?^alijfipld.:'sweep*; v.TJie powerysupply. has: a facility that if a

slocrly varying voltage is -fed. into the supply’s control ampli

fier the output current will also vary*, The variation in
voltage is obtained from, a .IK* 49 turn Helipot, working from

an 80v.d»o* floating supply (since the input terminals to the
control unit are also floati,ng)»

The helipot is driven by a

22v* a.c* mo tor through a reduction gear train* and is fitted

with. microswitches,» to prevent
arm*.
■ damage
i *
• to the wiper
*
• . . - The
follow.possibilities are available:-* .

-

Time of sweep

* 2 niin« > b mih*

Amplitude of sweep « 90,2-99*341 and 500 ©<£♦
direction of sweep

» repetitive or alternate*

The mains iriput to the motor, and to the pen-recorder drive are
taken off a y&xi'ae (Fliiliac 2 amp«).

Ms was found to be
l

deal rabid-',as otherwise the sudden current! surge on starting

tends to cause an unbalance in the pen*recordirig system*
The bweep is reasonably linear up to 209 be* but after

tills it. becomes less so*

Xt was found that if the voltage was

applied in the reverse polarity, better'linearity was obtained*
Fqll field variation.

The above device is of no use when a

field of over 400 oe* is needed*

A full field sweep was ob

tained by using the remote control facility on the power supply*

A slow motion drive motor was used to rotate the wiper am of a
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large- 'dijunefer 20C iot^, - Latterly an otectionic integrator was

fi-ifc-fced in place of - the resisapnce#

.

(i)- S-» Hatnieti.c Ift^Ld rqodua.tion. . Wh-50c/s. .or 2f8te/s». field
kodi^u^^'ti^on is applied through--a Heimiii>3.'t» pair - of coils,- mounted

in parsO-lel with -the uuagict coils.

The 50c/s# sweep is applied

through a Varias and - a 3:1 step-up aut/tr<p13fomler.

The maxtauum

S&eep which cm; be - applied at 50c/s. is 380 oe#, Wiile at 2$0o/s#

the madman is 10#3 oe,

A diode and voltmeter were fitt-ted

across We output - of the 2$0c/s# power amH-fiefy and - ■the volt

meter - was calibrated -in oe., so that - the - 280c/s« mo/dUatiop
depth con - be easily varied#

XU- (j). ^eip&tivtty of- tiie apeetwmafrftr.
(j) 1, Practical Measurement.

The absolute sensitivity of the

spectrometer - was measured - by observing the Signal to NHse
rati/ (SsN) of a - series of sam.les of a known free radical

(di-phepyl-picjyl-hydrazyl) at various concentrations.
Op video, at 30O°K, a S:Nsl:l was given by S lO°°dH spies#
Op petMrecording, a gain of at least 10° is attained, and

op lowering the temperature to 1#4°K tliere is a further gain
of 5 10° (due to ap increase ip both the Boltsmann distribution
and tlie cavity Q.)

This therefore ' leads to an absolute sensi

tivity for the spectrometer. at -1#4°K, of
5 - 10° - #( sains (op^mim mduultion depth, infinite
recording time)#
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Xn practice,. it-is possible to detect the presence of a line

whi^Svha^ a §;?$ ratio .of .less than unity, on video* but with
pen*recording3. a 3:Ns :10tl is necessary for a useful recording,
la-general,; it can be taken that if a line is not detectable,

on video, ,it is unlikely to appear on pentreeording, unless

the. line, is :very broad, .since,in

is not being

•

properly: Wept, by the SOc/s. modulation*

Ci) 2. ffiwiytixql;, eatimqtfou

Brpwn (SI) has given a method

of calculating the .absolute sensitivity.

Using the values

expropriate .to. this'i^octf^pmcter, for an S.?W.::1:X at 300°K, we
*10
should need., .only 7 10 di spins. ’AS:1-’discussed in the original,'
this value Is' not attained ,in practice for a variety of reasons
■'
ki
including principally the klystron noise sidebands beating with

the-;

-frpnr the. other klystron.., The use., of a balanced mixer,

to eliminate K2. noise sidebands together with a low noise i.f.

amplifier..could- be expected to improve the.-sensitivity by a
factor of 10 (R8).

The ultimate in sensitivity seems to have been reached by
Smidt (KX) and- Mishra: (E2) who quote values of 1CA^ dH spins at
mia temperature, however these spectrometers lose a lot of

.

flexibility in the process, e.g. Smidt uses a, .cavity in parallel
with tho sample cavity to eliminate K1 noise, and this would

obviously be difficult to use in the present experiment where
the cavity frequency varies.
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-The particularly long cavity am which‘has to’be used is

ah • additional source of miciophonics, however tile results show
that •the sjpectxweter is up to the design ''standard*
in Ou.gvftlttttti.9a si' aisstraGt) I.' array? xti observed quantities.

Wheii the spectra have

been obtained • frosrt the spectrometer,. there still' remains the

measurement of the relevant quantities.

xn this section, these

arc discussed, and the errors, both systematic and random, are
evaluated.

• The major quantities to be obtained from a spectrum in

the first instance ares*
(i)

linowidUi

(ii) g-value (or some similar quantity)
(ill)

(iv)
Xine^widtlu

signal intensity
line*-sliape (including h.f.s.).
xt is now customary in e.s.r. work to define the

Mho-width of an absorption line as the distance between the
points of uiaxUium slope rather than between the half-power

points, since a first derivative presentation gives this infor

mation 'directly.

Xn idle following experiments, generally a

magnetic field sweep was used where the rate of change of field

with time was known, and so the line-width could be directly
measured off the pen-recording using a travelling microscope.

.

The major random. error in; thisrstep is in-deciding exactly. ; where -the tnxtu.ng. point's; of the first, derivative-occur*.: The

possible, error is. estimated at $%«• '.There? may .also- foe a

s^^stematic - .error which is discussed below.*
lvalue* ■. X’o-..calculate .the .g^valud,- it is .necessary :to measure
both: the operating- frequency <nnd the field strength at the

ci^osaqira*/, point on the first - derivative . tracing*- ,$ince it .is:
very difficult to:measure the. ;cross*over point while the line

iS'.'h’till' being traced out, the field strength was measured at

the beginning:; of the trace#

The.extra field to the cx'oss^over

point is .again; measured by a travelling microscope*

The- random

error in this measUx'emeht-ls’ variable, depending on tlie- sweep
rate used, but-.in general it is small ooinpared to the errox* in
measuring ,the absolute field strength of £ 4uoo* C->ee XXX (i) 3)* ?..

The error.'in-ifteasureneat .of the frequency is ± 2 $c/s. in 9500 Mc/s*

and can-’be' ignored#

. ..

(fe) S. gystaaatio - error

line-width and K-velue weaauraaeata.

Xsvall spectrometers#

prerecording,' the output- bandwidth

is-.kept vexy small* .\Gex»erally ;this la- achieved by an^ U-G circuit

with a long thae-censtant, in the final stage of the;P*S*D.

Since

a condenser, both on charging and discharging, follows an-ex*- ■
ponential law, it follows that the output is never a perfect

reproduction of the* input* -The general effect is shown

Figure III 9
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<|UalJ'.tatlwly in- Wgure; XIX 'Skfor a CJausMan- llm> vzhere .It. can

be-'-seen- 'that-''several important chaisges rbsult in -the-'observed

•

■Mne*»shap.e>' •

(!}'• Sl&ft of the- cross-over point of the line
(ii). QhXf t- of both peaks*
(iii) lllstortion of the - line^’shap a

Increase in the Knerwxdth

(iv)

(v)'- Decrease in signal••intensity^.
iM&gfcaph Was obtained by drawing Uib- charging curve for a •

given ,-tiin^eonstant- at a- point A, • and using the value attained
Where this curve crosses the abscissa Of point B as the start ‘

of-the charging-curve for this new imp res sod voltage * For
accuracy* the step A •* B was made as -small as possible# •
X't is clear from-the above; that in certain circumstances>

the values of the-qumrci ties ■(!) -* (v) taken directly from a
peh»reebitting may' be in serious error#

As- far as the author

is aware* tlw problw does not seem. tohave been- discussed ••.

-

before, and way explain the Varied results obtained in*; similar
experiments. by different/,authors {e#gi:*Uee. Chapter ■ VII) v

Xu order to-clarify'the situation, the author proposes to

discuss-these effects in terras1 of a'-sihgl^r Mmehsionloss' quail*

' tity* K* where

'
K

line-width/ time-constant

■

(3.4)
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DECREASE IN SENS1T IVITY.

LINE-WIDTH VARIATION.

OF MODULATION DEPTH.

'/o INCREASE IN LINE-WIDTH

AS A FUNCTION

modulation depth.
(expressed as a fraction of line-width.)

Figure III 13

SENSITIVITY AS A FUNCTION

INCREASE IN SENSITIVITY.

OF MODULATION

6 r*

DEPTH.

the reference modulation depth

is taken as one-tenth of
the line-width.

at modulation depths greater
than unity, distortion of the

4

—

3

-

line -shape becomes obvious

2 -

modulation depth.
^expressed as a fraction of linc-width.)

Figure III 14
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K therefore includes the three independent variables in any
pen-recording.

By graphical integration of a standard Gaussian

first derivative line, a series of derivatives were drawn for
various values of K.

The relevant details mentioned above were

found and the results plotted graphically against K.

The graphs

for the increase in line-width (Figure 111 10), shift of peaks
and of cross-over point from the true values (Figure III 11)
and decrease in sensitivity (Figure III 12) were plotted*

By use of these graphs it is possible to reduce all penrecordings to a standard value, and to find the true field

values involved.

The graphs are also very useful for making

estimates in advance of the optimum sweep rates which should
be used, which can result in a considerable time saving.
A similar procedure was carried out on a standard Gaussian

line to determine quantitatively the effect on line-width and

sensitivity of the modulation depth. Figures III 13 and 14
show these variations.

These graphs were useful in deciding

on modulation depth values and also give a means of reducing

different spectra to a standard value.
(J<) 3,

During one of the runs on

the pure Naphthalene triplet line, the effect of altering K
was checked.

In this case dn/dt was altered.

The pen-

recordings are shown in Figure III 13 and tlie results on

Figure III 10,

The slight discrepancy at higher K values is

iariatkga of spectra with K«

4— 4 —4
4
♦ —I

5
Sarnia t tiaphhtifidtme/owieophenone.
taken f iom £xp. 2 on Figure VJ 4.
K
- #18;
•
|
■ .71
dH/dt • .75,
« IL
,
-2.83

H

,
,

-1.0
- 4.1 oe/sec.

increecing from left to fight le e ech recording.

The recordings ere not all et the seme spectrometer gain.
Paper speed I

1 dJLvLsdon (6«25nit.) corresponds to

—30 sec.
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due partly to the error in measuring the line-width at the

higher • dH/dfc. rates and; partly t o •, the • non*Oaussian - shape of..
this resonance line* However they illustrate the trend quite

well*

The graphs were used in the work on the triplet state,
>
since the short expeHmental time of an hour made it desirable

to Use faster dh/dt rates (up to K * *15)#
(k) 4. Estimation of apin-danalty in a aamlc.

Theoretically

the spin-density in a sample can be obtained by evaluation of
equation (3#1), but as shown in XII (j) 2 this cannot be done

With any precision.

So an experimental calibration has to be

made using a known free radical, and then using (3#1) to modify

the proportionality factor, i*e.
• su»N
s£:N (dH*)

-U ,
nk<Pok)?iToA>'»)aK Qu MPju?! lW>

(3.5)

where U and K are the unknown and known spin densities
respectively.

So, tlie estimation of the spin density involves the
following factors t-

(i) SlH ratio
(ii) line-width
(iii) cavity Q
(iv) temperature, bandwidth, microwave power and filling
factor
(v) absolute sensitivity.
In addition
(vi) the observed SsN is dependent bn the modulation depth
and the K*value used.
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(x)■Measurement of the '8jN- x’atio is by no means accuxate, espe
cially from a pen-recording#

Xn practice; the lino is usually

recorded several times- and compared#

The error is.- about 20%

C estimated)•
• *%***'•
'
,
r
(ii) If the line-width is taken off a pen-rccoxdir*g, -the error
*
X
in dotemining the maximum is about I oe«'<-in a 20' oe* line,

but tliis can vary depending on the expeximental conditions#

The error is on average about 5$.
» * *
’
(iii) The Q varies from ample to sample, and on oxientation#
The method used for measuring the Q during a x*un is not very
sensitive, and the error is about 1O%»

(iv) Errors in these quantities can noxmally be made negligible
by using the same expexiiieixtal conditions for. both unknown and

reference samples, since they are purely mechanical conditions

under the operator's control#
(v) The errors (i) and (ii) also come into the absolute cali

bration, although tiie method used Mnimisea these (111 (j) !)•

There is also some error in the standard samples#

The value

obtained is estimated to be within 20>V

(vx) This error can be corrected for by the use of the method

outlined in (XIX (k) 2) #
From the above section, it can be seen that, although the
errors are well known, there is little that can be done to
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haprove (the

: The- erxnOr in a given estimation would'

seem to. foe around ± 40%,

’’

.

-

. $M.sjk value -compares -with an estimate-made from'the results

ox several authors, discussed in {K21},- where a figure of 50%

was found,

■

'

.

•

’ • • •

•

••'• -•■

According to (K.22) WPH {tuo1 usual calibrating-agent) may

contain up to.-20% of the-solvent of crystallisation,. leading
to a variable error-in calibration,

fariv •&’• Gordon (K2£) have

discussed a method of measuring the. absolute sensitivity in

volving the changes -in- the .-reflection coefficient of the cavity,
hut the method is far too tedious for day-to-day estimations.

•it is also possible- '• to-, cut •■ down - the eftws; in' ■ evaluation

of the. spectra, by using a two-sample cavity, with the reference
sample situated in a different field 'S'trcngth to the unknown,
The intensity of tiro absorption can be measured more directly

by

evaluation of the first moment of the derivative curve,

although considerable error is introduced foy the indeteiwhiacy

of the wings of the curve (KM)#

This method would appear to

suffer, fxw errors in making a standax’d at very low concentra
tions of a C0Qg>iU‘able intensity to the sigxial involved# In'the

o^pdriments carried out, the signal concentration was not con

sidered to foe a particularly vital factor and the accuracy
attained is - sufficient,

-

-
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III (1). Qnntv cavity effect.

Mien the spectrometer was

operated in liquid helium, a strong broad line appeared.

The

constants are:*•

g «*. 2»0§ £ .02;

line-width » 200 £ 25 oe.j

apparent number of spins » at least 10

(difficult

to estimate because of the large width and intensity).

The oxigin of this line is obscure, and it was not found
possible to cure it.

The line still appeared even when the

cavity was completely empty (except for liquid helium) and
appeared with both cavities.

The quartz tuning rod was com

pletely withdrawn and the line appeared on both 50c/s. and
280c/s. modulation.

No trace of the line could be found at

liquid nitrogen or room temperatures, shewing at least that it

was not due to the electronic side of the apparatus.

The only

conclusion therefore is that the effect is due either to the

liquid helium or is a consequence of the low temperatures
(and high sens! t±vies) involved*
A similar effect is reported (R22, QS) to be a common

feature of all high sensitivity spectrometers. It is said
that the effect can fee cured by the introduction of dielectric

tuning stubs inserted in the narrov face of the cavity, but no

further information is given.
solution.

Time did not permit trying this

In many of the experiments which were conducted at

g » 4 field values, tills line was of course ^relevant.

In
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those conducted atXV^3C.X (2))#• on video a mrrw line

would- have; been • obvious •-if supeiimposed on the broad •line*
Pern-recording: at marimun gain in this region is however almost

ifiosMble*

’

'

’

-

'•

6

Figure IV 1

High-pressure mercury lamp and filters

1) lamp holder for 2) high-pressure lamp. 3) liquid filter container (showing external water
cooling coils and prism rotation mechanism). 4) Chance glass filter and holder (push-fit
• inside longer barrel). 5) brass mounting for 6) calcite prism. 7) quartz lens and holder
(push-fit on to longer barrel) (an extra glass filter can be mounted on this holder if needed).
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Amos and crocooiagcs
IV (a), Xj.ght aourgeS

(a) i. ustfew-prsm*??;! ;ereury lam»

This lamp is a Uanovia

5OOW a*c,' air-cooled discharge lamp* and Is supplied with its

owi control unit*

The discharge tube obtained was U-shaped,

and since forced air cooling caused the cavity to vibrate,

siutural convection was used.

This lamp generates a lot of

ossone and is unpleasant to work with.

The light output was

found by using an Vranyl Oxalate acti nometer method (Til, T12).
A replica of the Optical path was set up, and by use of a
suitable filter the energy in a single emission band could be
found*

At 3660A, the number of quanta per second falling on

the sample is Ui .2) 10* •

By means of a comparative table

supplied by the makers, the energy in any other band can be

readily estimated, e*g. at 2SO0A, the intensity is reduced to
3 10^4 quanta/sOC*
(a) 2. ’'■igli-Dressure mercury laiao.

Tills lamp was bought at a

later date Mien it became apparent that for work being done on
the triplet state of organic molecules, the medium pressure

IOOO

(

IOOO

h

►

3oov.d.c.
IOOO
-L

VARIAC 8A.

FERRANTI ZR24

High-pressure Lamp Power Suppjy.
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lamp ttas 'inadequate,--/ ‘.‘the' lamp chosen wag a ’Philips- LL00OV.<Lc.
wateivcobled type,- v/kich' appears to - bo the - only - one - of this

class- generally available - -In tills country * The makers seem reluctant to part wth- -them, an# considerable time . was lost In

gelijg.' the lamp, replacements aml . details- of . the operating

character! sties* -.The lamps - are mpplxed - With - . their - own- housing
XXiigjrplV; 1 ). and: •‘the-lidnMou?j are -quarts- (- they- were- checked on .
a spectrograph- (fortunately!)). i Tie lamp Is - cooled by a water
,fX<f ,of 1, gallonper.mLnutd. - .• ’

:,■'■•

•

- .

•. ? -

(a) 3. d.c.: -cowr ■mmJ.v'. . A -power aipply- liad to- b hUlf for

:the - la% as - >there .-was; none available ' -in --the department, and
the commrccal -(biphase transformer/rrctifiler suggested - by the
mjdcers was too ea^terns-ve.

Tie circulfc shown (Figure IV 2) -

.

operates successfully,-and dw Imps seem. to have, -their, stated

performance (50 hours lifeiime at 2 hours/switchlng) .

The

voltage over the 1amt fluctuates by up to 50v. during normiOL
nnuning# -

-

,

.

(a) 4. .Ittgh~oreaauir»- lamp perforroaree aani filters.

The High

pressure lamp - increases the light output because of the - increased
wattage, increased . efficiaicy and because its smaai tube area
(1 .5 x *4-c?U) permits the-profitable use of -a .reflector, .
FifpireXV 2 -shows theoutput spectrum of the nearest cmiipcarable

lamp that could be -found in - tlie literature. (dO, T62),

The

performance below 3O00A is not known exactly* but it is thought

Tills is ■ confirned by* observations' on; the

to -falx’- off rapidly*

•triphenylone triplet line (Chapter VX1)> where -at 32OUA, a line

of $$N$l30$X was observed* but at 2500A the line cannot be ob
served at an SiNnliil*

The AH-6 super-high pressure lamp which

is used by American authors is comprehensively reviewed in (T63)
and- is-.-stated-to' run- at 110 atmospheres* Tills lamp radiates
some 100 watts at Wavelengths shorter than 3200A and 30 watts

shorter than 2S0OA.

As can-be seen in Figure IV %, the amount

of'visible-and-ihfra-red given out by lagh~pressure lamps (in

contrast'to the medium pressure type) is considerable

(about 300V/), so a filter is necessary with both cryostats.
Figure XV 1 shows the ohfo Constructed, using a combination of

liquid'and Chance dhss filters.

The liquid container is 5cm.

long, with quartz windows held on with Araldite.

The filter

contains cooling coils, vdiich are also led around the tubing.
In operation the filter has been found to foe very effective

and, .-the. temperature of die solutions used does not rise more
than 5°0.

Two Chance glass filters can be fitted, one between

the liquid filter and - the prism* the other after 'the lens

( helium dewar only).
The following filter combinations (T2X, T22) were used:-

Filter*:

Pass-band,

(solvent «• distilled water)
fe'.C.l.)

5cm* 0uS04 (saturated)

3400 —5300A.

V.JS'7.HI.

(S\S^2.) • Fi,C.X ♦•ffliaiw, OXL .

3400 ~ 3800A,

(K.C;3.) F.C.l ’♦ Chance'.0X7

2800 w 380OA.
1 f * x;

(S*.G.4.)

F.C.l , Chance QBXO

3800 - 4600A.

(I'*.0-.:5.:)

Semi K2cr(so4).2,i2a2o (30@n/i.)

3000 - 35CQ/i.

(FiO.6.)

Scmi -’NilSOpSH-O (240gn/l-.)

. 2404) - 3200,1.

♦ CoS04.7i^O ( 45g»v"l.)
(FyG.7.) " F.C.G. + 1 cw. M*

2400. - 28QOA.

Time did not* permit an accurate’ evaluation of the light out*..

put :of* the.1S$'gfr*pressure .lamp -using the aotihometer method*.

However, by observing- the boil off'rate of liquid helium with
and without the lamp on, a rough estimate of the number of

quanta entering-- the cavity* can be made, ‘. For .F,0»8,- the heat
input is 210iuW, leading to an estimated 2 lO^^quanta/sec,

This represents a considerable, gain over the medium. pressure
lamp at this wavelength*

XV (b). Optical system.
(b) I. Lens*

The .'opticalsystem was designed in the first

instance for the medium pressure lamp.

This U-shaped lamp

presents a radiant area of 6 x 2 cm, toward the sample >

The

U is too wide to go between the magnet coils, and the distance

between the object, and image is therefore fixed at 22cm,
Further restrictions are also imposed by the magnet gap, -by

the sample si a e and by the cavity width,

After a mathematical
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and pr^ctic^l .Investigation,- It was found that the' maximum

light is gathered by a 30D lens .of I.5n diameter. A quarts
lens ., of-.'this size was obtained from Optical -Works • limited

(London). .When the medium pressure 'lamp was used, a

iw

iron

plate (with an appropriate slot) had to foe bolted across tlie

magnet# otherwise the stray field from the magnet J’blewn the
lamp out at fields- in- excess of 2503 oe.

This plate ..was - un--

necessary with tlie high .pressure lemp# which operated satis
factorily up to 6000 oe*

This lamp however has to be mounted

horizontally and so It cannot foe brought any closer to tlie
sample than the other*

The filter takes up all the space be

tween the lamp and the cryostat..

(fo) 2. Prism.

In seme experiments# the use of a polarising

prl'sm was necessary.

A Xn square-ended caleite prism was ob

tained from Hil&er fr Watts; the prism is some 3^ long and,

together with a brass mount, is shown in Figure IV X.

The

simple, rotation device for turning the prism through angles up
to ISO0 can also bo seen.

About IQOmW arc dissipated in It

witls most filter combinations, but no heating was observed.

[he 1*’ aperture io slightly less than the entrance pupil at the

joint where it is situated, but We light loss is small.

Hie

Light transmission of the prism unit at 3200A (F.G,5) was
ippraMmately• 25%;, this was found from the decrease in signal
intensity when observing the triphenylene triplet absorption.

construction: bross except where indicated,

joints = soft-soldered.

Figure IV 3

Figure IV 4
The crvogenic side of the apparatus, showing tlie
metal crvostat set un for gas-flow operation.

S3

The .manufacturer's quote .20$ transmission at 2500A*. .

(b) 3*• ftarap|q;- hcflder$* The quartz sample holders-used can be

They were made in. the. department*

seen In Figure XXX 3*
•The volumes, ores*-

...

•2m* long

• •16 ± •$£ co*

( si)

..*01- cc*

C,s2)

.0?., c«i

(33)

6mm* long

•' *40

2cra* long

,S6

i

aoislai-amsSk£

(c) 1* .Purpose> -.When- the project was .started, it was realized
that for maximum flexibility, wavelengths down to -25OOA were

needed, necessitating the use of quartz*

Two possibilit1.es

exist, either an all quartz imr or a metal one with quartz

windows. -The main problem with the .former was that the
tolerances offered on eomercial tubing were too -large and also
the difficulty of writing large diameter quartz tubing with the.

facilities available*

Accordingly a metal devar, which seemed

the easier proposition, was built*
(c)

.general.-.design*. A,drawing of the cryostat built is given

in Figure XV 3, and a photograph of the .mounting etc* in

Figure XV 4.

The design follows the normal pattern for such

dewars, e.g* (T32).

The cryostat, which is made of • brass except

where indicated, consists, of a single walled-Helium can, joined

to the top plate by a stainless steel tube*

The volume of this

Figure IF 5

high-vacuum
CAN PUMPING SYSTEM.

can and its .tail is.about-1 litre*; -The can is surrounded by an

annular can, which .when filled Mth liquid nitrogen, acts as- a
radiation shield#

Tho shield is connected by a plate to the

stainless steel tube in order to provide a cold spot, which

shortens the stainless steel tubing to a practical length* * The

lower end,of the liquid nitrogen can is connected to a sihgle*
wlled copper tube which encases the helium can tail#

i,s split to allow the cryostat to be dismantled*

This tube

The whole

assembly is surrounded by an. outer, can at room temperature*

All

breakable vacuum joints are at room temperature and sealing is
effected using Gaco-. rings*

The pumping system is shown in
c

Figure IV 5*

The best vacuum attained on pumping is 2 3,0' ■ torr*

When the liquid nitrogen can is filled, the vacuum is improved
g
to better than 10 torr*

The quarts? window on the outer can is housed in the pro

jecting barrel and the quarts lens is housed inside it, since
due to its feather edge it cannot be used as a vacuum tight

window*

There is no window on the radiation shield, while that

on the helium can is to the design of Roberts (T3l).

The dia*

meter of this window is fixed by the light cone to be 15*5mm*,

and the rest of the design is governed by this consideration*
The window was sealed onto a *010” annealed spun copper foil, by

Araldite (MR 1}*

The copper foil is soldered onto the brass

Tierure IV 6.

Cavity arm for
metal crvostat

(shoving slowmotion drive.)

Figure IV 7.
Cavity arm for
glass cryostat

■?;5r*
rt

tail with Wood’s metal* The window has proved reliable after ■repeated pressure and temperature cycling*

The • counplete cryostat

weighsabout 56 lbs*

.The cavity amis show in Figure IV 6*

The. wave-guide be

tween the • topwplate flanges ■ and the cavity' i$; j92Q”. stai nless

steel; as this o.d* i-su less than that'of .the-brass'Wave^-guide>

a connecting piece had to be made*

Since gaseous helium has to

be conserved, the helium can also has to be- made vacuum tight
(2?>torr*)«

The- helium pumping system is shown in Figure XV 5*

Also shown on the cavity arm is an electrical vacuum to air

connection, (glass-to^etaX seal), vMch can. be used for thermo*
1

couples, etc* (a similar facility-is fitted to the high vacuum ;

can)*

The top end of the-sample turning mechanism is also shown*

The gear wheel at the -foot in connected to a stainless steel rod
which runs up the broad side of the waveguide and is connected

at the top to a slow-motion drive by a flexible cable*

The slow-

motion drive, which has a reduction ratio of 8*25:1* is turned
by a I2*turn counter, graduated 0 * 100*-; vThe tube which can be
seen at the badc-was used for the-gas-flow, system (IV (e) 2)*

In Figure XV 7 (which is the glass cryostat ann) there can be-

seon

the variable coupler connection and also the guidp. tube for

Channelling the liquid helium down into the tail*

Both Cavity

arms are connected to the main wave-guide run ly .means of a. short

section of xleMbld' waveguide (Ww H. Sanders, ’’Flexi guide1’)
with a'quieft reXesb© coupling.; •This dllows- easy demounting of

the cryostat, and gives a little freedom in adjusting the cryo-

statb- in the magnet gap,

The method-of filling cryostats has

been-adequately discussed in (84) and further details can.-be

found there.
Xn practice this‘cxyostat-proved difficult to fill, due"

to the gas in the tail acting as a cushion'.-for. the liquid

dropping' down•

However, even when filled,,' the’cryostat was

found to have a very large heat leak (about 20$nW).; this means
that 1 litre of liquid helium lasts about X hour (after pimping).

This is' too short to be of any use*

We reason for the heat

leak is not known exactly, heat leak calculations, for both .'Con
duction and radiation do not reveal any major errors in tlie
design (T33).

The tanporatnres at various points in the cryo

stat were measured by themoccupies, again revealing, nothing un
expected.

Xf the helium can and the nitrogen can are. both filled

with liquid nitrogen, there is still a boil off rate of about
ISOnk/ observed (measured by timing a soap bubble traversing a
known volume).

The trouble would see® to lie. between either the

tolerances in'the tail section being so tight .that the-heat-leadc
estimates are wrong or that insufficient heat conduction, from the

cold spot on the stainless steel tube occurs and possibly that
the tube is of substandard quality.

$7

■ At this point, the author decided 'that the development

problems associated with the"cryostat were too time consuming*

it was'obvious ' Umt fiiirly drastic alterations were’needed and
from previous experiences in getting work done in' the workshop
and tlie 'troubles of making the cryostat leak tight again, it-

was decided-to leave the cryostat as it was and to use it for
liquid nitrogen work*

(•Since the author finished experimental work, lor mechanical
reasons the cryostat 'has beeh stripped down and rebuilt. ' decently
it has been tried out again and held liquid helium for eight hours *

a value approaciiing tlie design specification*)

IV- Cd)*- The

crvostat *

dlaas dewars had been used for some

time in the department and an existing set were converted for
use-with tints apparatus*

i?'or details of the dowars see (a»S)$

they can be seen mounted in the. frontispiece, The dewars are made

of Monax glass and the transmission characteristics were measured
on a quarts spectrograph* ' The results showed that below 330OA
appreciable absorption' occurs, but it was known by tills time

that for much of tho work planned at liquid helium temperatures,
wavelengths shorter than tills were not needed,

The dewars were

resilvercd so that a clear ring was left around the cavity*
They proved very reliable in operation and many runs were per
formed with them*

The clear ring increases tlie heat input a
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little, but a run pan last up to six hours at 1.4% (no u.yr#

input)* ■ ThQ sp%t#ot%eer . rmwiXXy needs -about an hour to, set
u> and ,to settle do>m (£ua to therm! drif-ts after pms'iping) ; .

so this leaves -five hours ' ox> ^mental time,' but if -'the high
pressure. lamp- is used* this cuts the running time. to one and a

quarter hours).

The cryostat was invariably used,

the Mnimum

temperature Which could be reached wi'th the pumping facilities

available (1.4%%); %Uh the h.%p on,, .the tupex’atnre.rose to : ,.
.about 1#5%*

Even small changes in pressure (»S t-orr.X are

sufficient to cause- a oohsidorafele base-Jine drift on -the pen-

recordings, and on days When other people were also using the
same - pumping lime, peu^recoxtlijig- at wAwm sen^tivlty was

often male difficult (for even although the pressure change is

instantaneous, the sample and cavity take ' some time to drift
to the now temperature.

serious)*

Xn a one - hour rah, tins is rather,

Above tho lambda point, bubbXing in the 'cavity makes

pon-rocorduig impossible; in fact, even when punping at mnoXdmtm

speed, it was on occasion possible to induce local bcaLling of
the holimai around the ■ sample when using the high-pressure .lamp ,

and F*C>p*. Tlds could be detected by the consequent frequency
change .of the E1A.F.C..; the only solution was So reduce the

light inpuu until .this stopped*

•

’

•

As the height of this cryostat was slightly different frmn

the metal one, a separate cavity am (Figure XV 7) was used#

Aii extra piece of flexible wave-guide was used to connect .'the
Cavity, tOT to- the rtain spectrometer with irinisaun power reflec
tion*

IV (,). Opa^attaa, at ,77°K^

,

. .

.

(e) X* Cavi tv rtX1.ed..^Oh.liquid. nitrogen*. In this method*

liqyid:nitrogen Was pogred-into , the inner, can of the<metal ’
dowar and allowed to fill the cavity,

Sxftce the dielectric

constant of liquid .nitrogen is 1,4,?the cavity. had to bo-much
shorter - in length than fh© others,

The nitrogen, of, course*

bubbles constantly, but this wad cured by. pumping the nitrogen
to a preosure of eifooutt l4Qfo‘SbiV?, .At this pressure, the nitrogen
atoph boiling, but taro Mb. to he used for if the pressure-falls

to 100 torr., the nitrogen. solidifies,

The 1 litre inner can

was connected,in parallel with' a 20 litre (empty) can to,increase
the volufae being pumped and “so helping to even out fluctuations

in the piwp&ng rate, control of Mich was done by a, terries of

2 Saunders valves and 2 needle valves,

The general operation

was* however, mt particularly successful, the. pressure having
to foe kept constant to within ,2 toxr,

The Jiigher heat capacity

of the liquid nitrogen resulted, in an even longer time to reach

a stable equilibrium temperature than with liquid helium,

This

system was .finally abandoned in favour of the gas-flow method
doscribed below.
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(e) 2# Gas-flow method.
6 and V 1A.

Tlie circuit Is shown in Figures IV 4 and

Mtrogen gas from a cylinder is passed through a re

ducing valve and the flow rate metered#

The gas then passes

through a wide bore liquid nitrogen trap wliich removes most of the

water vapour present (which is quite considerable) and then into a

of about 20 feet of

Ou-M. tubing.

The gas then passes

through a small filter of glass-wool, wliich removes any ice
which has been carried through by the gas (if tills is not done,
the quartz window in the helium can soon gets snowed up) •

The

gas is then passed through a tube running down tlie cavity am

and directed onto the sample through a
opposite that bearing the slits#

4”

hole in tlie wall

A thennocouple (copper-

constant an) is situated in the gas-flow where it enters the

cavity and the e#m#f ♦ developed is read on a Doran Mini-

thermocouple potentiometer#

The reference temperature is 0°C*

The thermocouple was put in tills position as it was found rather

difficult to mount it directly in the cavity on to a sample wliich

was being rotated.

The temperature accuracy is * 5°K, but this

is adequate in the measurements made#

The cooling coil was quite

efficient, and a flow rate of 10 l/rnin. was sufficient to liquify

the gas-stream.

The normal flow rate, corresponding to a temxiera-
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while "the liquid- nitrogen consumption was about 1 l/hr.

Since

there is only .dry. gas now passing through the cavity, slight
variations in the flow rate do not affect, the resonant frequency
of 'thio cavity, and pen-recording is quite' easy*.
bo ' changed in about;thirty miputa#«;

.

. t

Samples could
.

Tho liquid nitrogen can ' of the cryostat was# of course,

filled and the osqostat continuously jpun?!ed* : Since the rotary
punp paused the - cavity ' to vibrate, the line wasclo.sed at valve

C: (Figure IV ' 5), and the diffusion .pimp flowed' to work into a

2' litre .can, until ;the back, pressure rose too' high for it to

operate ..{about 100 torr*); this normally did not occur under two
hours*

Allquid nitrogen. trap is. used to iterease this wikirg

tine# - since the plastic vacuim tubing used tends to, degass*

A5-is

ffJAtWV. Y, ■;

;.-W$ft.., Wticall -

ffWflS

V (a) . ■ jfoiffijSff*. The- 'sb^Ad^- used were -of .the -highest ‘-quality

-W

cobnereially' ay&IXabXet it is -fully appreciated that, this is no

guarantee- Of puii'tyy ■ Hit since • the voxic 'involved '• was#. in 1-he
&
.

,

*

. ♦ -. J

out.V -in p.axAtlcular#dthe puxlfyi'ng of: organic ./compounds was felt

'to’be &-problem

competent.-chemist with the proper facili

ties <

T (b). Crystal-growing tociiid-flugs.
Cb) 1. Watai~ 'bath'.

Crystal giwlng' is .still tin art ratlter than

a science# 'but -a few general references are ^ven In.'CMX, T48*

$43# $44).

A study of--these will reveal that each cxystal has

to b.o' tackled .on Its. own, however all the crystals which it had

been decided to -study .wore capable of -being grown frem-,aqueous

solution.

A water'bath was built, using -a Itorcury-Tolueue

ther&ost&t to aouate-a ’’Sunvic-.* relay ('P1O2*301 modified)«

Heating was provided by 2 150W lamps ('One of -which- was just
sufficient to wiintain the. temperature in case of -failure) and

the bath was .cOntihuously.-'-stix‘red.

The temperature was constant

.<;fO

Figure V 1

Figure V 1A
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to

;Q,„ between/-VS - 29°C*
.*OZC#

By gradually lowering tlio

.

'Wuperaturo,' single crystals of - the desired si%e were -goowm of

aaFtXC^4,?ri2Ci V02(NO3)2.6H2O and
<W 2..&u%hi tj^lgyiaWL^,.l<£;L'mit^Tl^?,«Q»

(see 01).

pmugWLm

'prepared •• this- siHt-ly cch-precpilttiori frw - 'a ' boiling solution
,'of water saturated with HUI' and ‘Tlwij only' the- first 5% of. the

precipitate beii% collected.

The author nu^iiciged to grow sinte

crystals by the method shown in'figure 11# ' A saturated ho.li.ng
solution. is,put in a glass te'stvtube and corked with'a bung ' -

having a Wry smidH hole drilled Oirougu it.

Tlie test*tube is

iiung in a sealed douie-*bboi<er, heated by an electric ring of

sufficient power ;to keep the water in the boiler at 10(0%.

The

pressure over the water is then lowered by means of a wate»puap
to about'08% 30 that no boiling can occur in the tes>-tube

(otherwise the solution splashes and the salt is deposited on the coder wdls as a powder) «

With tho condenser fitted the

water loss fmm tlie bco'ler is negligible, and the whole

apparatus is left for a week or so#

The water in Ue test>ube

gradually evaporates mid reasonably sized single crystals are
formed on tlie piece of thread*

As far as die author is aware, up to tlie present all
iCl(OCL} single crystals used have been grown from the melt,

so this method may be of some interest*

JAN 931

PHOTOMULTIPLIER CIRCUIT.

6BR7

I2AT7

>
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V («}» EfoasumreM of; olioapltoga'8oe«co decay aM.ttowWi.it>-

jqsas&X As iv.H b@ morn’ la. ter in the #Qsia, it was often. ■

necessary to measure the p hosphorescont and thex%lu*mne$c.ent

emsslons froom wjious .aanplos*

The -$Uao~scaX©s Involved• with

the various smplos .ranged ftaspa £<w,#4JU.spends:eo .over av■, .

hour*

Tho wipKiler oireult -ami -reoordiij- .techniques devLsefd

by the author allowed these widely varyl ng. conditions to . he
readily, dealt with*

.

.

. The. ciroiat of -the phofcoimiltlplior and aaiplpfier - used Is
given in Figure V Z* Two mothoda wro possible# depending. on

tho length of the decay period being measured*. For short decay

times# Yj. vw disconnected and the output from the acroevi- gAd
of Vl (since a .greater. stage gain was .obtained from tM.s grid .

than from tho ..anode) displayed on scope OD ol3# -The slowest

time base on tMs scope is II seconds, and .this 1$ adequate for
organic substances studied*

Tlie trace is recorded .photo-

grapMeaXIy- (cameras lajiaimithomaou* Series 10)*

A shutter*

arrangement urns used which cut off the irradiating light .and

exposed the xdio.tormXtlpller tube#

For longer recording times# tho slow sweep system for tlie
magnet (III (i) 4) was. used to glam 2 and 6 minute linear sweeps#

or the timebase could be disoomeoted mid a cinecamera used*

(Ocssor)*

Fox" even - longer . recording times than this# the whole

of the amplifies??, circuit. was.-used,.

Tho bridge circuit Termed

by l^.-aiut tlie resisfc&nce chainwas balanced'-with iaero .light

iupabj the tube was then closed-to-the phosphorescence and. '
the-bridge rebalanced by applying a rovex^e potential- to the -

grid -of ‘Vp -This potential was- thou read 'on a < raster or • ■

potesi'Uometer.

ibis’ method was .used Tor-measutihg-the decay-

time and theiinoX^<inescenc.e- of feaFtC-QM^i^gO.

also

possible -to c aldulate approrwmxteiy the number- of quanta given
out by the sample.-• A discussion.-of the analysis-is given-iii ‘

- # or. • •tlwmblumincccence' • measurements /■ the- metal c ryostafc - ■

was- used Tor slow- -vapniftg--rates-ahd= a quarts• dewar (IS*-*1 • long* .
1 cm. dimeter)- was used for faster rates*

The temperature

was measur ed -by, a thonnocouple attached to the crystal. •
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CHAPTER VI
WW OF OPTICAL AND K.S.R. WORK OH LIM^SCISHCE

It is proposed in this chapter to indicate briefly previous

work by other authors i4iich provided a starting point for the

work contained in this thesis.

VI (a).

Literature.

Luminescent properties of materials have

been studied since about 1&50 and a great deal of information
has been obtained.

Unfortunately, most of it - up to the 1930*s

at least - is almost valueless •

This Is due mainly to the

various investigators having no clear idea of the mechanisms
involved, and so the information they recorded is quite hax>»

hazard and often irrelevant.

In particular, the presence of

impurities was not understood, and the work of Lenard (who

dominated much of the thinking from 1900*25) is a good example

of this. With the arrival of quantum and crystal field theories,
the basic mechanism, was begun to be appreciated, and the more
recent work has stemmed from this.

The problem nevertheless

has still proved intractable, and no generally tinifying theory'

has been proposed.
The generally quoted standard text is by Pringsheim (K>),

which was published in 1.947 (although the material is only up
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to 193$) and is sadly out of date, in addition to being verbose*
(This view is not held by all, e.g. Smaller (1964) (A23) has

described it as ”an excellent monograph”) ♦ Kfore recent work
will bo mentioned below*

An example of the general, confusion surrounding luminescence
occurs straightaway in defining fluorescence and phosphorescence -

tho terms are used quite indiscriminately in 'many cases*

It

should also be noted that ”a phosphor” is a material which phos
phoresces - or fluoresces - or both!

The above situation makes it very difficult to gather
material relevant,to the problem at hand, and obviously involves

one in a great deal of cross-checking.
VI (b).

Jablonski! diagram*

In very g eneral terms, when the

exciting, light is incident on a molecule and there is absorption

by the molecule, an electron is raised from.a lower to a higher

excited stated.

If this upper state represents an unstable con

figuration, the electron quickly returns to the ground state,

and the ..probable lifetime of this state can be shown to be
<looses. (Fll)*

The electron can return to the ground state

in either a single transition or a series of smaller ones*

The

energy released in the single transition type normally occurs as

a flash of visible, light, and this phenomenon is known as fluor
escence, while in the multiple transition type the energy emitted

per transition is much smaller (generally in the far infra-red),

intensity.
I

spectrum.

Joblonskii diagram.

Figure VI 1

absorption

Internucleor distance.
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and so this type is often known as a "radiationless transition" ♦
If the excited state represents a stable configuration, the

electron is permanently trapped and there will be no emission.

Finally, if the state is metastable, it will be released after

a given time and the resulting emission is known as phosphorescence.

The above definition of phosphorescence and fluorescence (i.e.
whether or not the electron enters a metastable state) is quite

rigorous, but if the lifetime of the electron in the metastable

state approaches that of its possible lifetime in an ordinary

excited state, it often becomes difficult to distinguish between
the two by spectroscopic methods (seebelow},.

It is quite

possible for both types of emission, to occur with the 3ame ex

citing wavelength.

It is more instructive to represent the above discussion
schematically by a diagram, Figure VI 1, due to Joblonskii (B5).

The diagram shows a plot of the potential energy of the ground
(B), first excited (F) and a metastable (M) state of a molecule

against a generalized co-ordinate of distance. The horizontal
lines indicate various vibrational levels.

Since the first ex

cited state Is one of greater energy than the ground state, the
position of the minimum is generally farther from the centre

than that of the ground state, as shown.

The lines representing

absorption and emission are drawn vertically on the diagram
(Franck-Condon principle).

The number of vibrational quanta.
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emitted after both absorption and emission is of the order of

10-100 •

Thus the emitted light is .always of lower energy than

the absorbed light (Stokes’ Law; this law can be violated if the
absorption piocess is a two-photon one (1591).)

For phosphor

escent emission, tho transition from the metastable state to the
ground one can occur either via the first excited state or
directly; so phosphorescent light can have either the same wave*

length as the fluorescent emission or longer*

It has proved possible in a, few cases to calculate these

configurational diagrams for fluorescence phenomena and to make
a few predictions , but generally they are drawn schematically (L3b).
VI (c)*

Apparatus limitations.

An .e*s*r« spectrometer is in

theory capable of detecting unpaired electrons in a sample, and

hence .any electron in tho excited states mentioned above*

There

is a serious limitation to, this however, as can be seen by con-,
structing an equation, balancing the steady state concentration

of spins in the excited state to the number of spins tliat can be
detected by the spectrometer:^*A*r *

M.S*

where / « light flux, at the appropriate wavelength,
in quanta/sec.
A * the product of the fractional a bsorption of light
by the sample and the phosphorescence/fluorescence
ratio.

r « decay time of the phosphor (in seconds),
defined in VI (d) 3)*

(r is
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N « number of spins detectable by the apparatus, at unit
line-width.

W « line-width of the e.s.r. signal.

S * SjN ratio of the e.s.r. signal.
Since the value of N is obtained empirically (III (j) 1), this
equation is only valid when the e.s.r. absorption of the phosphor

has the same characteristics as the calibrating sample, i.e. it
should have a Lorentzian line-shape and ’’spin-lattice relaxation11

effects should be unimportant.
A SsNiilOil is necessary for any useful work^ and the linewidth is unlikely to be less than 10 gauss In the type of experl-

ments planned, so the K.H.S. ^10

12

.

The L.H.S. is more diffi

cult to estimate, but in a favourable case A may be .01 and
/ » 1017 at 366OA, so the minimum Value for r Is .001 sec., and
may well be greater than this.

However, It Is obvious that

fluorescence and short-period phosphorescence cannot be studied

by e.s.r.
VI (d).

Types of phosphorescence mechanisms.

Since the time-

scale has been fixed, only mechanisms involving the metastable
state are of immediate interest.

There are two broad possibilities

involving this state?- either the excited electron is completely
removed from the molecule (Class 1) or it is localized oh the
molecule (Class 2).

This classification of the various phosphors

(and tho sub-divisions introduced below) is due to the author .
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(d) 1* Class

phosphors.

The metastable state in this class

is caused by traps in .‘the crystals, such as:~
dislocations

(Class 1A)

lattice vacancies

(Class IB)

isomorphic foreign atoms
embedded in the lattice

. (Class 1C)

This class contains almost all the commercial phosphors and
almost all phosphors of long duration#

These phosphors are

often a combination of A, B and C* For example, 1A is typified

by the Lenard school of research, where all the phosphors studied

were fired at 2000°Cj this treatment naturally leads to severe
dislocations in the crystal structure.

by naturally discoloured NaCl (PA) *

Class ,1B is exhibited

Glass 1C is often prepared

along with Class 1A, although KCl(TlCl) is a possible example «Xt).
However, as a class these phosphors are not of great

interest in the present work, since the phosphorescent centres
are in general non-uniform and randomly distributed, so that any

e.s.r. absorption is likely to be isotropic* . For interest, a

selection of the varied types of phosphors in this class is given
in £gESQ&2L£.

(d) 2«. Class 2.

In this class a basically different situation

arises, since the phosphorescence is due to a forbidden transition

within the molecule*

Under these circumstances, there is no

necessity to disturb the crystal lattice and the possibility of
an ordered structure of phosphorescent centres exists*

The class
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can b • e divided into five groups $

Glass 2A « organic rnoleculeR (nearly WU containing
planar coMensed axomtic ring systems)*
2B * Cr and M doped crystals, etc.

20 m rare--earth doped crystals.
2D m p^tnoDcyanide salts.

2E * urahyl salts*

The individua properties of these phosphors Will be discussed
below.

(Tungstate (VXi, ) phosphors are often quoted as belonging

to Class 2 phosphors, but recent work has shown that the phos

phorescence is due to a trapping mechanism, the decay time. being
*3*
proportional to sec *, l.e. a bimleccuar mschanism (see • IX (a) 1)
(mo, mi).

(d) 3. Classification of . a . .Riven phosphor*

This. is a difficult

problem, and in. general the i^ol^c^wihg facts need to -be known-

cornmosiiion, Method. of preparation, mture and quantity of
inpurii^tles, . absorption, fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra,

temperature variation of decay lifeiime and the:mrluminescetce .

''Unfotiuntely, it Is rare for all these facts to be avWlable,

and .it is often difficult to draw a definite conclusion.

It 'is

also possible for a Class 1 phosphor to stimulate Class 2 phos
phorescence in a crystal if the absorption band .of the Class 2

phosphor overlaps the emission band of the Gass 1 phosphor*
The fom of the decay of the phosphhirescent eWssion and
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also its temperature dependence often provide useful guides.

In the case of Glass 2 phosphors, since the return of the elec
tron to tlie ground state is governed by the apln-^forbiddenness

of this transition* the emission intensity (X) will have an
exponential fomt-

I * Io exp(-pt)

(6.2)
K
where p is a constant (related to the transition probability)
with the dimensions of frequency.

The decay time (

t

) of a

phosphor* teiich has an exponential decay* is defined as the
time taken for the emission intensity to fall to l/e °£ its

original value.
In Glass XI* there is no forbidden transition* but instead

the electron has to receive a quantum of energy of the oorrect

value in order to escape.

In the simplest case* this leads to

an emission which has the following formiI * IQ exp(-£/kT)

(6.3)

where B » the potential energy of the trap (in ev.) and T « the

temperature (°K).

The above equation is occasionally obeyed*

but more often the decay law is modified due to retrapping and/or
a spread of energy levels - situations which do not occur with

Class 2 phosphors.

Some examples of the various forms of the

decay laws are given in (IX (a) 1).

In the case of phosphors

with non-exponential decay curves* r is not explicitly defined

7

(since . the shape -p the curve can now vary during the decays

as it will■ depend - on the number and energies of the traps
filled).

As can be aeen above, ii‘ the temperature of a Class 1

phosphor- is varied, the decay-tUe varies (for further■ dis*•
. see 3% (a) I) vhile for a Class Z phos

cussion of this

phor, this is not tW . case# . since here the transition is - purely

quantum ueharnicai in nuture'and is not dependent on lattice
interactions* Blight variations up in fact be- found as it

is possible. for the lattice. vibrations to have sonu effect

but-in. general not . u>m than a factor ' of 2 or 3 between

•'306% and 1%%# Bo the form of - the decay -curve is alwst
entirely’ determined by p,- and is independent of the coindtions
of excitation such as intensity, woVel^i^in^^th and duration of
excitation*-

.

•

i

•

,

Ftuthrnr points of difference are that Class 2 phosphors
should have decay ' characteristics iAidx are largely independent

of the host matrix (if any), that they uy well be nonphotoccrnuctip* and that the fluorascence and phosphorescence

bands should be sepwate (although this -separation need not be
large)*

(d) 4# Coonsnts,

*

o

.

As has been stated before, the. whole field of

phosphors is in need of re-eruninLlion and classification,

For
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enTile,. 9S0 of the -pWsphoys xentionod -in the literature emit
in the visiELe region of the spectrum,- but -thio . proportion seems

mauly -high, - &> it is quite possible that a tmmbr.of phosphors
vVh.ch would yield - interesting results by e*s*r* techniques have

been -overlcoked*

Ah interesting field which seems to have- -had

little study is that - of silicon phosphors of the ring type (P$).
VI- ‘(o) i -

work. on- dna -1 . phogsUors #

The first phosphors

to be - investigated Wire of the SrS doubLe -activated type*

The '

earliest attempts wre made-by -Low (01) on 8rS(Eu, 8m) - and

SrS«Sr@0(Eu# %n), with little success The md.n trouble vdth
this particular phosphor is that the.Eu gives an e.s.r* - signal
Wen the sample is unirradiated,

that oh irradiation, the

nuTnbr of spins contributing to 'this resonance decreases - a

much mare difficult situation to detect, due- to the difficulties
in keeping the spectrometer gain steady When the light is shone

on to the - sample.

The- variation vias finally detected by

Diuiinn (02), - Wo found that the nuninr of active centres was
only lQ$fr of the total numbe - of activator- ions* Hcwtewr, - as can
W appreciated, little of interest ca% he gathered from tMs

sort of experiment*

In a later paper tLwy observed the effect

of the a^cd^'ti^on of fluxes (Oh)#- Recently this subject has been
token up again by‘ Goiick (04), study-nny the -entry of Kn
GS and ByF phcsphere*

into

This is a continuation of eardier vw>rk

(05) on many phosphors of the general. type EnX(Fn) Were
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X-

(Wi4>g,

i'Ug©4, «»

•’J&

or Ba03, On irm1i.ati.6Jg

these phosphors* no sigtAficant change in tk-s e.s.r* signal
from the Mn*'r was obtained and Jib new lines observed.

’ ’
*
1 ' . \ •- 4 *
Woriihas also been reported recently on polycrystalline

j'Sf
i1 •

£nS($a> (US) and also on single crystals of cubic’^ty^il) (US).
Xn tlie latter case the signal was £reason in at

and was

stimulated by 36SQA illumination. these phosphors are interesting
* I J ■» '
' * ’
, ' , » ■ ’ J,
,;
'' >
as the resonance was observed in the excited state, and it has
been possible to make some deductions on the lattice site and

Its distortions.
Kallman(OlO) has reported the observation of a resonance
‘ ■
' • >.
- i
'•
in a few selected ZnS(dd) crystals after stimulation, although
the spin density observed was much less than the optical spin
density. u They attribute tills discrepancy to a coupling between

the trapped electrons and the ionised activators* forming a
singlet state.

A photosensitive centre has boon detected in UdS(Uu* Oa)*
when the Cu concentration is greater than that of the Oa and ’

is ascribed to a filled Oa trap. (U1X)«

«

Wi.wdf an ^Xa«a ti.i aiig«clM»-

(ft i. riMhantatt *f Pilaaa ,2A .aiwairawb

«t® phosphor,

of tMs type are numerically very large* the mere common
members being mentioned in Anwndix 6.

the phosphorescent

state of those materials can normally only be observed by

e.a«r. when the phosphor is dissolved in an Inert

■- if

n

utrix to reduce the dipolar broadening.

The host lattice can

be either crystalline or gLasBy, and wst satisfy the following
coinlitionsi**

(i) insignificant absorption in the phosphor
absorption band,
(ii) (preferably) suull absorption in the phosphor
euission band,

(Hi) stability under the exciting radiation and
(iv) chemical inertness toward the phosphor*

The uchanisus involved in the phosphorescent process are
similar in all Cases and can be . briefly described as follows*-

(see Figure VI l).
(i) Initially the . .wleeble is in an unexcited state (b) and the

orbital electrons are in their lowest udeccdLa orbitals; tLiis
state is a diautgneeic singlet.

,

(ii) The - exciting light raises an electron to the first excited

uo.eccu.ar orbital level (F).

As no spin change Lias taken place,

this state is also {iiinagntic.
(Hi) Excess vibrational energy is rapidly lost to the surxounding lattice and the electron quickly ( ^10

sec.) falls to the

lowest vibrational level.

(iv) Return to the ground state can then take’ place giving* the
usuaL fluorescence phenouena.

(v) Or the electron can cross over into the state M, and this is
known as “inter-systeu crossing'.

In Figure VI 1, the probability
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distribution of an electron in the various vibrational levels

is shown* ; At points near the curve F, for example, it can be
seen that the electron has a lesser probability of being there,
but v/hen it is near this point it has a very low kinetic energy,

and if this point is also a region of low kinetic energy for states

M, it is possible for the electron to enter this state, and by

(rapid) vibrational deactivation it falls to point P.

In these

organic crystals, this state M can only be provided by the

first triplet state (i.e. one in which the electron spins are
parallel).

By Hund’s rule, at least one triplet-state must

always have an energy less than that of the first excited state.

For the electron to enter the triplet state implies a spin change
for one of the electrons, and the reason for this breakdown in
the spin conservation laws is in part due to the fact that the

laws do not hold strictly for "radiationless transitions" and

partly to the magnetic effect of heavy atoms and other unpaired
electrons (1372) *

The number of electrons which make this transi

tion is however somewhat surprising, e.g. in the case of phenan
threne it appears to be as high as 5Cf?»
(vi) When the electron is in the triplet state there is no easy

way for it to return to the ground state and it is temporarily
trapped.

Spin reversal, does of course finally occur and the

electron returns to the ground state, via the path P-K-A,. with
possible visible light emission, depending on the potential
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change P*N#

McLure has shown the effect of spin-orbit coupling

on the forbiddenness of this transition by observing the effect
on lifetime of the substitution of different heavy atom groups

(F, Cl, Br and I) on Naphthalene derivatives#

He showed that

the relative lifetimes were in the approximate ratio to be ex*

pected from the spin-orbit coupling data (EJ)#

There still remains ah anomaly in that the intersystem
crossover of the excited singlet to triplet has a high pro
bability, while the triplet to ground singlet probability

remains very low#

Pariser (B6) has attempted to resolve the

problem by the introduction of another 2-fold degeneracy in

the electronic designation and by judicious use of this in*
creased number of states can provide an explanation of the
anomaly.
The possibSLity of the triplet state mechanism was f irst

discussed by Kasha & Lewis (E13) in 1944, and the paramagnetism

of the state was first demonstrated by the former using a mag*
netic susceptibility balance (JK6O).

The absorption spectra of

the triplet state has also been investigated using flash photo
lysis techniques# (E£6).

(f) 2# E#S#R# work on the triplet state.

The e«s#r# absorption

of the triplet abate was first observed in I960 by Hutchison
and i-langum (A3), using naphthalene as the phosphor in a host

matrix of durene#

Single crystals of this kind had been studied
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optically by Mature. (E67)' # who had shown that the naphthalene

mlecuLes lie in an ordered maa^ir relative to the host lattice.
Because of this ordered structure, it. was therefore possible to

study the anisotropy of the triplet state of this mlecule*

The

results showed that these <4 # i. transitions had a large aniso
tropy (2000 oe*)-*

Since there are two possible dM » 1 transi

tions# two absorption lines were observed (h*f *s* was also ob

served, superimposed on these two limes) (A.)*
Subsequent work, however, has- not followed this mthod
because of the difficulty of obtaining suitable host crystals,
and the problem of determining the impuity orientation*

Another

reason was the discovery by de Groot and van der Ivals (A4),
using the same phosphor, of the dK « 2 transition. - This transi

tion, vhich strictly should be forbidden, turned out to be par
tially allowed, with m intensity of about one-hundredth of the

dI4 # 1 transitions *

However, the e«s*:r* absorption turned out

to be much less anisotropic than the di * 1 transitions, and

the same authors soon Showed that the line could be dete^ed -in
a glassy solution, usually frozen at '77% (A5)*

wil be discussed in Ctepper VII and here it

wJLL

The results
only be pointed

out that since the spin transition is 2 in this case, the mag

netic field to obtain resonance at a given frequency is halved,
i*e. it is about 1500 oe*. The 'halffiedd1' resonance is a very

useful property, as it eiminates the problem of spurious

&L

resonances due to, for example, ;free radicals created in the

solvent by the u.v. irradiation.

The discovery of a simple method of observing the triplet
state lead to the examination of a wide range of these phosphors
but since the line is anistrppically broadened, the amount of

information which can be obtained is limited*

Some of the more

important phosphors Which have been recorded are notod in
Appendix 6.

The latest work published uses Perspex as the host

matrix and this material has the advantage of being able to be

used at all temperatures up to 400°K

The dM w 1 transition has also been reported in glassy
solution (AG), 100-fold weaker than the ® * 2 transitions; the

resonance being observed in spite of the large anisotropy, be
cause of a sharp change in the number of absorbing molecules at

the. extreme field values •

Naturally the line was broadened by

unresolved h.f.s. and did not reveal any additional information.

Hecently, however, theoretical papers have been published on the
line shapes of these transitions (B1?, BG) and the conclusions
drawn are very interesting. There is little doubt that these

papers indicate the direction in which immediate developments
in this field will occur.

Other experiments in this field have used the <3M * 2 transi

tion as a tool.

For example, Farmer (A1G) has detected energy

^7
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. trancferbetween. st(h triplet s^We • of two #dO{eo#At phosphors,

p

tho■ Pms used■Wi%,thonsphcoe!#.■ and naphthalene.. The absorption

“1

“8

Spdtrug of mahthalene- stops-#t 33#% b#■ that o^- heng^j^liwnoe

*extends os. far as • 30KA,,. sad, has. ■ M- extinction'eO££fe&t#t.

Xi

■log « « 2<5 ai'SOOA (Bes^ Apperado 6)-k It was dl3eQVerpd-dhrl^

. -V7
.cppiO&L stdiee - by* Terenih & EttndoeV ■ (#30), that- if the sara##,

■Wa .1ro*sdiated.-at 35#% it was still. poessiWL^'-^to, f&ImLatj-the

•i■(^
d
■ i4

naphtlj&ene 7phosphore3cence» Benzophenone has • n mw large
Q
rtatio aad ■ thsy .postulated that energy transfer betw—h

‘I

tW* triplet -states of-the, two phosphors ws occurring. The ergu*

%

pent’ that •asWCiatlOO '.Conplaxes Wtvwen .thecoopouiuis v>s tho

■1

•j;.

“>•

true -cause -was coimtered hy ohs#fving---(i|- no ■ decrees#•#h;■the-LUfe-

'tme ■ of ■ #h■ naphthalene triplet■ sW## • (11) no- change /# the phos*
^pio^iescence ■■•sj^etWs»:' till) - hP 'ehntgd-In- the■ ■ absorption spectrm

3:

and (iv) m -^l»^1t^d^#S■>]^sphOwscdnee^frcm:

1
I

mles equally likely

associate v&th rphthalene («W benzoic

acid)# .f,,(0eo%se ■hhs.e^.>b^sf^te^atiions^Mth' those on Waphthaierm/

s

I.iO.<B^AtrphOSphorS'. 1h.BWptor VjX% "The effect Wd Wen.ceecved

With oevexe! others energy- • .donors and acceptoos* The %o*r#.cb~
nervaionp®'# by kaxTaer^ eonf^we^d this merorttir • by oWeeWng
■ the unchanged naphthalene . abd^1%tion% The tr&efer • of energy

has also been studied. by .e-s)#re- in the cre. of . phernmthrene to
-mphthalene in single • crystals of biphenyl -(jfil)-*-and.ben a ■
tmsst%e transfer using indole as the intemedlate -between .

Ct£wr?e.$£-

■.■,i^P?vsr'V'vp.7 „ '-> ‘.

•n
3'3
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digfonyiltudne and flucmne (A23)*

■

VI ■ (g)# ? B#B# ■ wok on Class- 2B phosphors-*

•

The substance which-

has received mot'-attention .in this group'has .been ruby
(AgOjCr 0)# Xn this case the phosphorescence is due to a
forbidden transition in the■ •ehronlw ion#

Ikowver tho short-

if0 -time .of a few mid.i-secorMs precludes ary study■ of this

doss in the present appxatus#

AH the phosphors in this

group havf a simdLar decay '-period*

A further-difficulty is

that the dwwium impprity gives rise tb broad grounidstate
resonances (021)*

Tiro e.s.r* 'absorption resonances wee detected

by an ingenious mmthod which treasured ehmges in the optical ab
solution of the various levels no the maagntic- field' was varied

white keeping the microwave signal at a constant frequency (022,
023) *

Although this method is very seraitive, it has several

drawbacks, amogst thiem being the need for a sharp (optical)

absorption Ho,

No work was done on phosphors in this group

by the author#
VI (h)f ' K.S-.E* - work - on Cloges 20* 2B and 28#

Ho work has been

reported on these phosphors and a description of the optical
properties is given in Chapter IX, along with the experimental

wok done on them by thio author#

in 3.4.5&6 logs values are only relative.

1) Absorption, of Naphthalene,

ten

2) Fluorescence of Naphthalene.

ce23>

3) Absorption of Naphthalene -T.C.PA. complex.cFD
4) Fluorescence

-•

<FI)

.

5) Phosphorescence of Naphthalene.

cfd

6) Pho$Dhorescence of Naphthalene-TC.P A.complex.cFi?

7>Absorption of T.CR A.

lo g s .

cfs>

J

•2

3

i

1

4

Spcctral Detail of Naphthalene-T.C.PA.compi ex.

Figure VII

1

I

i

l

I

I

I

I
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Emerlmental work by the author on. Mlecclar Comvleaaia

YII (a). . Inteodussoxg
Xn this chapter some work which lias been done on several

aromatic hydrocarbons will be discussed;

As rmnnioned previously

(VC (f))i these substances provide a wide* but intex^-relaei#
series of Class 2 phosphors^

The 'author has used the techniques

of electron- spin resonance to study the excited states of
chargm-transfer complexes of the donor-acceptor type*

in the

experiments- conducted, various aromatic hydrocarbons were used

as the donor component in complexes having the same acceptor*
As discussed in 'the following review 'of previous- optical studies

of complexes (VI (b) l), . wMch is included in this chapter for
convenience, the mechanism involved in these comp-exes was not

clear*

The work' reported here clarifies the situation, and has

also thrown new light on the nroblm of energy transfer.

W ( b) '* Previous.- .work. on . charge-transfer compe*!.*

(b) 1* Eeview. of . optical . ifork*- Wien two substances, one of
wMck' ( 'the acceptor)'has' a strong electron affinity and the
other ( the donor) Milch has a aero or negative' electron affinity

are brought together, either ' in gaseous or liquid phase,- .a
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mdecular co#lex can be formed in suitable cases, e.g. Where
there is no chesmcal reaction.

Tie com!** may, therefore,

be stable (or sem-stable) and often gives rise to a comletely
new optical absorption band# which usually has a lower - excitation
energy than either of the two comppnnnts separately (see Figure

YX 1).

Held was the first to notice a general parallelim between

the triplet-ringlet - mission spectra of - complexes with organic
acceptors and donors when irradiated in their curlex absorption

band, and the tripletrsinglet mission spectra of the uncornplexed
donor compound (FB, see Figure VH 1), - He cbhcluded from his
t*

studies that the triplet level of the donor was almost unaffected

energy-wise in the complexing process*
Recently G^ekalla (F2-) investtgated Comdexes of hexamethyl-

bensene wth each of eight different aaccptor molecules in turn.
He showed tha-t the chargertransfer absorption band of the c#r
flex decreased An energy (i.e. Psdeswent a red«shift) as the

electron affir&ty of‘ the acceptor increased, and also that the

fluorescence mission .spectra also underwent a ■ ainmlar reds

shift, so. that in each case the energy relaiionsMp'. between the
absorption . and mission bands.was ’mintai.nedy ,#here sems -little

doubt that the fluorescent emission ie from --a chargertransfer

singlet state.
hydrocarbon

For the particular complexes -of the .type aromatic

naphthalene) * t^ei^l^{^«chL^oro*3P^tral^Hc*W3ydJrlde

(TO.P.A.), CzekaHa found that it was possible to distinguish,

after excitation in the

:qgseyttOfl, banslf two

e<ssion spectra* one the maw image of the cM%e*tranafor

absorption (

t

m icT^ac.,) and tho other corresponding to the

phospharosconoe of #w aromatic .hydrooarboh (With a reduced
lifoMi'me)*

Since it was not possible to stimulate the.phos#

phorescenee of the nncomploxod donor substance at. this- wave#
length (see Figure VH !)* Ms theory that 1?absoxption in -the

ohaxrgettrmsfer hand is foHowed by ' either the converse emission
or intersysem crossing to a dissociative level of the complex

which yields the aromatic in itsi first -excited triplet state,

leading to the normal aromatic phosphoreccece** seemed to he a
reasonable interpretation of the - me'chaMm. %rk by MO^ss

(F3) also endorsed this view*
Hccwhyr, in "a- l&ter paper#. Mclyrm -(F4) hds proposed

exactly .the opposite poiiht of view*

in the example he studied

(ant^^ir^«iCe:^^t^]rirditobi^r#’ene
he found that the. skeletal
v' ' ’
.
’•
breathing* symmetric and 0*C bond strettcMng -vibrations all have

a decreased frequency- of swe 3$* From Ms experimental wo%k#
he was therefore compeeied- to conclude that °ttw excess energy

of the dissociative triplet is dissipated and that reformation

of the complex occurs in its excited triplet state iu a time
shorter than - the lifeiime of ’the triplet of free asthraesne.*
(b) 3. Ohargc-uvaisfer theory. Mie theory of ctw^ttrr#^n#«r
absorption is based on the work of KiHiken (F12) who coonsdered

the -intemction o£ .a no-bond ground state fCDA- and a polar
V,(?t'*,. A")- to- produee-a staMHeed- -gromd - state

A m V0(P#A) * XV, (D* *A?)

,

and. an: excited, eharge^transfer st%t*.
■

.

, V- » V-C* « -A“) . v mVjOhA

,

[M«fl

Mulliken used these waveeifuictions to calculate --the
ehag<e*trans£er transition moment*- In maty ^pUcaioens^.tM..
ep-rismnti- -resuibs. - obtained - were- consistent . $d.th the theoretical

predictions#- hatin-others itaMIed*: For .exanplo*<tho. theoiypredkts - that the stability of the - c-plex -should increase

linearly. Mth -tho intensity -of the . cMrg^tJx«»s£er band# but

in -practice#- for most series a decrease is found -to - take
place*

-

,

-

Murrell (FI!) has proposed an, alternative .e^plimatien
Whereby , .the intensity of the charg<e*tranafer. -bands -Is derived-

from melted states of the donor or acceptor# and Is - dcpendent
on the- intensity of the absorption bands of the acceptor andor

donor* According- to thia theory# an electron- is transferred
fw«i-'.an-owited orbital of the doner (d*) to an- emeted orbital

Of the acceptor (a#)),* (A sim.ila-, state exists if a (d) eltctron
is transferred. to--an .(a*)- orbital or a (d) electron to an (a)
ostita!.)
* '

t

'

Since. tho "starred’1 orMtals occupy a - -greater, -volume than

the "unstarred". -1$ Can be -seen quaMtatdVelV that the ,(-f*)

■

overlap might be quite large* / A combination of energy and !

'■ 'jSS<

■«!

overlap. considerations suggests that the charge-transfer state

almostcertainly takes on more donor excited-state character
than ground-state character* ■ < It may have more' acceptor excited
i

* state-character also*

;S

The e*$*r* data presented later shows clearly that in the
complexes-: studied" the: donor excited-state: is; distort ad/in '

3'A/^si-'-/jiiu?
. . *.&*<
■- /libl/fc

agre^ient with-'tbis ^'latter theoiy'K

■B

<>.•>•

(b) 3. 1S*S*K* studies*; As $W as the author is aware there is

-W
•W
'B

no7-report of - e*s*r*/' studies on aromatic hydrocarbon- -f.CUP.A.

complexes*

; •

•

• •

''

Some work--has been done on other charge-transfer complexes,

eI
' • Ssi

which --showed- «•s*r* - absorption in • the ground state ( e.g V see
•-V
45

(X a)) for some substances studied by the author)*

k
Bijl (05) has reported on an extensive series of biradical

■

molecular compounds in powder form* ■ These particular complexes

■Id
, >’S

were fumed from a range of phenylene diamines/(donors) with

■

halogenatod quinones (acceptors)* It was found that the con*
centration of the paramagnetism in the complexes g enerally
increased with• die strength of the donot-acceptor tendency, and

Mr

:tSiat.'/the spin-concentration was independent of/temperature*. ■ In
these, particular complexes, the e*s*r* absorption was thought
to arisevfmt a grbund*state triplet .but on3y W-- *’ -l transitions

were observed*-

.£ Z•

-

r-W
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r^prte4-.$*p.r». twonauMspe. jtwa

•Ptber.

,, prj

v , ’ > t ,”- \ 1 < > ??, » 1 1 V ’

(P4)m< %» ,#he carbassole, c«^l<^m. at;.ttsn! .vs btom.
.
» t
not -M Mtectb< as^i^ed; .tJLth. ##, do#%%9piw#p. pSt$
buteonfined to the. soWd state*
’l
,•:$%$
.titO above authors were all of

ttB. #(?1 ■ transitioh, obseavedi at the free • ,snxn ;v^Xuet‘»,and .
frp, UW^tated to ;th©, ppp. of • popjpf#- di sousst^

tMs theets*.

<,^R^0jmtm«aLtXI: wor^JbntbWjiR *{Ul 'btobtoip^■the, .

tesbXtMb«b ebsemd wet due' to the <Ww 2 transition of the
t^ptet state, ■ %bh nalWriedd’’ resonates ■ axn very uttW
in

.stMdies, sinee tty enable m. ,WU?iM^0ue4nl^eSp3P<^it* .

typ?th,*e■ t^serpf ttht'W»ouah0es. .to

. .

.

P*WW, p . tn) has
asaibtttug completes ef',£he 5
,ty^OrM te^^M^hed in., this;, chapters* durene,pl^,tt^^t^y^:h^%^^^>

?PBlhthaen«*-x *h^^a%^hfpip|i. -antibraoeapf eeroneoe and

l#:^bexhPhthraesane*.i Of i( these ,mbstatetar;hombb* .oih^Ly-phn
. tt],«^^^.,b^jbm^^^teh?, W . boynnene -.htei s,Xi'#blt4n^:.sU^'tftbl.e

for .the, spectrometer ,€tt ic^-e^sfr^.pf durene b§s npt.bben ,
: observed*.) • .

_

_

\ thb.,oyi0iraiX swW ,plsb .lasted peyetaJL .bbbttorst*

;di^hlo^eipht|ialMCw«uily4yi?dbt tety>^hlpro^hthalMb^ai^ydri«db

(?a0'?pyjiX)i, i tetaa~batrn;ophthalHc**nhydrvle (in order of

Data on T.C.RA. complexes.

Phosphor^.

obs.

Fl.

phos.

9ph.
r
sec Qfi

5

Naphthalene-T.C.RA.

E4
E4
33OO A. 47SOA.
Esa.mac. FI S.W.I. 2-5 •1
El.
F5
FS
FI
lOOO
44CCA. red shift.
3600A.
[5]
max.
FI.
max FI. max. lOOA. /*

Phenanthrene

3SOOA.
El. IWl

3IOOA.

Naphthalene.

Phenanthrene-T.C.PA.

E5
347OA. 46C0A.
E3S.W.I. E3.S.W.I. 33

348OA. 465C A. red shift
, p,
44OA
max.

FI max-

53OOA.
ESOS-W.-

43CC A.
Coronene

El.

FI
18
eso

9

FI

3900 A.
Coronene-IC.Pa.

F5.

maX'

5/

Lw.I./s.w.I. » long/short wave limit.

Figure VII 2

E.S.R. absorption data tor TRIPHENYLENE.
Line-width,

ReF.

Solvent.

Alphanol 79

AS.

A 9.

Bl.

Alphanol 79.
E.PA.

D/hc cm?'

oe.

-•358 db OOI5.

I6±|.

-77K. --OO3M.

•1353 ±oOOIS.

18.

~77K.

1/33 =fc=COt5

7-9±-7

Temp.

Cone.

9OK.

theoretical.

•081
D* = D (symmetric molecule.)

Figure VII 3
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incDasip acceptor strengW*-) % wascbcided to t% thee#
experiments with T*Q.P»A»',.as it alone of these gq<?eot<>re h?

ooROircWJf &va£labhe«

Xn Whti6%- mm# optical data hh

ayhiapA for comple^qo using WOiF*!,
Optical data on tho three oomP^we chosen ip .given Oi

Figure ' VI $4 Data on T?O4PA» io given in Pig### VI 1 aad
AhendiK 6*

VII (d). .BBaaentatioqof. IQaa.

Before going on to coielder the

exprXmital work which 'ho hone.*- it is n##$$gK$r to outlie the
cuemhities -Which - wei, n>eaevred in the e#m&?, h%#h*hnts- hhh

have Wen ’eentiped. hetor# (xxx (k) ■ i.) e liweWLdW, mmmhape

(including h»f *8 *) hd, gratae* %e.lin&^m&th- and iine*shape
wore dealt With in the .wether dhcueeed- in (XXX (k) '%)r hUt- the

"gMOLnoo mawWetf- was not maie, .shd. # gwntity known ah' fO
was fouM instead.

Ihe derivation of thia -qWMty is discussed

in the following section,, and. the pmeti^r relevanco of'W is

eirphasisod.
(d) 1* Derivation of DO

The theory of e«*.r. absorption in

crystals has been-de&at vd»th in (XX (o) 2), For the case of

mlecules possessing two spins (i,e. a spin 1 state) Griffith
has - shown that thio- WhavioUr oO the en^3hF levels can. be

described by the'spin - Hamiltonim:*
^8S

' '

• g 3 H.S ♦ dS ♦ E<s| h g^)

.
(7.1)

where 9

B ses the fim structm# cortants a# the 8* se

eemponeiU of the ep^vecioy* The emrgy levels and their

transition' pxmbabbi.it^;les have Mem calculated (B1O);#
'
?
'
' r•
'
de Sroof a# vr . der Wals* after their ' (iscovery of the
fefbiddfcrn transition in naphthalors,, cordEsne ■*#%,; ' Bresen^Wd a detailed deyeloixient . of the above Hs#ilXmian Aien-%plied to

those aubst^anoea (A5)«

They considered the transition prohabi-

li-tiee Wien the ndcreeaye metic field was both paaaliel and'

pjrpmnicular to the statid rgneeic . fiedd,- ihe . transition .
proM-bill-ties ere Cetelsl.nrC as fUn^^l^one of tW taad^om
orientation of the spin yector.

Wen the mieromve mgnetic

field 'is pcrperMicular te the steWy nnyghtic field (the
armangment used by the mmthoy ) their work ' ehpeed - that a elhile

peak# . with the observed ^Wyeeify,"- ^.^11 he detected*

in a

first dsriyyaiye presentation, this, a$w#»t% .leads, te - a sharp

peak, on the loe field side, denoted as

(a# Figure VIX 13).

For the .ease of B<*hDand provided that 9/f < I»-

is given

by the relation

U* c

D2 + 3E

in ratny recent papers

I

3[{(h,

(g*

A^^ri^^an -authore* i% appears to have

become customary to ^£>£0^ - the values- of 9*, 6 and ® in 011^

of e»r\

unite aye di^e^^ojnally -iWorrecb - rd 9*y 9 and

B e^uld be divided by he before they can be - ^*$*'039^ in thcee

w

wits.

In the present text# the notation- if*, D and g has been

used to denote this division.
On of the mot useful aspects of the woHc on ergariophosphors

has been the - use of the e-permunWl results obtained as end

points for- theoretical oaleulatioms, enabling various orbital
waveform functions to be tested,

In calculations of the dipolar

interaction, the r~$ dependence, however# causes difficulties
in the cornet evaluation,
McOOoneei has . shown that the Pauli Exclusion Principle

confines electrons of pan&XeX spin to orbitals Which are anti*

symmetric in their -space variables,

The perturbation energy

Which has to be evaluated is
s

f- '

*?’dT

(7.3)

With
» «

[aUW) •* KlMt)]

In this cast# a and b are the pa orl^^tuls of the two carbon

atoms which have a bond a#s in, the- agtdireMent
• %e parameters %and B. are l!QeiaS.bXn 'in c

of the

expectation - values

(7.4)

(7.5)

E.S.R.experiments conducted on Qromatic/tetro-chloro-phthall c-anhydride complexes.

di-Ethyl-ether.

•O5/-O5M.

SI

-

OOS/OOSM.

S2.

-

SI.

-

4

Toluene.

•02/-0I M.

5

di-£thyl-ether.

•OOS/OOIM

6

Toluene.

OS/OIM.

SI.

S2.

X
O
x

••
••
F.C.3.

Coronene.

Ethanol.

•OO>M.

S2.

e

Coronene-LC.RA.

Toluene.

OO3/-OO3 M.

SI.

EC.2.

9

Phenanthrene.

iso-Propanol.

•005 M.

S2.

EC.3.

IO

Phenanthrene-T.C.RA.

-OOS/’OOSK/

SI.

EC.2.

ii

..

• 005^0025 K 1. S2.

Figure VII 4

c:
e

7

..

0

EC.2&3.

VP
O
VP
O
*

CZ
<

<
u
3L
§
8
1
X
O
O

H~ 150

Naphthalene-T.C.RA.

F.C.2.

xperi: me nt at

..

SI.

Comments.

line

Naphthale ne / Benzophenone 1 so- Propyl- ether/iso - Pe nta n< , Ol/'OIM.

2

3

Concentration. Sample
Phosphor/TCPi L size. Lamp. Filter.

1

Solvent.

E.S.R. absoirption

1

Phosphor.

PRES SURE.

Exp.No.

- Since the aerofield. splitting 1$ thus the result of first

order anisotropies in '-the- electron - correLations# current

theoretical work has -been direct# towards predicting the known
values ' of g- and #»
In the preceding paragraphs#, an experiment!. method of

accurately-deter#dng .£* has been discussed#, and the- .relation*
ship which #M hears to the actual spin, orMt has been ' ernpha--

siz#. Thus it ' can be seen that . a measurement' of ■ J* (or changes
in . g*) may be a great help' ’in de-tcmining the -spatial location

of theor hit of the spin (or changes in it) .
In this situation# - therefore# meaasxrmcnts of -g. andpjg are

of considerably ■ more practical significance than a measurement

of g# the yexy Long Lifeiime - (.

t

) of the - ^^l^ias■^ahll state is

a dear indication that Lattice interactions W,th the eLectron
must be smile.

Thus a g*value -very close to the fiie»spin

vaLue 'Can- be expected (seeAl)= a measurement of the ■g*vaLue

is therefore unLikeiy to be - significant*

The - strong dependence

of £ on the. z-corddmate- and of # on the x*y pLane is an
important point and has been used in the - interpretation of the
data present# Later in- this chapter*

Wi (e)* ES'EC work*- The author carried out six different
experiments which are List# in Figure VI 4»

The - substances

rare first ch#k# optically to ensure that comppexing Was in
fact taking place*

The phosphorescent decay was measured using

Figure VI 5.

Cscciloscope traces of visible emission from

various substances.

5(a).
Phosphor : naphthalene-T.C.P.A.
Solvent : iso-propyl-ether.
(Y-scale : 2v./grat. div.)

Mb..
Phosphor : naphthalene-T.C.P.A.
Solvent : toluene.
(Y-scale : 5v./grat. div.)

In (a) - (f) are shown the phosphorescent emissions from various
organo-phosphors. The samples were all irradiated at 77°K wvth
366CA light. Tie X-scale is approx. 11 secs, (total).

i

5(cJ..
Phosphor : coronene.

Mdi.
Phosphor : coronene-T.C.P.A.

Solvent

Solvent

: ethanol.

(Y-scale : 5v./grat. div.)

: ethanol

(Y-scale : 5v./grat. div.)

Phosphor

coronene.

5m
Phosphor

Solvent

toluene.

Solvent

(Y-scal e

lOv./grat. div.)

(Y-scale : lOv./grat. div.)

Mil.

5( g)«

Tribolund nescence of
uranyl nitrate hexahydrate.

Sample warming up f rom
77°K.
X-scale : .025 sec. (total)
(approx.)

coronene-T .C.P.A
: toluene

5(h).
Thermoluminescence of

Sample warming up from 77°K.
X-scale : 2 minutes (total).
(the dots represent temperature
calibration points.)

.
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the apparatus discussed in .(V (c)), and some of the photo*
graphs taken are shown in Figure VXI 5*

The details of these

photographs are explained in VII (g) 3.

The e*s.r* experiments were carried out at a temperature

of l.$°K> in contrast to those previously reported by other
authors which have all been done at 77°K or above (with one
exception)*

For this reason, it was therefore necessary to

examine .both, the pure.gnd the complexed substances*

The

e.s.r* observations which were made from' the- various expert*

mental data are:*
i)

. .

Temperature variation of D* for the uncomplexed substance.
(VXI (g) 1).

ii)

Temperature variation of linewidth for the uncomplexed

substance* (VIX (g) 2).

Iii) Determination of the existence of an e.s.r. absorption
signal from the complex on irradiation in the charge*
transfer band. (VII (g) 3).

iv) Variation of £* between the complexed and uncomplexed
substances. (VII (g) 4) •

v)

Variation of line-width and line*shape between the com*

plexed and uncomplexed substances. (VIX (g) 5).
vi) Variation in line*width due to various acceptor-donor
concentration ratios. (VIX (g) 6).

It must be emphasized that in most cases the experiments

w

listed 'were -’dupHiet##- end that In every Ouse the -results .
quoted-are -drawn from a series' of peh^reBcodings#

•

,,,;Itt’ 'the case of • naphthalene# the- glass deWare do not pezmt
irradiation -inu€ie abj^^si^’ti^on band) benzophenone was therefore

used us mi energy' 'transferring agent (V (f) 2)* Wth ’phenm-

tlirenO and- eoronene# - it was posWble '.to ''stimulate the phosphor#
oscOnme -using the ^ass- dewars*W • (f) *■ ApmnaeydOff; • the-msasurefoeqts

,

'

-•

, Mne#ddth .-and •

dine~widtU.■ -Hie error'in the measured- liuw#idth-Ms been •

discussed in-(HI • (k) 1). Mth 'these .particular samples#- the

asymetrLtaX line~shape means -that it is -mure -difficult- to

detemine See. position-of the Mgh~£ield maximum than that- of
Thrtotal error# itteluding - the correction for K*£aetor#

for a 20 . gauss'-

c-

- is estimated to be sk i gauss,

Tie error in £* is part absolute and part, randm# The

absolute error is caused, by errors in the magnetic field and
frequency calibrations.

The error - in the magnetf-c - field is

4 3 gausis,- While that in frequency is i 1 M/s*

Random error

occurs in reading- the - wavemeeer scale# - t 1 Mc/s.# and in deter

mining the position Of *Wn> y 1 gauss.- (The value of

n is

found in the same manner as is the g-volue (III (k) !)•)

The

spectrmn must also be corrected for field-slhLft of the %in
peak (III (k) 2)# since otherwise it leads to on absolute error

For the■ values of fOM*. frequency and iF heed In these

••'

eayertaentes-

■'

••

'

'

'

an error of < § g* leads to an error la g» of £-*0X2 <af\.
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For this sp3etrom3tert therefoie,. the to tai error in rf
" ' ,
•,.... ‘ ; 'i
.
. . .
............. ‘ .
may, b $ »Wl$ on , in ■hose experimnte ■ where ohy changes

in

axes, considered f'"the error is soHbbhat Xes*#but %e to

the mehod of field o&ibration the error my be not less than

4 »ano of

Since the value of

can be commaaed with other published

results y a control experiment ■ was carried out.

Triphenylene in

.

Zlphanol ?9 (a con^i^<sci3^ly available mixture of primary alkanols)
was used to obtain - a direct ■ compaison .with a similar oqveriment

by de Groot and vm der heals, The results are given in Figure

VXX 3i and show very close agreemnt*

In Figures VI! ■? and . 8# it Will be hoticed that the■ vahws of

obtained by Ftorster (Mid)' are b0b cnt1. 10'ss- th# those

obtained by other authors # this seem? to be due ' to an 'error ■

in his field calibration^. and these values - have been disregarded

for thio reason*

It will be noted also that. some other authors

wl

quote an error of ' a »(XCg and ..CCO0 cat

' :.v {.

,

'

for thbir beibhbbWsib^'b

in the present author* 'a opinion■ these values seem to be optimistic.

0*& Linewidth measurements for NAPHTHALENE.

EXD.
No. Ref.

00
Temp.

Cone.

Sample.

Solvent.

Naphthalene.

E.RA.& Methanol.

77 K.

•10494: 0015.

AS.

Alphanol 7 a

77 K. ~-O2M.

•1050

AI9.

Lucite.

77K.

A9.

Line-width.oe. Mo<
oe.

[ll-2 *•?.]*

71

22=fcl.

iO63‘±OOO4

14*1

_D « -1008*0007.
A I.

Durene crystal.

A2G

Durene crystal.

BI.

theoretical.

77K. -O2M.

X® -0138* 0002,
077=-0995
77K.
4*2 ^[■SM°/o _P4.2=IO49
1*7

-**20.

17 ( Hon*Z )

15-

4*K

•1029

iso-Propanol/

iso-Pentone.

I&2.

3

Naphthalene-T.C.RA.

di-Ethyl-ether.

Figure VII 6

I-4K. •OI&O5

1-6K.

•0005

•IO79d: 0015.

2O=fcl.

-0015.

29±l.

D*/hc.etc.

* see text
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VII f c)».Discussion of the cxpcrinmital results obtained.
, .
.
■
Ihc D and 3-icewW<^t.h masurcmnts for the six experiments *
namlys- naphthalene, Mapth<acm-TO:UP.A4 phenanthrene, .

phenanthrene-Tc%P.A>| coronene, conmene-T.C.P ,A% are given in
Figures VIX 6* ? and B,

The solvents and the 'operating conditions

used aro also given. For compalsone the vSLucs obtained ' by other
authors are also lisCed.

(g) 1. TtcmPerturc ' variation of D* for the pure substances.
The ■ values obtained-for- ** at 1-.6OK for corohene and naplvtiiaLLeiw are plotted on Figure VIX 9.

Also shown on this figure

are the values obtained -by Thomson (A19) for these substances
at various teweratures between 77° and 30cPK.

(Thomson* values

were - obtained using lucite as the host matrix, and have been
corrected here to agree with the values obtained when a glassy
solvent is used) . The present wok confirms that the slight - in

crease in p* with decrease in temperature is continued down to
very low temperatures.

It is clear that g* does not level off

to a steady value between- 770 and 1*6%, as has been suggested

(see - below) .'
The Value obtained for naphthalene is in agreement - with

data recently -published by Hortg and ilydc (AO), who have
measured. g at 7/C and 4°K> in a naphtthOteneMluxenc crystals ,

These authors quote an increase in £ of 1S>> but unfortuimtcly
do not quote the K variation.

Figure VII 9

ea

,

is .still obacwser and

The c-M-oe of thio. inciusse in

seyrpU wggsstim# W# been put toward* Thomson, fo* exn#c,
suggests . that the variation is due to the .doome in popWtiOn '
of-Mghe* •MbbraaionA lewis as the ■tmper^^^ faBb# %Uttativeiy.
* • « »
.
» » • 2 *, .
' t
this woUld lead to a decrease- in-the -average distance betwen the

unpaired ei^^otrom a# thus to a. lager -Viame of ' g and .&

fl»

posihiMt?.of vibrational levels ‘-bin® depopulated.••has also teen

postulated from optical werk-g %»or it ws foyndbha the dee#

curve -of the'emesion-fWi* son# ptaspWn at T^K was not siMctly
exponentolL $75|< fhe present measurewhits,^; however at i.%K#.

disprove

this theory -# oauajng. an, Lrereasair .r "for-^o - £oimw»

ing -'Saos***

.

'

If #».. triplet- vibrational -~ levels wre populated, the
eieotaons. ;in each. level .wtifd- obey

a

BaLtman^istMWtioni i,e*-

• esspfcFor -a vibrational - leveiwith « « #©1- - ev»*
the fraction of eleetrons iai.eaeh level has beenplottea as a

function of .tempvabure in Figure VH. ?■#'■' It -

the n»#r

of spins, in each vibbatteoal level is apprsXlmtel?’ %b same

Th intensity of an. e#s*r«. ebsarwbion is dlreetig prop^xMona
to. the numer of spins present, so that - at 3#%#'4he absorption
should consist. of to® Hes of almost equa internst#,

In

Thomsons theory., these lines we synthesised to for* the observed
line of 20 gauss width#

At 79% the ratio between the spin

populations has changed to 4$1# i.e* -one of the "observed*
lines should have become much less intense, and in Thomsen,s

opinion# this decrease leads to a change in H^^# and hence in

jjjff*

The spectrometer# hwaver# is capable of detecting only

a very small difference in the absolute number of spins#

particularly when the two absorption .lines overlap - a ratio

of about 5sl being about. the maximum (this statment is demon
strated in Hl (g) 6)»

As a result of this lack of disciimina-

tinn# if the tmnperature is lowered any further#- the change in
spin coi^c^^sr^tt^^tion WL11 have no significant effect on the ob

served lino-shape*

in other words# below tVK# -the rate of

change of fir With temperature should fall to sero.

Although

a specific value of « has been used in the above discussion#
the argument is quite general# tlie only difference being - #iat

if a imUejr value of e is postulated# the rate of .change of
S* Wi#i temperature W.11 continue to be constant to lower

temperatures*

The en^psir^e^^l results# particularly for

coronene# show that in fact the rate of change of B* increases

as the ternperature TaHa.
in the present author’s opinion# the most reasonable ex
planation seems to be that - the change is due to tempcrature-

dependent lattice - interaustions* it has been shown by ’e#s#r#
tlifi the electron- has some interaction with the solvent - (see

VI (g) S)# but optical measurements on this problem (-e#g*

observation on the decay ttae of the phosphorescence) are rare#

100

and ther# - sem to be non# on- glassy solutJLons at

’AU.

measurements at this-temperature ■ baVe’ been’ £(WUtnSd''tk single
crystals (Ms)#

Unnfrtrthately.'the'-appaaatus fo#'- *dhe- measurement

of - decay times 1 could not be - nsed#. since the 1 stray' illumination
from tbo large glass dwars was too hL#h«
do Grot (A21) has- LtcentUy obsorved a ' slmlar change 'in

jO bh cooling bonsone- to X5°K, -and su^gjos^s"that tisLs - couddbo'

hie' -to- asymmetry In ’the bentono bond-- lengths, so &at $ ' X# m
longer soro#
fho fact'-#hat coIoneno, vAich is a much Larger moloctulo

physlcalUy than' - naphthaUone or . ' bensonet- - and therefere more '
su^ioptibUe--to lattice'htoeracticnir shows a' greater change in

g* is pogg^bly significant- in 'this ,cente% (airco!1' changes - In
the quantity- (x^ # yt) WLU have a 'proporrtLo.ncH.Uy'greater
effect) ; bait - since,'there-is vej#r UitUle data#- It is not

possible to draw-- a deftLriLte- conclusion,

Theoretical results

have - been included - -in figures VEX 6#.- f and-- B to show that - help
frm this -quarter- is unlikeUy--for some time yet,
(g) 2, Temperature variation of line-width of the nura substances

The lineWLdths Of the substnnees examined are #Iven in Figures

VEX % 7- and B» As. can be seen there# the vaUUes obtained 'in
the - present o%eriments for naphthalen# and coronene - at i,<6t agree# Wthin-the - e%er!mental- error# Wth - those -of de - -Groot

at 77°K, Thus it'sefts that 'there is reUatively - Uittle change

101

In lineMidth between - - these two

Since the

observed iln^°..dw la- manly - due to unresolved hnLsotiepiic- e'hh>enents ( see VU (g) ' #)# - this result tram to‘be ’e^qeettedL,. ■
Tie variation -of Mne^WLdth of these two ^vU^st^tunes -^aa

•

been measured recently by Thomson $1.) in the temperature

rmge 77° -- 300%* - In the case of naphthalene/ -he - states
that - the ’ Mnwidth - 'changes ’’by only 1 *2%° (in ^o^r^tW-s

figure# prestmably he '.rtaatursd-to m accurmy -h

- l*e,

#07 gauss; /(the Bin ratio Of the signal at 305% Is quoted as

4:1).

For coronene (in -Incite) he - found- that the iinemidth

decreased f r<#i- 66 g. at - 77% to 8*4 g* at 305%.

There Is

no, evidence at all of this Increase -being continued- to - lower

tmiperatures (the author’s values are bo%|dds. than- de - Grrou’s),

The case of phenanthrene does show a decreasse' in linowLdth
from the value quoted by- (Aid) of 21 g. at 77% to 15 - g. - at -

1**6% in the same solvent.

The line-width quoted ' frem (AL8)

was measured frem the - published pen-reco 1x111^3. w-h.ch were made

using a moduuation- depth of 3LB g.. which is far -too Mgh for a
15, g,; line.

as-

cs be seenf ^rc^'Fig^ ill 13# this leads to -

an imrease In 3^:ee^v^ddS - of some 25$. so that any comprison

is of - - dubious value*
It will have been noticed in Figures- Vt! 6. 7 and 8. that
the lines•widta values quoted by Mailer (A9) are considerably
different (about one-hALf) from those quoted by other - authors.

The .reason.for .tuts,.tdi'scxepancy1is .tint he uses. a -spectrometer

Which gives. a^secone-order deniWtiye* . . presentation.. %n

values quoted. ere .prestmably the ■ .haffwWdth bf the lew.field
(sharp). peak* .. '.Slpee■ M does pot mention, the. matWe■ .of

.

Wither ,of the m^duatidtt' depths used# .it is difficult to ;
estimate. what relation these .Mn^eidths bear to tieeusttmsy

^ffratMe^vatiye* iinnnddtha. . This- -&soWancyr.has' not been
diM&ussed by . other . authors who quote apd use. ties; rpe^jl^tsf

($#..4$.*?

. . ( -

.

•

. •

. .

■

.

Cg) 3. y;,.s «,k» stufliaa gn the swlaari,, su^ataiKas* - vp* ««?»

of ths complexes studied, that S% npph1fealene@.$**A:t.> •

ahsorptlgn,

pheJiWt^h^x^tne^^^T'G.p^.^A* • and comneneyT.0aOM->

. -%n. observed line was quit# stable . wer

••

the period of the experiment.

..

Deaila of the values of 0 at' liroWeth fouM far

these cm!p3exes are given .Ifc-Figure? VI b. ? .and . While
■i r
"
• ‘<
the detailed differeMtshotWMn these valnes ,.wd those ohn

tained for the pure jsbstanoes are discussed in .‘the following
sessions* (g) 4* §. .and 6.
<

' '

<

' c

, it.,mut .he .^pleisisMn however#. that .in e.ach.case the
complex.ets.tr. .absorption ' .bears a reasonably close releOovn

ship to the etsei^t. absorption of the respective donorn i*e* ..
the triplet state of the complex has . a large amount . of donor.

Character.

%e changes in 0- and linwwidth, however# do' %hcw

1U3

'

'

’that- the- triplet- $ta#-Of' -the-donor i$ &ignficmtlyaffected
on ?eeml^ieingi- ■’ Since-the-/e;s>i% - techrdque■ ■•eiployed' lieN ob
serves - \OnXy'-the 'texeted --state- of -the' -molWuId (dnd tet- the

cmbined'effectnot the grouW ' and excited' -states as is ’the- -case

Mth optical tethhiques)# the ebsexrV# Change ins. the e<$*&
absorption - - spectrmn oh complex! hg* indicates that the triplet ■
state 4n these - c##le## '-OaoWt-be' djussoci^^iVriB'as Wmk&S:

Wasted (#l (b) -1)# hut - muest ’be 'associative, as* suggested,
by the later work of 'McGlynn#

.

.

■ . ,Ia '«one -of -the;phosphors Was a :Hne observed'-Wich ioul'd
he^aitritutfted: te■ strp%' ebmplesing#■ such as-was -mentioned- in

('VXr(b) 3)«; SUchha.'iine was■ not .^peted-junce □sekalla (F2)
.-/iLes'-the'- acceptor -strengths: asr#

'"

y

< T.;NfS,'< <- dichXomqWione < -dhXo'lTainX'' •'■*'■
< (diehlorodtCcyano-qtinnone)# 'Which indicates that 4$Gpp%*

is a fairly weak■ -•acceptor.

-

'

•

Mo absorptien line# ' other than that attributed to the
#1 e # transition of the conilexes was found Wen the sa#les

were Iraddiaeed' (emept that discussed in Fill■ (a)).
Although a 'careful check was made# in nWe of the experi
ments Was' 'an eta*r* -absorption attributable to T.CS.F.A. noted.

Since the value of hm^n for each of the complexes is appreciably

different#■ there is no possibblity of the resonances Which-Were
observed being partly due to this ■ cause.-

(g)i-

Saturation*: - ie ■ e>4a:^ar^.vsaPe^#ma%Bm .cheW% #W

satw&tion# by -.roduolhg

•

iighV4sn$u^ and the Mcrowave

pow XewXv-. “%Wye --o^wbisyendf .w

far ae oq&d W .a»oeyvWjWr niO^or^avesSiUu^et^^^bA’- •'(4AB|y-a##, /
Ohft-> IX) ft - mb: to tlqt wetted of •

’ stubfiiaubibn W^i^W
to obWiU $v ver# W14& r#gb- Af

it ia-tatforbuha^^
inio^MvOapowO^ ‘Wput-X ?

«d#m on .‘the; 'Whjnowdky .1#*- '

cldOnt- -On the - hhm$L© iO -#Oar -WxiW# - ooiaieienh Mth'otabXe. 3X*A<1F*C #
operation)-* ;■..••

••••...,..’

In '.prinoiplo- ‘At -ICasty 4t- should -W - ^possibXO W SaCk^fOp
e#0*r# ‘^aatUr^^tioja-i^sinB'equation 6^X^ -BvaXuation--Ofthibiequ^

i&4in -the ease of iheso pWaphoya> x^thOP i<Wfi<O&t,i Bibb)
naph&QmneT£Oa$

i&tW iom&ex ©out #ni#n mot IMownation

ia avnilhieaft-- -it MU ,fce -wi- us =#, ©3OWX0>"

■ .

TWh&dUS* ( ^>A<-r) of ©qu&ion. 6tX v/W. -be Cpidw#

,

firab* # (# 2 --XCFr qymha/OeO*) and t ( a X>$ #cy) #• knd#
but-A ha© to W mtiWbWf■ A.is the. paidueb offthi ibeotbing

powerOaf- the -swaPe md' .the WtO -if phosphcreocerit to fluorescent
rndbaion- for -the- ©WaXstM

The ■- absorption - of "the- oople is given - % (4

,
10~

.l#@*

€ is-.tho;ia01at».'b?(tiixetioni coefficient* o f$e- eventration in

g%# %WKiitr©-> and -d the" thicWese tr#vMWi 'by ’the"%ght4*'
VabW of e.-aro' '(difficult to bbt&h tor w&W& cWplWOS'-oince

e iano longer ah jMgpSnjhb'-jhebMM*“but ie concentration

dopendaot * ; By, tafcipg, a

, cf poaaXta. eyvp mxyj$ ■ denwx?

acceptor, concmtratie^nv,, #81%, a -I^nosXHiXWbt^id
a ysXuo ,of « $» 'te. feMd; <f7y $$)*

*%#

-

-

-{mi#I* .

:x_

« . " fSPO #& S&DQAs c - «CM351;#&.ta>A46’:^v<1$e ' ■

.co#&#on3.£n:e^<3)ra3$#St iXX\tW-^e%Wt; ILS# •#>-atoaotiad,'

If #te pteduet-.iarlssg $hah\SM©- v^sSy^S-ftaefciou abs<e##d • ■•.

fa3Xs #£fvpartL®? (%2) # ,(#%•etS^ddMt^X®e^e&4..an- *#%%
&&M aoXutien. ml# ;ite$e#&P%r te sow#*!# *-0gtekWa- ‘%#teR ••,
§VS)*

.

■'

Tte vLUe -of OgasB^ftL ^°,r

co%%#r .#1# Irradiated "In

the ,<xqt#3w -absdpBttOJO ha#r Ma not. te#- -jpaWShb# .aXtheiii#

QjLXtcai~Ja fete ’p#Y#ked. -d- twaotfp pat#• aq#m

fop tete- tephtMtens (^*1)#- T^yvxue tMW-G*# by‘B#XyW5 W)
was, wamted, uel%; !%ht w-TL vtthin. tte absorption- feaW c^dC pure

raphthatate #sd- ##. -V«#ue of Q^.tes .fo<ad,.M |$#%# -Tii# value
is, ihehefOpor tee aosH&afio*
that io wxr^ fed'

% . abe# also' fce..pe%i#d out

Pat# to datepmine. the • fractionof

the - &MetM$ Lfit- eLateeiag the tpLpiet state• . ayy - apM-WOh
may mtum to the-gpottd state by a radiationless . tpaWWioe
from the jetastfele state ate iggootdi -aXihOwgb do. Groot (A?)

has footed that both optical, -ate o*s>e*, sghEda of vapL<o# ate*

mat# BuMttteees hay® the- samo deeay $##*»:

,

GaobfhLhg OH. the quantities.-•tehtLohtd SbeVSi • t#
L.6
is fonhd to tef approximately 3 •#>■ " spies*

106-

■

as also difficult to.ovaluaate acoiianer

that

If (sa ;& •%).< UW 3 (inelu0&d3 Icfgc&cw correction s .313) arc*
s

gtiGL^&f&3w%3dj( ■ -but; iOo value of * 3 to. %e ■ oaW. .!%&<(.. some eow*
sideratien*.

Idc basic value .dL XO^R .aglno (iftewcorrwMon ,

foe iSo fiffeiwcee itnmiiO.* * depths .-usecl is . considered (Figure
33$ i4»>;but while■ Ota £»s*rr absorption ,'UsM .to oaMbwte .the.

speoWMieter<aa OidMo the xcwXt^'M-ne

noieelLae^silt^iiain

tod jg rallied ■•title xif e .B tr&noltio% pot the (S# ,* 3* ?.

,.

' • . %% ^effect of the nondorentssian Mne*shap3 ii difficult
to estimate) Mt e jails* xf S may coyer jL .reoeoiWiy tgU«.
Wh %p%n to tli -dd e %tranoitixn> ,fhs . .ran %p)%tt<n., ,

(aeoning a MKtrree Mst^Mtion is .obayW). is;diw4ed,<^ng
the throe levels in tie .proportions given hy
:-St--■
1
J"Vxp (WZj/kT)

j - 1,2,3

,

.

■

• .■

s
.

.
(?.6)

SJnoe zero*field splittings affect, the eif&rgy level Mstri*

Wtion, it cannot be . assumed that the energy difference between

the $ 1 .and.Q spin staies.is equal to that between the 0 and * 1
states.

Without. tfping into the maater in greater detail, since

the accuracy required does not warrant it, it appears that in
the case of naphthalene the sensitivity should be reduced. by a

factor of. 2« (see Al)* ,

,

A,further consequence 'of the .<#

B transition. lu . that the

*. 1 .to, t l,,opin trmqitien jLr not,jUHy allewd# trqdM-. the
DtPkPiR*. transition• WMoh lo (f rl)> do Groot has .indteatod ■ ■
that -for : %o 4M # B h;onsit4on ■..£ ~ ft.

.•

-.. .

.-

• , mm .all the, above factors :are, taWa into- acootmt# it is .

found tWt the
.

oqu#s ..#jp$ximboiy lOM spins#'.

.Bearing - in mind. all. the. approMwimonn mWo in - this cal* •

oULat&<nt» the dWttftpmoy- bWaon -the 'tw oMos o$ -oqu&tioa 6#1
la .not ai^nifQmt#.,mdUsG»w.to.indicatothat little or no e<s.r.

saturation .occurred*.-•.#ho. aWvo . example -also IXluOfcaatoo the
dfieulties . vitlvulVodtin trying to ■ asttaato beforehand. whether

(g) .3 * *. SoQwna. nsed» An . can bo seen# eevPrOl solvent# have
been -wed#

Previous work hd shown that the effect -of the solvent

on the moasrred qurattties is very small# Rveirai aolyontB vara

used because $*G*PdA# io a --'relatively Wsoluble cowtarnd in mny
normaiy imod soluvmtt* 4-he. o#0i%o3 were each checked using

the dhotoiasXtiiMeratube circuit and the decay tWoe (#%^#ed

With a reference using ief^pyather as the solvent (?!)$
the intensity of any phoepho^eecchce of the -TdGfpaA» clone W* ’
also measured to ensure that it -had no significant effect -on the
complex decay curve (see ]^^i@rra VI 1)# agap3.ee- of the photo*
graphs taken are elwn in figure VXT 9#

5s end 9b show tw

increase In emission intonety of the conVex using different

1"

‘-s-71;

•5;<;

solvents (because- of- the increased? soXutality- of T*O»p»A#

inthe latter)-;-- 5c --.aM ,Sd >ehow .an example in,.which. complexing
i $ - inMhieddf. Wile §e amd 5f shw.the. -..effect. ofccO5%liW.%' -on

a particular -substance* ■ The - .solvents u$e4/4.n <ea%-%s»r#-.e:wperlmani- were those With ’ gave - the aaMMw .light emission . .

Compatible, with, the correct . decay time’ fcr the -complex.
. Xn -the course of these - 'optical -studios# it. was found
that carbazole also apparently-.complexed with T«G>P»A*#.

having- -a decay time of 5.5 sec* Wen comoexed compared - Wth 8- sec# for the -pure - substance*/AUtoritutately 'time- did - not
perMt a study by e*-s#r*. of- this - .particular -eompUXs

(g) 4*. Var^S^Shofdil£oSjicm^!X2n^*’ 'Mann be .eena mm

Figures b$ T and 8#

for the con#Hexes was- oonnd oo differ

from the values found -for the un^c^ns3^«»xed substances* The

actual changes are$#

complex

dg*

mih^^aetnpTr $0*p* A*

+ *0138 cm* *

ihetmfhrene#-X *0 -*F .A *

♦ #0050 cmT*

coronerue-f »□ #P .A*

t .0014 cm.

In each case the value -- of j shows an -increase on comm

llexing, which may - be due either to a chaane-in $ or or or or
a combinaaionof changes In. g-and J#.., Xn -ho ease of coronenep

Were g » 0. the change in p* is smUH#? and this could- indicate

that the effect- is. mMi&y concerned with the J cwponent.

xoe

A consSL&er&tiOn of equation 7*4 shows that mi" ihcfe&s# in
g" would result "from a reduction in tlio electron ertht, ■ While '
mi increase in W would result from either" •a-ssymerldOi decrease

or an uayy»triC'aX Change in the x»y plane of hie electron1*'
ortbtt" Bernsteih (81) " has noted that in " the "range of distances

1*4 # 0*8 A# jg and g "both decrease timnsnoonlcally at the rate
of about 1% (#001 ch*) per #0lA 'increase ih

% « this ’im*

plies about *1A‘ chAn^e-in" j ih the case of naphthalene, (See
Figure A3*2). "

'

*

’

There is also another " piece of 'experimental evidence#

based 'on "Hie optical observations, Which suggests a "change in
II rather than £i Wen "the donor substmxces are" coi.plexed, the

0 #0 transition of the phosphorescent mission is shifted' to

a lower wavelength (redssM.ft)* " GazetaHa has published details

of the maggutude of this change for naphthalene and phenanthrene
and these values are given in Figure VIX 0#

Such' a red-shift

implies that either the triplet orbital level is closer* to the
ground state (change along z~axis) and/or the triplet level has

a different oridt in the x-y plane when co^l^ed as co%ared
With its orbital when it is pure# i*e#' the rechsliift should

indicate a shift in || arcdor g in the e. s*.r# spectra,

A critical evaluation of" the

evidence on the

Change " in h* and rcd*sMft"is given in Appendix $*

On the

basis of this study there appears# in fact, to be considerable

HO

distortion ' 'In ' We

■

plan* •

•

•

■

The next- step in this di&UsaioA is to -consider Wdt ‘

physical hvnmigemeM of We two- interacting mdlecUles wild

be most likely to produce - aU x-y plane distortian' of the tip*
let state* ’•••*-

' • '' -

-

■ ■ ■' •

.’■

8inoe' -the energy- -taamafor'between We -two molecules must

• ’

involve 'an1 overlap -of •

t

*eXc#txon orbital* -there1 are only

tVo p'os&ble onOntaMons of -the 'T*a*P*A« molecule With respect

to We' * donor:* -

'.

*

- '

•

■ •

In both* the f*0**A» molecule is orientated With its x*y

plane puraUei--to'the -x*y-plane of the donor* but in one case
the meo<ecules 'are separated along the z*axLs While in the
other# they are separated along the x* or y* - axi* - Mmll ”

'(FH) has shown that both of 'these portions can lead to
'^-electron energy transfer#/

-

The question as to which of these orbitals should be

considered the preferred 'one has been discussed, by Mulliken
(F12),

IH 'theory -predicts that orientation winch involves

separation along We s*apds*

'

•

■ %en We mel&cUies - are in the - orientation involving

.

sepaaration along the z-axis^ the interaction - of - the -Wo ^orbitals should lead-to a delocalization of the electron

in this (i*e* Z^aXLs) direction*. i*e. when in this orientation#

there should be some decrease in-We £ component,

however#

■since -*tte

mleculols.by-m laewaS/isQorpphio. %Ltb. •

any of - the doner-.mXmmlcs* ^^-distofthcn is -also- -likely, ,
■ and Mght .»be -.,e#3«otpd; W be -qWte -large## • A slgWfioant- change

in

ie?W(fore hsnWlXn#. vbj$£ At •*», no possible - fm .'Wlo'

'qrgmnt - ho - •predict- -the, sigh -of We .oWge* In eonfcraqt* - /We
ether orientation- {i#o--that- in ’.which-tho moiwnos- are- -

/separated-alonghhe - ■%# or - y<axes)-wouldprovide a-dbloeaMsation
■of' the x-y plane of We=. triplet/state#^ but * should - not- sign!fioWttly- alter, the-z*»OSs displacement# i#e# it mpM lead to

a o^^raa^ne’.e^^iinS/raWf^r^'.^h^an in.n<- gineenWn’nwa of/overl^ap in
the- latter casae-is of neoeesity ^rather -small#- the .change in g

may aleo-be .en^.e^^ted -to be small# - ■ ■■
•.

'

■

■

. The -..o»s#rt studies - -suggest -that -the T*n#P*A* - monculea

M.ne, wp«.Wth their meofectlar (%#y) pianos parallel •.and- -directly

above (lee* displaced -along the zeaxig),

KpeximentaX optical-wok-.(polarization - and %w measure*

meets).has -rnggeeted - that Win is in fact' We case for y-electron
acceptors (Which- includes- T»$»P»A*)* SamHe#’ which- have been
studied in - Wis Way -Include benzene# naphthalene ’and anthracene
in com^exe® With hM^nitrobenizsene;- phenol -and gUinol with.

benzo^Mnnonej ■ hewethylhenzene with -dhlcqraOLl^#- These ’ aanyles
were crystalline and#- as the various authors pOlnt put# the

mlooul'ee are . subject to- other ;conjsLderaiion.s {such as close* -

packing)--so Wait - -this -finding is by- no- means -conclusive - (til#,
P13# F14}*
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%e qnestioAof ' -the preferred ' orientation is ’ continued

in- th# following sections -(g) "5 and *6# in which further exp'erikmt&i evideuceis dxsoussedu •
Cf

•

-3k VarlaUons ui

fgx\.thc.-^»

££*' ‘In Figures ’ ill -6# -7- and - 8#--the- values fox*
the lih&idth of WO 'resonance obtained from the - various ecw*

ploxes' are 'giVoh*

Mo - ■peroerUhge ’ohhgos are%*;<:,y

O&jpLeXed' phosphor ’••
\ - naphthalene "' ■

'.

' '

‘phenanbronm

‘corohehe '

Shaaag in - Xhie#Wdth'

■

‘

' ■<

' 4S0- (inerease) '

■
'

.6%

15

1%i •

• «

■Those ‘variations do no show any -d/rect .relationship

W-th 'the' -$* ’variations discussed"in -the -previous - section;

hoWfei# this' is not too saxpMshg#' for - the variation in

UnOi/idth is a far less sensitive - tost - than the variation
in n*, Sim# the natural’ XiemWith’of the- transition, is

known - to 'Wohscured' % Onso tropic effoo'ts*

do Groot#- for

oXsipHh# - 'We- published 'penareeot.dlngs of the - napbtWaene

$i «’ 2’ transition in", a"durene oxystai- -(A4)> Where it cm he
'seen' that "Xu o'er tain directions ‘the iinciidth tan -he as low

as 9-oe» (mod* 9 "oet)#

the lineWldth Of f :o<eV 'Ms heen

shsri^ •% * dwteratlon Of ' the phosphor,' .##• be: largely: due ' to

nuclear nmagmeic"Juttrrietiohsi - (In uaest • caseax deuiteratl^On'
of the solvent ’gave a further reduction# showing that We -

113

triplet■ orbit is influenced to some extent by the solvent (A23)).

From an uAslysls of the line*shape of the dM * 2 transition

-

based on the theory given by do Groot (AS)# it would @«% that

a second order anisotropy .effect deteAaines the observed -Une-

■width.

This implies thht'the liiewidth Would be' dependent

on the -magnitude of the zero#fLeld. splittnig*. ''

■

do -Groot.has worked out We Mne/shape theory in detM!

only for meoecules wiW g » 0.

Tie author has found that#- for

the series: benzene# triphenylene and coronene (j#ep mol^aies

with $ «5 0)# . the published data obeys the relationship suggested ,
by de Omt*s Weory# viz. & * h [lirewldth] ♦

gauss] #

k «-[.O12 crfi/

For molecules Where g # 0;/- WWaittution bie&ads

very complex# and - an estimation 'of 'we-ixhdWldtifwould demmd

a knowledge -of the -absolute' rngniuderef WrJs<| and 'g (B12).
It does appear#- however# that ’the linwwldth- depends oh g in

the first order (unlike

and ' hence'' the relative signs of

£ and -g are important*

•'

'

Bmaier (A21) has also considered this situation# using

his own measurements of Mneedidth.

Unfortunately# his values

are taken frm a "second ' derivative" presentation# and since
he was trying to fit them to a theory in WMoh the linceWLdth

is defined. in terns of the "first derivative" ' presentation#
the -lack of correlation wMch- he found is not ' unexpected*

114

Tie changes In - liwddtb> which the author has recorded
on comPeMng eoronene - and naphthalene - are much greater than

would he predicted -for a change In '& alone if one uses the

relationship found ' between benzene# - , triphonylene . and .qoronene.
as a guide*. This result -again could suggest
therefore that V
there is considerable-g distortion of the triplet excited

-state*'

*

•

X^hefsh^pas#. of - .the ..-ewmkscas -*, Unw^apes are even more dif.fi-

cult -*td Mn&& UW- the l.inwwidfhs dealt with - above# and fop
the same reasons# although (A4) has derived a -probable line-*

shape#

A comparison of - the pewrecordings given in Figure

VX 13# -for - -the ’various substances before and •after c-opie%i^ng

With T*G*P.#A*# - shows - that in each case the same eharacceristic
form is - observed# and there is -certainly no radical difforence

observed#

*

The -observed similarity is an. important point# - since the
uncmipiexed llnwshape is due -to- the sumimtion of M * 2

transitions in three -dimensions# the eomplexed -line- may be
assumed to be the result of a glMlar summations. This cow
elusion# of necessity# implies that the P and § - .variations

for -each individual eomplexed mooeeule are- the same# i#e#
the T#0*P#A#- modules -mast -.orientate ^emselvee stMl&rly
with respect to #ie -donor molecules# A similar conclusion

has also hqez made from - optical studies -(F13#- F14)i

Variation of D* a Line-width with Concentration,

Concentration.
Exp.No. Naphthalene.
T.C.PA.

JD* cm"1

Line-width. oe. Mod-

3

•005M

•OO5M

I2I7 i *0015

29 ± 1

6 5

4

■O2M

•OIM

4I95± 00I5

46 4-1

9

5

•005 M

•OOIM

'HOH 0015

20:4,

6*5

6 •

•05M

•OIM

not measured
accurately.

I

'0IM

—

2

•O5M

—

20±l

9

4083 ± '0015

2O±I

9

4O79± '00,5

20± I

9

Figure VII 10

Variation of D*& Line-width with Concentration.

Exp.No.

Concentration.
T.C.PA.

9

•005M

lO

•O05M

II

-005M

—

XL* cm-'

Line-width, oe. Mod?

4392±'00I5

ISsfc |

6*5

'OO5M

4442 ± -0015

1 zfc I

8

'0O25M

•I46I =t

27=: 2

6*5

Figure VII 11

0020
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(s) e.
.

-

-Xa tills section# ; some unegieoted' results#: obtained When

the proportion of acceptor to donor .molecules in the sample•
was varied, are .discussed'

Thia particular study arose wen -

.several experiments. on the n(qhthal.eaw**G*B A# - complex gave

conflicting -results* - These- results are tabulated in - Figure

VII 10, and as can. be seen they show a quite mxprising varxa»
tier*

-

*

Tie values of Jjp-and Muewidtb fowd ih eapa.. 5 and 6#-

are obviously directly comppralbLe l4tb-those obtained from
naphthalene- alone# but# as has been stated earlier (VIX (e))#
it was. simply M - possible to stimulate, the naphthalene ph&w

■phorcscence since - the glass dewars -do ' - 'not pass light of the
required wavelength*

■

.

Exp* 4 also posed a problem, for here the value of
obtained was comparable to- the value obtained from the coR&ex,

but idle llhetwidth was considerably larger*
Tie solution was finally found by a close scrutiny of the

pen*reco?dings tWten in eag, 4,- fox* they .revealed a point -of

inflexion between the tfo peaks which is .absent in recordings

from the other experiments* in these recordings (see Figure
VII 13)#- the noise level is as" great as this isifiraton, but

careful checking of the spectra revealed no correlation what

soever between the noise peaks -in the various spectra, while

O

5

s:

2 co

A

o
S

2

RO
2

o
o
2

2

"O
o
«*»*
o
o

9

—

o

2

a
Ck
•H

O
Synthesis of line obtained in Exp.4.

2
2

2

tn

8
2

O
0

2

O

2

there was excellent agreement with the portion of the point

.

of inflexion (taken both with the field increasing and decrease
ing) #

This small inflexion suggests that the line Which had
been observed might possibly be the result of the synthesis of

a pure naphthalene line and a naphthalene complex line.
,

* ,

,

J

“4

r

S

’

*

In
. ’

.

.

Figure TO 12, both lines have been drawn out:, and the combined
line-shape found; as can be seen the first derivative of #is

synthesised line commares directly With■ the Hne*shape found
in exp* 4.

Tie' plot is qualitative only because the low-

signal to noise ratio obtained for the first derivative curve

of the con#lex in e#. 3 does not peamit a very accurate in
tegration to be carried out.

However#- the essentia! features

found in eap* 3 are reproduced#

An experiment (Ho* 11) was carried out With phenanthrene*

1#O,P.A. to see if a siMlar situation would arise.

the results

are shown in Figure VXX. 11# and a synthesis of the Mne#shape
is given in Figure VXX 12#

It mst be pointed out# however#

that since it is possible to excite the phenanthrene resonance
using FeO.3# it is also possible that the resonance was

stimulated. using F'0*2 Whose band-pass is quite close « althou^i
no such absorption is detectable from the pen-recordings in

exp# 10 (see -Figure VEX 13).
was siMlar in both cases) .

(The sensitivity of the apparatus

gtatta. .TO. 13

These -pen^^recordiings have been selected as - typical

examples -of the spectra obtained in the various e%eriwents

discussd in this chapter. #hrre possible# recordings taken
at the- same K-ralue ( ~»2

comarison.

) have been selected to help

A fairly high K#value has b%sn used in order tc

show the comlete line-shape as far as possible# and the

spectra are arranged so that in each case the- magpeeic field
sweep increases from left to light.

Tie maLl field sweep

( see II! - (i) 4) was used throughout and the time of the sweep

was 2 minutes# so that 1 division of the paper (6.25mm.)
corresponds to

30 sec;.-

Fieura Vil-13

Snmnlaa! (a) naphtharene/banzophenoneJ
naphthalene/T.G#P#A.
For detrils of the experimental comdLtio.ns see F^ies
VI 4 and 6, wiere (a) is from Kqp. No. 2, (b) from
Exp* No. 3 and (c) from a repeat exp. of Exp. No. 3.
Also for (a), K « .4, dl^dt - 1.62 o^/sec., (set also
Figure -ttl 15), for (b) K - .05, dHdt - 1.62 o«'«e^.,
and for (c) K - .13 and <Sl/dt - .73 oa/sec.

Figure VI 13

T~
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■

f z.
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»
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1
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z

— ——

ts>
Samples: (d) phenanthreiw (hXp. No. 9), (•) and (f) phenanthreno/
T.C.P.A. (Ejq>. No. 10 and 11(P.C.2)), (g) coronene (hap. No. 7),
(h) cereneme/T.C.P.A. (hap. No. 8). For details of the exp# con»
dit!one, see figures VX 4, 7, 8, and 11. For (d)# K ■ .2,
dH/dt • 1.62, for (e), K « .4, dH/dt - 1.62(spectnm recorded wth
field sweep decreasing), for (f), K - .05, dH/dt - 1.62, for (g),
K - .16, dH/dt - 1.62, and for (h), K - .27, dri/dt - 1.62 oe/sec.

Eimirc VIX 13

I

samples: naphthalene/T.C.P.A. These recordings are
examples of the concentration effects (VII (g) 6) and
are taken from (i) Exp. No. 4, (jj Exp* No* 6 and
(k) Exp* No* 5* For ether details see Figures VII
4 and 10* For (i), K • .17, dH/dt - 1*62 oe/sec.,
f°r (jj, K • *55, dH/dt • 2.77 oe/sec*, and for (kJ,
K » .16 and dH/dt ■ 1*62 oe/sec*

. In both eMsgirmats It ahouid be noted that tbo %*$Lon
over Wxch it becomes- possible to detect both resonances is •

limitod M if the, intensity of one falls to aoy-losa. than oneshalf of,, the, other, pCA-rscondLng Will hardly mvofO the
presence of the oraHor absorption- lino, no - matter hmf much

the mdulatlon .depth .is reduced#

%o effect seems to bo dependent on the- ratio of the
domr molecules to that of the

mlecclcs, rather than

the absolute conspiration, as Is shown by e.xps. 5 oM 6*

It

was not possible to extend the work -to lo%fr ooncentrationw

because of the loos in sensitivity*

.

The samples -were, aloo checked optimally, using the pm#
2
tube arrangement* It was found that, for a sample containing

g
•3

*08M naphthalene and *031 T*G*p»A», a decay* time of about 2

secs. was obtained*

The decay Mme for pure naphthalene ie

2*6 sec*, and that of the oomplox, 1*5 -«ec#> .so -that tkla
value is intomediate between those two. oaoea, and supports

gs

the o*a*r* inioiprotation above
(Millan*

The above ^experimental observation■ . of two distinct

ts

Q8#r% lines occcurring at the same lime poses. some -interesting
problems on the mcchudiaLns of energy txvsasfey -.a#- complexing**

1
<4

In previcua work involving .optical - atuHee, the distinction - has

rl
,.g

always been made. of - oonaidxdlng;' one or other- as .the -possible

mechanism, but not. both acting at the erne time*

’.g
g§

■■?..-'f s

>
<S~ riS i®S3iS"'

It is'also relevant to note here that 1t&A<$n:eg^t:r&%sWr
seems 'to bo ' .boM/on mpshtix?lom^<^**IGOJ**nt* oomplox .aM -.pure .
naphthalene, and not •b©Woon»T.*3*F.At ,and. .pure uaplhhalme.. .-

AStudy o* ;<e .absorption • ■coxefi,<^;len,t of T.QM* . .shows that .

it la rat&hr. 'small, ( •e~3O) . in *tw. region being* irradiated ■

‘

(e*g» see Figure MX 1: and . compare with:#m calculation of
light• absorption in (g) '3 (a).h -.■ F«r'.umcl#lO&ced' T*G..P»A-w
^oh/for^ -the' Qp^o/Qo. ratio waM. requite,to have &

,

.

unusmlly • large . value -for. a long decay• period phosphor* , • - .
'Bering in nind. -also the observation above .-time the effect

appears to be -dependent on- the rat).o, rather than the absolute
value,* of tho coinueittra-tions, • it seems • roasombU to rule. out

<0 possibility of isolated. uncompleted• T,0#P,A* molecules;

beinnrospmohshlo'for. the observed results*

>

.The method of energy'transfer la l%><otant-v&cn. the
■mlaj&ve portions .of the naphth&lebo and the T$0*F*A* molecules

are considered*

The question of energy transfer has -already

been meM oned in (V (f) 3) in connection %th tM • .mphtholene/

benzophenone-• phosphor*

The- choice of mechanism'between

.

resonance transfer and molecular completing was resolved ,&a
favour of the former*

•

,

Dexter (011) has .recently discussed in detail -this choice

of mechanism and has shomh that# in the -ease of the. energytransfer- mechanism, the variation of the intensity of the

Its

phosphorescence of -the acceptor Wth acceptor concentration,

would be quadratic# He also cene-idcred »#e theory of . weak
eem^xlng possibly by 0*T forces or London dispersion

forces, and in .thia case he -shoved that the BennM**Mldoferand-

constant (K^g) becmas -the rate eonshhwt for “the above
variation in signal -intensity. ,(O< in the context of this
paragraph the tern "donor" is to be -Wton as referring to -a

mphthaX,me/r.*P#.A. ooRilex molecule)- *

The variation in

signal intensity should. -be linear, ;-Mth %e -constant -of pro#
*1
portioftOity equal to (%{) *" • -OtaoWtauy (F9) has-found
53 2i®*

"^'2 experimental evidence shows that the -e.s.r.

absorption signal ' increase of the pure mphthalene (eaps* 3,
4 and 6) is at least twice as great when the eo4e<mtrltiot

is doubled.

Tih.s seems therefore, to support a resonance

tramler mechanism.
SmUer has recently perforated some e.syr. 'studies (A23) '
on this subject a% has drmm the conclusion 'that a weak cwm

pleiing ‘mechanism was responsible* He drew tills conclusion

indirectly from the behaviour of the phosphors on deuteration

and on the variation of e.s.r. apin concentration as compared
with the variations in phosphorescent a^mjs^;on discussed by

Dexter.

There is no reported e.s.r. detection of a complete

in any of his studies.

—
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Tie present expseTmental work is relevant here, because
it has shown that, in a case where weak comppwting is known

to exist (from optical studies) the e.s«r« absorption has a

different value of D55 and line-width.

These facts appear to

throw doubt on the interpretation given by Snaaier-to Us
results,

.

A second point of interest arises, particularly free the
results in exp. -4, from. the ability to separate two e.s.r*-

absorption lines in the inte mediate case.

The fact that - —he

two lines - can be so distinctly picked out can 'be interpreted
only as due to the interacting moomsules being in comppetely

different fixed positions in both cases, so that two different
mechanisms can occur; otherwise a general smearing out of the

resonance line - would have been expected.

In particular this

conclusion seems, in the author’s opinion, to rule out some
proposed mechanisms regarding energy transfer, for example,

that suggested by Terenln of a random arrangement of mmoecules
possibly wthin a certain sphere of action,

The fact that the "energy transfer" mcechanism becomes

apparent only when the donor corns ennration is greater than the
acceptor concentration suggests tlmt the portion for this
mc&hanism is less preferred. than that for cmplixing)

Tie prfblem is to decide what these preferred - positions

are, and at the monont this can only be fairly speculative.
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It has been suggested by the author from the e*s.r. data on
cortexes (VII (g) 4, 5) that the T.O.P.A# ml^i^U.es cause a

distortion in the xy plane of the phosphor• l*0» that the
T„G«B«A< molecules line up with their m^^^ievUiur plane
parallel to that of the acceptor and located on the accepters

%#xis.. It wuld appear reasonable to assign this arrangement
of the interacting mol<ecules as one of ,the preferred portions.
The other preferred position,•i%e. when the T*C*P*A»
plane lies parallel •to and sin the same plane as the acceptor
molecule, would then he associated With energy transfer.

Roy and rEL-oayed (B36) have recently shown that in the

case of deuterated phenanthrene and benzophenone the most
probable configuration is that in WMch the mdleuuar plane

of the phenanthrene is parallel to the benzophenone axis,• but
of course they could not detemine by optical methods in
Witch planes the interacting moleules
It has been suggested by Terenin (idO) that the "energy

transfer" mechanism could depend more on the spatial overlap

of the triplet wave functions than the energy overlap*, In
-the position suggested above for this mee: nanism there could

be some ^wH^jo^ittaL i^^t^e^3r**c:tioos'a<

(g) 7.

,

triolet , state, and- optieal- lifeimme studies, on

the • complexes*

Due to the rather low signal intensities in#

volved it was- possible only to mike tentative observations on

the decay time of the

- ..M$nals>, -aM -as , .Car - -as >opuM be

judged, they - seemed to be in - reasonable -agreement WL'th -the *

optical values; - - .

•

. .

■The .pMsphpreseent .-eitistWh - -deeay -curve's - .of -.the
mt)bC#olLnncff^^^- ♦F*A<-£Qo£Jee ’-wer .mmaasuc$ „-$-. -7° a.nd 20%,..

to. find. out if . there- was- any; tmperaturt dependence

.- *0- - -

tlgnifloAtt-- vatiMtiet -was -^observed, indicating - that -the mechanim -governing- this- emssioa- is-/of tie -,epltfftrhidden
transition type - and not -a d^s^^^^tttppin^type (as/Ws

ejected))#
VI (h).

,

.
t^nni *.»•

.

_

In t^eab^v^e >studies, • e^r^.t^bMgues liav^ -been-used.

to - examine .wet- dom.p-acceptot mootecULar - cemplextSK Ttese

complexo -are currently the subject bf- optical - and. theoretical
studies, and the - addition -of ,a, net - technique by: - Which; to- study

tii«m-?shoild’ be, v/eieome..

As- can - be-- .thermit- considerable •scope for •
further etf)«tP>reeeereh',ln- .this field*. In - particular; the

individual variations - .of-j --and Jg,are, matters . ,bf) great imt.
ppittnn^.e;-. Since tU,s/re$eaich project was ctp>letM,’.ame

theoretical 'papers, have shewn - h%t%is. can --be ac'ileved' by

using - the - <M, t 1 . transitions - in a glass

fhe sensitivity

■o the apparatus, yewiyer,. would .have to- bq increased - . in,-

order to achieve this (see- Oh* M).-- The use of deuterated
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donor molecules would also fee desirable, as tills * should both

reduce the e.s»r. line-width and increase the spin density
(by increasing‘ the life-time of the excited state) •
The temperature variations of the uncomplexed substances

have also been discussed, and in this case also the separation
of the D and jg variations is a matter of importance#

The use

of a j>lastic host medium for tills study has much to commend it,
since the temperature range 1.6° -* 350°K could be studied witli
one sample#

in this context, the possibility of using a

stretched plastic medium to align the molecules would seem to
have interesting possibilities#

The difficulties involved in using the published results

of other authors have also been shown quite clearly in tills

chapter#

It must be emphasized that (as demonstrated above)

great care has to be taken in selecting results quoted by

other authors, and a careful consideration of the finer points

of e.s.r# spectra^recording is necessary#

If possible, all

relevant data should be obtained on the same spectrometer,
thus eliminating many of the uncertainties#
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'

SHAFTER

till ■

.afc.&&sr organic whatwatss •
W (a), AsQjrnl.a.s.r.. .abawctAcn*
An absorption line was observed at g'# 2. mi iirradiatiigg *

di#ethyl*etber ■ f the solvent used in expo* 3 and- 5 in Olw YX)-

with u#v#- ’light {f.#*s2> at -liquid heliim -temperatures-* fli-s

solvent* was net need in experiments at other imperatives.
Tie resonance line was quite stable after irradiation had

ceased and -seems to be 'dhe to a free rad,cal being created
in -the solvent# ’as' can be inferred

- ' - '

-

■

the following constants* -

2400$ 1 .W3

linmwidth * 1# # 0 oe. (mod0* 6 oe*)
spin-density # 1 in S 10* aether mooecules.

* fle radical did not appear in other experiments where
other solvents were used (see'Figures 'YX 4 and YXi 1)#' *so

that it- seems - tb-be -a property of this particular solvent,
A* bihgle • weak absorption• line •hUs been reported •(GGjk-4-' ■

after prolonged short' wave-length u.v. irradiation of both

methyl and ethyl alcohols (the author did not observe the

ethanol line under the conditions of e#* 7 in 0h* YX).
These lines' showed • some - hypeiMfine structure (wMclt

disappeared

the- irradiation -oehtihued) ’mid -this structure

could be related' to #e ‘speotiXmv ejected froM

ethyl radicals.

attd

No staotore was observed w the &L*ethyl*ether

iLM fWM sinto little infoorntdcM cW be .gained' frtwi such <
Mne*-it 'is hot possible to draw eonollwio*s .about- 'the nature

of the'raMcnl* alhowgh-it se^ns:likely that it is MWlar
to those--formed -in methanol and ethanol* ' ■

rxxx (b), Ebmiwanta w-tt> ;, pokari^aed,

•

'

It has been pointed- -out'in the’previous ohapier that

aOthou% the <b #-0 trumition is -very useful* much More in*

formation could W - obtained by- observing the #1 « 1 transi*
and in this 'section the author discusses a - Method - by
Which he attempted' to do this*

Since the *i * 1 traditions have a large anisotropy* the
transitions have only been observed ‘directly in doped crystals
where *e molecules* are lined up in an ordered manner* it is
not easy to find a suitable host lattice for each organic sub*

stance and growing the crystals ima' the meet can be a difficult

and tedious process*

Ilie author tri^ a ccobination of two

methods‘ to achieve a Crystal* effect from a ixoaen solvent*
The methods used involved (i) a crystalliang solvent and ■

(11) photoselection#

(1) greaWM&Wg solvents.
initially suggested

Shss use of special solvents wi^a

a series Of optical studies by
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0li Jpelskii' (B50)- . on u^-parafflns. -(innentane. ,#. ntMlecane}- ifct-.
solvents for n variety-of aromatic .pP%|3pli’aRi^j^vyAere-.a atrllMng
change--was• pbsorvod• In ■, the oMsslon. .spottra,(-•h^.tb fluoro ■. .., ■

oscene'Cand!ph<^?iplb^o^iOcein^o^O^# instead of• the/spectra being*-

broad ainddf<U.M; a$;fewni*Wi#• other .solvents#. they - shewed -,.
evidence .of . oornOderahle line;«arno#^ig^< Obe..effect (now known -.as. 'aqn&aRUncaro ^i^<^i^#ai?)^vhaSr$ince' •been .used success"
fU%y ito

. tho vLbraib&ml-. frequencma in many phos*

phor$ti Tie Hne*nson$Wng.A^thought;to ;W• due,.to.'the

;

crystallisation of• these? mpaorrfftns -on oooliig* ,, Since.-ihe,
iwparef£iti3 are linear mpliesules#.’each, tWatic mlieuli^>J^;s

thought- to enter'-into,. .the/lattice displacing . ...several paraffin
molecules# ,ao- that • the arormti^cj- molecule is effectively lined

up in the solvent* - /

,

. .The, author thought. ..that this -might. be -a possible .method•

of obtaining o sample -.in Which .the phosphor was . sufficiently lined up to overcmm -the large .anisotropy.of 't$io--<tt? Istransit
. Bince•the - crystals fomted- are probably.. m,irotrystd.line

(this would not. .seriously affect BbpolsMiOs ewdies) ap - ,

adcdtlonal method -of lining-up the- molecules was. used#

-

(li> • Photosslintion* Mho method-ef photooeloctccn has .recently

been extensively. discussed by .Albrecht• 1081) for orgaHo mole*
culost but thc -■ primiple. 1 s qWite . . simples* ,the ■ organic - mooiecules

used in. this method-are ail planar 'tterncen^Olftn^WmMds*

For
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moXccuXes of tills type#- it is possible to define -.three

mutually perpendicular axes#

asd#’

■■

, -

These axes- are normUy defined
•

.:

s-axis % pe-x>en<dLouXar to the mcoiemlar plane#

.

y-ax.e = in the molectia? plane# paraMel to
, the shorter mlectlar-mis (if any)*

x-axis * mututHy orthogonal to the other two.
Each axis has associated with it a transition probability
for light absorption by the molecule# The energy of the light

needed to stimulate a- given transition depends on the molecule
in question# In general- the energy needed to stimulate the

transitions increases (i*e. a shorter wavelength) in the order
x~"

y—# 5- directions (i#e* in - tiie order of decreasing physical

siae of the moXecules along the variots axes) *

In theory#

therefore, by using plane polarized light, the variots axes in
an ordered structure can be picked ott by thdir different ab

sorption bands as a ftnction of wavelength*

In practice#

however# this ideal state is not fotnd; overlap of the various

spectra and m.xed polarisations - often occtrfe Only a limited
amount of work has been published on this stbject and good

reviews are given in ($76# E78)-, - According to these reviews#

it would semi that the only two possible samples stitable for
study in the author -s spectromter are phenanthrene and naph
thalene*

In phenanthrene# the two absorption baWs# 3500 -

3000 A and 2950 - 2600 A# are said to be related to absorption

A list of experiments conducted using polarized light.

Exp. No.
12

Sample.

Solvent.

Cone.

Sample
holder
Temp.

Phenanthrene.

iso-Propanol,
n-Heptane .

•005 M.
•OlM.

77 K.

S2.

iso - Propanol.

•005 M.

f-6K.

S2.

FC.3

13

Filter.
F.C.5 or 7.

14

Naphthalene.

n-Hexane.

■Ol M.

77K.

S 2.

F.C.7.

15

Coronene.

n-Heptane.

•OOl M.

I-6K.

S2.

FC.2.

Toluene.

•OOI M.

1-6K.

S 2.

FC.2.

-OO5M.

77 K.

S 2.

F.C.5.

003 M.

77K

S3.

FC.2.

•005 M.

77K.

S2.

F.C.5

16

17

Carbazole.

iso-Propanol.

18

Triphenylene.

Alphanol 79.

19

n-Heptane.

Figure VIII 1

along-the

x

W -y- axes .respecHyely# wlhle-.in. mphthalene

only one (y « 3650s.- ,2100 A-is said- to be unique*

Folioiaa-

tion.-of the phosphorescence of these two - phosphors in glassy
solution h#S; re$e%Xy-bS#v- observed - by using plmo polarized

exciting light ’i*t%h these .hands - (#8g# WK

;

,•..,

-. •

jS^R*^work* ..Several <*.»•;# <ex?prtments were conducted to see
if any - resonance-: could he - detected*

These- were usuallycarried

out as part ;of the. experiments being done in connection wth

the $#$<F,»A#^omplexes and - are listed in. Figure ItlX- I* It
was 'for this reason- that phosphors other than .naphthalene and
phenanthrene were also tided. (the filter oominattLons used
were decided .on .after a study of the absorption spectra).

The

polarising prim used in' these experiments has been discuss'd
in IV (b) 8,.

’

”

In none of these experiments was an absorption detected

vMch could be attributed to a #1 » 1 transition.

A can be

seen in Figure. TO! 1, main -of the e#?erWents had to be done
at 77°K due to. the short wavelengths involved, Which of*, course

reduced the eensiMvity*

There is unfortunately no record of

the ap prop prate solvent for optical • line« splitting W.th some

of the, amples,
Cqnrnenrs.

,

It seems that the main difficulty With these expert*

meats is that the photoselection method is inadequate.

In

some experiments, the dMw 8 transition was reco-rded both With
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aW

JtW polarising prism and no ht'terrencd'in ''line#

tfldth ' could ' be ’detected& -since ’tills' -lime• 1e buit' up trW

aMsotrroic eoo#onehtsy it m.ght have been 'expected to show

some change*
'

'

•

-

■ Further praotioal dlttlcultiea are Caused by the' Insertion

-ot '-#0 ' polarising priwii reducing' the* 'light intensity by at

least 60% • aXhicugh since the < » 1' t^^h^snittLon is some lOx
Cronger #an the' cE « 2 ohe (A4) this' loss >mgt not be ' a*
serleua• as 'it seerne* ■ %e most serious objection# however# is

that polarised light is not suifLcien^Lly selective %

M#hough

one may 'arrange "the -incident light to be pX^anedoolxr^sed and
ot the correct wavelength so that only one mo.eccU.ar'axis has

a sigMticant traimitiOft probaMMiy# this situation does not#
ot necessity#■ put any restriction on -the spatial orientation

ot the other 'two 'axes *with respect to the • plane ot polarisation*
In general# ’however# the transitions are usually polarized with

respect to the motanuXar piano*

But since the plane ot the

polarized light can always' be resolved vestorlaXly between the
absorbing axis and an orthogonal one ot the molecule#- ’there is#

theretore# in fact# a cosine variation in the number ot -mlecules absorbing as a tunction ot angle,

The author had hoped

that the'' lining up ot the molecules by the ’crystalline solvent

night be sui^JCicienf ’to limit this variation# but this' does not
seem to' have been the ease#

■
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• - KOttis :and Wfebrvd(BX2) have . recently .published a. , ,
theoretical study.on the 3X«e*3feape.of the #X # 2 - transition

In -glassy ■ solution .when pXane*#ooatised- light- le used*. Their.
method was - -essentially on evaluation by computer of - the - points

raised in - the . above - paragapph# * .and . they - show. that only . a - sH^it

narrowing (and -consequent intensity inorsase) of the, . line -is
tc W' expected'- for-dduterated naphthalene#. Dextirmted naph*

thalene has - a much narrower Unewfldth than the substances
tried by the author*..

•.

.

. ■

W- (c): AathP3BW^&-^§UMjm.^-i^xs:33,»

-

•■ KaXtoan (©O); has - reported, the eiistemcg of a phosphor
escence with a - .long decay-time in -these organic. -maaoeiaXs at

room temperature -when in -the- q^st-alMne state*

This phoa*

phoresoeme was observed when the- crystals were irradiated in
their normal .fluorescence band (

3600A)- and is definitely

unooowected with -the^ttiiiet^Snglet moeha.ai.am -discussed in
GlhpteaiVl.

'

....

Since crystals of all three substances -.happened-to be

available# the -author- tried to find. m e.s*r* absorption (at

room temperature -and' using - the .appropriate filter) - but no
■resonance could. be ..dtti8Med>

The crystals were rotated through

#50? -in two miuuny orthogonal ..planes.

•

tollman, wap- unable to - proye conclusively the exact cause

of -the phosphorsccence# but.' suggested a continuous trap

■i"{...
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MstMbuticn#; probably caused - by
11 .( a) ) # .

lattice .dislocations -

( see •

A similar•trap • di stribution has •been . postulated. for

the (OifTXOl) -crystals .d£hciss#jliin • IX -(e)#- and .the cowXusims
drmm/there tq#v#) -regarding the feasiMlity -of o##**#-are also

probably -appXio&ble Ih this case* '

Ml

d' * - .

•„<- * i-‘ • '

InarsatUss.FMmh.«aa«
In this chapter# the results of expesrmennal ^ndc# both

optical and e.s.r., on a , representative series of inorganic

phosphors are recorded*

the results are tabulated under the

following headings#"

IX (b)* Barium platinocyanide tetrahydrate*

(c) * Crrifl nitrate hexahydrate.
(d) * diPotassirn■ urai^l .nitrate#

(e) # Potassiwn chloride (doped With thallous chloride).
(f) . Lanthanum■ fluoride■(doped with pras#odym.irn).

These phosphors were chosen by the author as being the most
suitable for the proposed experiments*
IX (a). Thprmolmm ne*ct»nce.

Before eonstderiLng the experi

work on these phosphors# it is necessary to outline the
derivation of the thennolumLnescence formula used in the
following sections*

Tie phosphors discussed in Chapter■ ■ VI

are well established as examples of Olass■ 8#■ but# frcm the
evidence available# the phosphors considered in this section

might have belonged to either section*

As can be seen in the
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foXIoWng- sections# • themnauminescenie data :can be' useful- in
clarifying- the- situation#

■.

■

•

Glass -1 - phosphore owe - their ling - decay times''to . various

trapping -Michanemes*--'.'.The jahlonsldi diagram (Figure OT-1) is;
again helpful in explaining# in - a genera ivay# the character!

latics' if this ela&b if 'phisaphors*

The state F should now be

considered to be partly - or wheily in -tlie .conduction band if
the lattice* ’ The' level If represents an energy which# when

exceeded#- no longer holds the electron to the molecule#

The

election#' ^therefore#--is free to - wander through the lattice;

gradually losing energy until it falls ti an energy level J #

It is :.then tripped in a state M and centimes to lose energy
until it falls 'ti Ute lowest level* -This potential hollow

may be' caused by- a -lattice vacancy##dIsXecation, -etc#

In

(gass 1 phosphors the transition P->N cannot occur# and so •the oily -means of escape -for - the electron is by til path - if
entry# ■i*e# ,it- ha&t# resolve sufficient- stimulation ti raise

it ti - tlic conduction?"- band again# where it may- be trapped in a
state F (leading to (possible) light emission) or it may fall

inti another state M (te**trxppiing) *

The st&mtild&in- PW is

obviously less than AW# so that lower energy optical or theWel
stimulation can be sufficient to empty -the trap# - Ve Case if

themuX sti^miuLati^in Is considered in the following - section*
lVile the electron is in the conduction band# it nimbly gives

rise to an electric .current- £pl

■' Tie -xroaMXIty- p ’of the transition- -Mf occurring in tMt

time is given by

in -phosphors where .re-trapping Is 'negligible (a ia a -constant
g *1
with the - dimensions of frequency and is .of- the - order of 10-'.sec -■

formast- phosphors# - and E -is - the energy s.ep.aa'iion.,pf - -the transsl*

tion Pf)* ■ Solution of this equation as -a -function -of, time leads
to- an -equation for emsslon-Intensity--(.I t)-$*

• •

.• - - .

,
(9*3)

'•I'£#-- n0 s •e3^(*</kf) ex>((*?st exC^BM) -

where n* is the nmiber of electrons -initially
The decay - ttae# t # is defined as the -time taken for-X^
to fall to a value of l/e -of its - ordinal value#,

■

If the sample# after iwadiatlcni- at a - te%)eattxe aa w<ch
o©

# is allowed -to-wan-up-at a - -rate --bf -0%sec«# then

t%0 variation of -wissdkon is -given - by<w

■• -

n0 s exp(*"%kX) ext* J" °s - ex(*H/kT)- dXyg - )(9«3)
lb
Solutions - of - tU eqtua&on can be done -graphically#. . and -show .

1^0

that the emission reaches - -a maXmm- at somc

(#-®K) (11)* •

•

.

•

■

■

•

■ 'The -situation is often z%o --as - simple - as- that - described -<
above# a nd- instead of >a single trap depth B# - there may be - a •

distribution of traps# NgE# between- E - and B t- (W
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In tMs case# It «

(9*4)

Or possibly —re distribution may- be exponential# i*e#

N « A e— (aE) v/hence
.
Xt #' constant/ t^a^

(9.5)

Men. re-trapping Is . 00^811^0-#, the equations become more- com

plex# - since - no 1$ w longer a constant# and -provide a Wade

range. of - solutions.- In - general# however# - it - has been found
(in the few oases Wiere a definite - assesment-could-be made)
tfiat re-taanping is not significant.

- . .v %e mUn point - Which it - is desired to establish here Is
that it is possible to---$et a Wide-range - of -decay times frm

theoretical- considerations*

Hence it is very difficult -to

prove conclusively which trapping mechanism is involved in a
given case*

Equation (9*3) as it stands is often difficult to handle
exp^e^^^^enaT^ly and various- authors have proposed simplifications

For example# Randal & Wilkins (LI) derived the following
relation;B #.Ml * f(b# d )) k WgU)
« (mantissa (*)) (MWf(# 3 )) **

(9*6)
(9,7)

Curie (L3) givessE
<ev
E <
v)) .- ^Y/*T

'

where -1 and To are read, off from tables*

.
(9.#8)
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Grdasweiaer ' (L5) has suggested
■

'
■ (9*9)

• B » 1.51 k T* TV(T* - T')

Wh^ T* is the t@%r&Uwe <m the low tm&perature side of 'the

glow Curve at which "the jotonslty is ome-hhlf the maximum -ia-

toosity*,

Tils equation does not depend eXpHCdtly an e and is

said to be abouate to 53P
WrsCsiasfca (14) ' has discussed ot&&e methods of £in#£i% B#

including the use of - 'different ifwMng rates*

XX (b). ffaxfom ^laUaocTraHiaa ^tyahytoatg*

(b) 1* Xntaoauetwy*. %e family of platinocyanidos (Pt(®Op'
’was first studied -in detail by Levy (<% in 1§09# who found

that mmy mwtei -of 'the series had a strong fluorescence#
which was attributed to the platllmsywaide group*

Pauling# in

Xlls imrk on chemUal - bonding# showed that the Ft(W04 group

should be planar# with the platlim ion at the Centre of a
square formed by 04a gtooup^s* (08)» and this structure has been

bo%% out by Xxx^ay anaLysis (G3)#

Pauling has also shown

theoretically that the 0#N bond lies in the ame plane as the
platinum ion# although it has been suggested from eaaerimebtal

evidence' 'that the bond' is perpendicular- to the plane (04)#
The mater does mt . appear to have been fully* resolved*
Barium platinooyanide is tlie best known member of the

series and has a strong green

at rowi -temperatwrej

-. A'^3.
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it is also known to hdvf' a long duration phosphorescence at

low temperatures#' which was first observed by Dewar in 1804
(07) i However# . although the substance is well known# it does

not sem to have received a great deal of attention., Very
little information is available about the phosphorescence of

the salt and the author studied this mission using the
apparatus discussed in (V (c))«

The work discussed in the following pages was done on the

barium salt as it is coimmjeriaUy available.

Other salts can

be formed by double de^^osittion wth the appropriate cyanide

or sulphate*

Several, of these were prepared by the author

(e.g. magnessim and sodium salts (the pentahydrate of the former

eadlbbts a moat striking dichroim))# but the products obtained

were of low puri%r and facilities for further purification were
not available.

The barium sHt crystallises readily as greenish yellcw
crystals belonging to the mondinlc system (a;b:c:: .8603:1$

.4703#

d - 1030 54 Q.

Two m^oifi^^i^^ons exist depending on

whither the salt is crystallised fnm acidic or neutral/alkaline

solution# the latter form being more stable.
The absorption and fluorescence mission spectra of the

barium salt (crystalline) have' been recently studied by

and Poulet (08) at room tmnperature# who give the
following values;-
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HridsSLon.

Absorption

. \\«a% . foonMOtrength). * max.-.

± to . RtfON^lana

4400 A

1.

//

2630

- (weak).

5200 A

5.180/5000 A.

These authors studied a series -of platinocyanxdes {Mg^a#
Oa and• Sr). and found that;. WiJLLle the

"XH

of the• absorption

perpendicular•to. the-ptiOW)* plane varied throal# the series
(5550 to ,3530 A)# . the X .

of the absorption parallel to the

plane was. almost constant (2580 to• 2670 A)*

On • the basis of

this evidence# they assign the perpeinftcular • transition, to . a

•¥

■&

^dgMajgg-^Opjg^y) transition of ' the central mettd (Ft) ion

#3
. sr?

and the' parrTlel ' transition to a 5 gCa^)-* (*(%) charge-

i

transfer transition (bett/een the Ft and O) group) #

Kp
'3
..

According • to' Priigsheim (Pl)# the solution absorption

spectra# (Whch is presumed to be due to the Pit#')* group
alone# shows a large peak at 2500A and a small one at 2800 A#

Wih dut-oif ' at 3400 A.
Very different values of (^(at room tcsgerature) for the

barium ' salt are quoted ''in the meraauire# e*g.• 10 ' - -10 ' sec*

(06)# 3 10""5see,(Pl) and&1) quote the decay as being ccmppete
in 10*Ssec# Moittclt (08) does not quote

transitions,

for either of the

Pringsheim• also states thatt there is considerable

confusion in the literature concerning even the colour of the

..A-.

:a

Figure IX 1

Emission Intensity
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crystals*

There does not semi to h any recorded Km&surmuttt

of the photocoraidacivity.

(b) 2, ffyetfewtail , wok >

- the author measured the

pho9^ih^ixescen<^(^,/^lK^nw:^um:l.ne3cenee of 'the crystals and #ie

results are given in Table IX 1.
simiar, results.

■

The crystals aH gave

The ' underlying reason for doing this work

was to mOke an estimate of - the nuaber of active centres in

the crystal*

The phosphorescence could only be' st-taulated' by short

wav^l^-er^^h U*V,- light (, < 33COA), and no ermssion was ob
served on irradiation at 4500A*

Tito decay time of the , phosphoreccence was measured
using the photcmutiplier circuity keeping 'the temperature

constant (80%) until the emission intensity fell to a very
low value# and then the tianperrture was allowed to rise slowly
so that the themrlum-nescent emssion could be measured*

A

typical example- of a combined phosphorescence/th <2^01^1^30 once

curve is shown in Figure IX 1.
measurements ig

$, .03

(The error in the amplitude

units, and in time * g iec.).

no other erneston up to 300%.

There is ,

The decay curve at constant

temperature could not be made to fit any of the theoretical
decay systeens discussed in (IX (a))# but finally two separate

exponertial curves were super-:mplsede one of -decay time "2<e

2

(m inutes)

F ig u re IX

Time,
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niinutes: ami the other,-of 18 minutes*

Figure IX 2 shows - a set

of - e.xpeermen.tal results- plotted in this -manner, and as can be
seen a 'good fit was obtained (the error in the amplitude

m^c^isi^^enmir^l^s.is $ $0p$ u^ts-and in time £ S sec.).
If ’-this- division of the decay was correct* then the

t^^mmo*itn^,n<e!c^<^^^ce - curve should- show the ’existence., of two
t^?ap>j^*

Beating at a rate -of

had revere# only a

single--pe^dt,- but when the heating -rate -ms. slowed down to
♦46°/min* a second' -pt'ak-- was resolved -on the low tnmpenature.

side, - of • the major' -peak#

Since the t* and r values are known,

equations (9,6, 9*7) can be solved . simi&ianeou&ly,' and it was
9
•1
—1
'
'
found that. s has a Value of IO j . * ■ seo a, and that the trap
depths are .19# and - #180 ev. for the long and short decays
respectively.

It is .rather difficult to estimate - the absolute

error in - these values of the trap depth, but it seems to be -

witMn $ $$.

fhe value calculated from equation (9.8) is

shown in Table 1% 1- for' comparison.
, In experimental work on themu0lu$mntncert3e> it is often im
possible to solve - .tbsse - equations etUoityn henae the use of
swd.*enp#r#eal equations such as (9.8) and (9.9).

The value of

s used in these seri-empprical equations is- usually selected as

that wMch gives the best fit to the experimental data.

Values

of s - between IQ #■ 1$aQ sec"*# art ctmohly - Used* From Table

1% 1- it can be seen that equation (9.8) gives the correct value
wthin 10 * 20% (when the correct value of s is known)'*
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Table XX 1

»46°/min.

18 m.n .

«

3.2°.

,46° ■ ; • • . • • :2.;5

,46°

is

.6°/sc«

Tolstoi

•

T°
' i• ’
93®K

‘'

dT

E ev#

method

6*

(9,6} 9.7)

S°

1..

"

>

“

)

86°

'■«!'■ ■ ■

am

(

93*

6°

.22

<9«8)

125°

16°

.23

(9,8)

Ws wnric,was done early in the project and some time

later a paper by Tolstoi and Ageeva was published (H5)* in Which

the thernolvMnnscence of the bariiw salt was measured*

Their

resULts are also .given in Table IX 1 (recalculated) for com

parison.

These authors used a much M^ier WaWLnfn rate

and detected• only a single peak, which has a greater trap
depth than that measured by the author* using the same

equation*, but this discrepancy may be Within the error in*

volved in the . use of this empirical equation.
The total number of quanta involved in the phosphorescent

decay and thexwIite£ne<K5ence processes was estimated in the
Warner described in Appenddx 4* and found ' to be 5 1012 in a

crystal of volme .08 cc«> which gives the density of phos
phorescent centres in the crystal as bring of the order of
1 in 3 10® Ba. PtCCN)^ mco&ctles.

From this it is obvious that
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the phosphorescence is . unlikely to fo directly related to the
platinum < co#erdLn&&ori - $Nup. ,

(b) 3. .xncrimeettlwoiik. (e.s.r.).

*

.

. .

A can be seen above, the

spin cpWentjattion is■ very Xow# Since the phosphorescence is'
stimulated only by shore wavelength -u,v,, pe crystal had 'to
be studied at liquid nitrogen temperatures, and at tills tempera

ture the absolute number of spins in the sample - is very close
to the absolute spectromter senj&tipttyp

Seera samples were

studied, - but - on - no occasion ms any resonance observed#- at - any
orientation of the magnetic field t^o - the- MtCcO#., plane#

.

(H')- - 4# - Conclution* in - view of ehe small number of active
centres# the absence of a detectable e.s.r,- signal cannot be-

considered - to be of any -re«& significance.

It wold. -seen#-how*
. ’
"3 ?**
eveim from - the absorption -and spiiHdensity data. 'that the phoa*

phorescence is -not a property of the platioxyano groups per
se.,

The existence of two- distinct. traps in - the. crystal is of

interest# indicatingchat -particular defects mast -be --nouxxrLng

throxup -- the crystals. - The strictly e^oneetia nature of the
decay -at 50% mist -also be consider^# for it suggests- that
r^o^ttrapp:ing is not significant in this crystal#

It was --not

possible with the limited equipment available to - mke a- further

study of these trqe.
Xf the value of the deeper trap depth (#105 ev#) is - taken,
together with its associated decay time at 50%, and equation

(9*2) loused to calculate -the decay tme of -an electron trapped,
in the, sam ..state .at 3GGoKt the v^lue obtained le g 10 - see#

This' value eanbo coMpa^d with .the various values -of t& quoted •
in (3K (b) 1) and it will be seen that -it is the -same as that

quoted by some authors ao feeing- the - fXuoxn3C3noe lifetime *

It

-

seem probable therefore - that these authorsmay not . .have Won

manuring the true f^Z^iiore^scie^n^ce lieetme’ at OH* 1#>W detMled
optieal work is obviously -needed -bn these parfciwLar orsssteOLbi

The assignation - by Iforaoit of the absorption Spentra parrOLLel
4.‘
to the
plan# to a.- oharge^rmefer - state' might be wrth
xe-examinirg* The phosphore.soenoe - studied by the author is
mot unlikely -to -be due to a - eharge^rmwferutate -as 'this- state
does not provide any- mehanism for the .observed- tommraturo
dependence* Conversely# however# a lattice trapping. mechanismcould equally well - exp3.ain the constant epergy reqiiied. for this

transition, since the energy required to

remove an

elsotiom-fom

the. pt(0J3)^ group will be as constant in terms of energy as the

pebtt#dt.ed charge*trronfer mCanim#
V •
*
IX <$*• hranvl nitrate hexahydrate,

.

(d 1* IntrndustorF* Anther family of comon® wich is said
*4
•
.
to exhibit phosphQjrescence due to an internal effect is the

uranyi group* - In this family it is wen. ■esitabtshed that a phosphoxrjscence of about 1©"*3 sec* is observed at room fempratm,-

These salts were first studied by Wquerel Cm)# ad received a

iM

great deal of attention-f- rom MdWLls & Merrtt (EH) about-1910#
Wt ■. the• jemuXto they obtained - are- of - -little use elbco at that ’

time a correct umdeesa-,anaing -of the processes (invojved was -1»
possible ,(their re^t^e^i- -in- fact* chow 'some • rwadkable efforts

at• adapting the - facts • to fit • the theory* - e*g* experimettaLly

•

observed • exponnttM decay- .ouxves .(which are correct)- are•
divided. -into three atr^ei^ ght sections#- varying as t!"i)- (see • Hg))*
It .i^ei/hmw^v^er^^^iAi^ais^ffeaeddatit.th^ UG^ group is Ieep^lhsWLe

for the ■phoephoresebhee*. since the-decay ,<cu*e.is. strictly mo*
pom^enJ^ and -the eMsaion CW be observed • in -solution as w$Ll

The • decee tttw has .been enm^^edledt vavlouo

in- cry^.-tal5

temperatures and stove that there is jreX&tllfcivr. little change
(mo>6*

-r-a.j nitrate

i- 77°k’ T£93°K’5 1,15 :

Potassium uranyl nitrate

T77%

t293°k!!

1*63-#

T4°K!

t77°k‘!

»

Which again strengthens the forbiddemtrcmsition explanation

Of the mission* there is no observed photoconductivity on
irradiation . (11) #

the - UG,> group is a . linear one* the E-0 bond distance being

IfOM- (%) -#

For an up to - date . summary -on 0x003$. salts see (l&3)*--

As far as the mthor could find - there was no reported examination
of the family for tWw$A#E*sscehce effects*

The salt
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.

(VOgXNO^.b^l was chosen fox*. examination, - as it was thought
to be a typical example# . This salt crystallises readily fom

aqueous solution,- foming regular green ortlusihw^bic crystals
(a * 11 #42, b m 13#15, c « 8#02) Which are sli#itly deliquescent

(03,115)#

Uranyl salts have a very small parama.gwtim (about ST 10*l
Which can be related to the uranyl group#, T^^re^tdic^'l studies

showed that it could - be eopllOined as being due to an f-orlb'tal
motion (Mil, HB), although it has recently been shown -hat it
could equally well be due to a d«*»rtbtal (H12) - However. there
is - no detectable eisir.-, signal fxom the UOg group and it has
been used as a non*paramagneic dilutant in - some studies (#?).

(c) 2# ^peAmnW.■ results

The crystals were

studied using the methods- discussed in (V (c)), but o unexpected,
result was obtained * the crystal showed a tritolpninescent

effect,

(Wien a crystal emts light spontaneously on coning,

heating, being crushed or undergoing some other meeharncal *
as opposed to chemcal * process, this - emssion is known as

triholminescence.

A review of trilo>limihescent phenmena is

given in section (c) £.) .

Further research o tribolimlnescent phenomena finally

revealed that the effect had been reported over" SO years ago by
Dewar (MB) and- Hecquerel (MB) who had also plunged crystals of

uranyl nitrate into liquid air.;

(They also reported a similar

Temperature voriotion of trib o lu m in e sce n ce and Q -fa c to r o f

U0 ,tN Q ,),. 6H 0
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effect with barJ^tfA platiwonyarnLde cc.t>r?'sb^;arLE5 * ..& nrfeet rnMeh

vraa* n.ot 4observ
author)#
<. / ‘ t ed# -by. ' the
«.
t t

The author studied thia phmmoho and found- .the fotlcwiiig

points of interest* The ; tfiboimnoseent emission observed in
thees ew>hhbients la awyp®^<etwU tit time* wdtti a sdaxp leadingedge and an eapongnthal decay with petted

sees. (-

t

t

of ##M0#3 at .00X5

fox* the apparatus * #<003 sods*) (see Figure-ty^i 5y)#

This dewy Mme was found to tw the same ae i^lbtts fa flashes .
emitted when grinding the eaystegs to -destructibn -(Figure TJX 5jg) «•
the ^<£000$ being that idw ogoMoy/tteataoa effect wag non*
destructive and oould be repeated- may times (alhitugh after

some time the Crystats began to show signs of phyMcai - deteriora
tion),

/in eeawplo of { Mttogpsm.Cf -the namber ti fhasnea

.

measured- over 3° intervals au a crystal warmed up from 77°C. (at
a rate of 2^/3®z* (approx#)) is shown in Figure 11 3*

Both

poads are reprodtuOMe with different samles ('alhouigh the
retative intensity of the 'tower t#»#peraiMre peak is sometimes
smaller than - that- ahovm) *

Tie energy released in a single flash is some 3

• *12

giving approximately to' quanta invotved in each flash#

erg#,

The

number of flashes of this energy recorded (on a movie camera)
on warning up seemed to -be around 200#

An indeterminate number

of tower energy flashes atso occurred, wh-ch could not be resolved
by the apparatus#

The effect was atso shown by samples wMch

had been ground, to .an fim a . pq*sr aa rtsebble#
Theae ©xpeeWWnts - wem repeated with other MteylalB known

to be trifcpXwnea>$ent.on grinding* e*g«- m$nBhth$he* barium

chlomte*. sucrose* uranyl acetate. etc,.#- but m avidenee- of
1' • ' i
'
■ * ‘
“ ,
t^riiMiuM^x^r^e^^^c^e^n^ce on cooling/heating was found*
On Irradiating the eamflL** of urahyl nitrate with 0hort*

wave u*v#- before warning upg- no t^h^emolmd^nese^Jnt emission
could be oOse^Va/i*.

(c) 3*. $syi<^.of^

The .norm! tri*

W3M<w*seoht effect (i#e$- that obtained on- .grinding the

crystals.) we fimt ieporttd by HersehcX 01.) #

The eubHeet ha@

received - -little aerioue attention (eee refejenttee 143 w ?) and ■ ■
at present seem to be studied only by

($3% vho has

studied some ISg. - (unnamed) coR*unde -with no definite oonouetona
It is thought to be oaueed by (i) unstable excited centres andor

(11) stablo heat resistant cent^^^'S aond/or (Hi) a>ebJrl'OSL disOhargOe* etc*-, etc#

ju the author % opinion# trbtoumtoeaoenoe in genera!
however appears to be due to lattice dislocations in the orystOs*

DIaloo^Siiote cm Cause intense local electric fa-elds * and the
dissipation of the energy stored in- those fields om be suffice

lent to cause Jwdnescence- (Deetriau mffeot}#- (It- is poMaps
eignfleant in this context to - note that - the - emission from

urany nitrate la bXuoWhlte and not - green)* There seem- to - be

14S

no need .to (invoke npeoial .(aWungue) - wntwe-to, explain the

meehmitoa# -• $n- eioateieed bredkdown- of this mvbn^wuld give

the •oWoyvod -intensity variation - *wth time of the emWohn#1

•

- 'It -is intotaoting to mto- (sew reb&oncoe -in %) that -%hn

urmyl nitrate - lo dropped- into l^iend nitrogen^ it Weoixo
eieoWioCUty - qhd%ed# - aryl -.sticks’ t.o %o will of the dmar Iwotoad

of ’dropping to the foot:;

it - lo also ropoirtad'- to clear up cloudy

liquid AUyogon by. attracting the - (loo 7) partiolosi -Th
plyonomeBp-h' - w$ ouggestod - to bo pyroelectric or pie%>ieebyie - in

0rle§yd*. '

'

>

(o) &* Wperto>uta3,:•teeUlts^.. (MigXaWidjiLeouctmte*

Mfeu ehown

on Fii$uw ZX 3-io-the variation of .tW - -xo@o*en- cavltyrG- (efactor
With temperature When It contained- a ample' of uranXl nitrates °

The - oon%|p>a(Hlg frequency 'oh%o- - was - emOle - -Theee changes
were hot shown ty oaeSoe of other enoeMals*-

The cause Of

those change,, Which arc related #e the dieloctrio oohs-mO/ of -

the cryetalo^#- ie oonsidered 1% detail Ih aootioh ((o) 6 (11))*
(a) 5. rteerimehtal- . ...xum&t^£^.»-;.-lees»3^<)->. l#m erystaXa- -of mwipl

hLtret© were oxamiyed In the speebromior*- it was foundthat
below a te%o?ature of approXmaWy 115% an -e«otff absorption

was found*

The line -had the following ooratane***
g A B»0X$ .& .#010

lte**width « 120 .* 10 pCrr (wO*1'*' 10 #£*)
z
apparent spin density «' aWUt 1 in 10° pttAt# wplec&ie-#

No change'in any of these veuoe- 'was .observed v&en the

sa&iPLoo were ix%%Hted with u*v* light4 •- Nor was there aw
evidence of arlsotxppy Wen -thc cw'ctsu.c were rotated in aW

pmo#-or of any lino structure* "The Xfae was railbor smiX#

but was x•epr,eduoXbiO' in all the 0^3'^#’$ which

eurnmind.

T%o followin pointe wioe from the Wov

(c) 6#Diicuwsiom
OwwatlOhn*

(i) . There is neo ©evidence' of theywlumneseenee In the ojplcai
region#

(H ) ' dielectrlci.ohammo # Tle..Ofactor of the cavity ia prou

’ • ; -.
.
,
poriiorna. to (tad

w3
m

.
■
> where tan 6 is defined ae

Wioxe

is the .dispersivc part and 'Cg. the absorptive part of the

complex dielociH© constant*

It can bo shown# - to a reasonable

approximation#' 'that '4^ equ&e (1 t

and- eu equals (u

t

B)

"Were K lb a constant#. N ie the nrnbnr of oieotrone ■ involved

(which heed' not ail be in the -eme corfgnatioxml' 'asbigxwrrt)
and ' t la the relaxation tme of 'the eleotwne \T^2}«

The

aWolute magnitude© of deu and dbg were not found 'in the author®

extpjrmente since the crystale 'used were' -ony in a- pmt of therndcxowavo B field# and mi accurate masuurmern •w^tu^;d- have inr

volved so?^ m^aj^ir modifications to the eMetimg .bquJiipwnt#

It

cannot be decided therefore#. from the above evidence#. whether
dQ ie due to a decrease in " oy'N#

(ill). TrJboljmSmBcenb consideration suggest that mm parti*
ctlar phenomenon, which is dictated primarily by the crystal

structure#.- is. involved#
(iv) %S#R*

The appearance of m e.s.r. signal could presumably

be due to two causes# either a .change in the UOg group or to the
In the former case# it is diffi-

presence of unpaired spins*
z

cui’t to see why only 1 in 10- m>le<cuLes would be involved and
the latter theory would seem to be the nmre probable # The ex*
perimwital evidence suggests that. these unpmred spins are in.

fact trapped electrons# .since the g-v&lue obtained for the spins
indicates that they are - almost cornplltely free*
If the spin . density and the crystal volume are considered#

a value for the average separation of the spins can be- found
to be about lOOOA* - At distances of this mohltude# mot forms

of broadening can be neglected*

The observed line however is

very broad* and this needs some explanation,

Three possible

mechanisms can be - postulated : (a) the 13ne is saturation

broadened# (b) it is - interacting with the surrounding nudLei
(H and/or H) or (c) the spins are not unifomOy distributed

throughout the crystal and -are either in little groups or in

different sites*

Die to the low spin density, however# it was

not possible to carry out experiments to distinguish between

these possibilities.
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## approximate trap■ depth can be estimated from eqmtien
(9,1) to be about *2 ev,

Mott & tony (Tfl) have • shorn that

if an electron is held in a potential hole where the binding

energy is relatively smOl ( < *5 ey*) Its orbit will be quite

'

large and markedly affected by any electric fields present %
The orbits are said to be of the order of several lattice spacinge

(f52) and this would man that■ the line could be severely broadened
by nuclear interactions (see also the. calculation in IX (#))*
(v) The pyiro/piaexJLec^trj^c effect mntioned in ((c) 3) supjpots

the view tlmt electric charges ..are present when the crystal■ is
cold and not Wen it is at room temperature*
(vi) G^nmary*

,

In View of .the above evidence, the following ex

planation . seems to be ■ the met reasonable**
Wen the uranyl nitrate is cooled■■ down# stresses in the

crystal are relieved.

The lattice caniwt ■ withstand- the change

and cracks along random planes * - These dislocations naturally
break bonds in the crystal and create potential hoHewsr which

am deep enough to trap some bonding. electrons.,/ These electrons

vwro originally charge comc^aied* so that now the. crystal
acquires a npenmner^ti M electric- morant * These -condbims per

sist until the crystal is warmed up* when the traps are• ■ no
longer sufficient to contain■ the nlnctrona• ■ The fact■ that the
crystals begin to■ show some physical deterioration after -repnatnd-

cooling and heating supports this explanation.

Another possible

X5£

mechanism Is that the crystal undergoes a phase change#

Som

supjpsrt for this mchaniem om be found from ..the exieetenoe . of
a fairly’ sharp transition point and aLso from the observation

that the magnitude of the e*s*r* absorption was (as. faT' as

could. be aecCrtainod) independent. of the temperature . range - ..
through which the crystal was cooled,

If this is the correct ■

explanation, evidence• of the phase change shouLd be found in

the mmring-up curve#. However, with the apparatus available,
it .was not possible to check this*

n (ft),

dWotasalum UrAtnl mitnate »

(d) LU Introductory, Wick & MiDwell (H?) mention briefly that
with certain uranyl salts a long- persistence phiopheoescence

was observed when the sample was bombarded' by cathode rays,.

while immrsed in liquid air (see also (11) fr the same- effect
in uranyl silicate)#• It occurred to the author that since

quarts deware would• be a rarity at that tme, the phosphor*
escence

be stimulated by short wave u#v* as well as by

cathode rays* This proved to be' the case, except that since

liquid nitrogen was used, the phosphorescence was fro#h in*

The crystals used were dihjpoiessiim uranyl nitrate
The crystal system is monoclinic (a?bsc,$:*

<639»1» «&9t

d h 90®)*

Tm modifications cm be gim,,

depending' on the percentage of nitric • acid in the solution
from which the crystals are grown* Both types wre examined

w

in the experiMentaL -work detailed below,- but no significant

differences were observed.

The crystals can- be grown from

solution With some difficulty*

TAW XX 2

'

f*ak

T*

larger

109®K

ssaeier

136%

0

l^/sec.

2- ev.

.-J©

n

(d) 2. BgpartaantS£LEg2^S£j^itiCai).*

.

method '
(9.8)'

. (9.8)

Fox- theee crystals, the

phosphorescence IffeiMe is very long at 77°K, so that all the
stored energy is released as the crystal is allowed to warn up*
The sampes were irradiated with short wavelength u*v. and the

the:MoluMnescenea curves recorded photographically. The
eMssion showed two peaks (see Figure VII 5 h) and - the. trap

depths are given in Tabe IX 2 (With an absolute error of

a 20%)* The area under the second peak is about .*05 that of
the larger.

No other peaks were observed up to - room tempera

These crystals are very stable and can be repeatedly

ture.
cooled*

ThermluMnescence curves';i#re taken after ' different

periods of' irradiation, varying from 15 sec*. to. 15 Mn.

No

variation of T was observed, indicating that xetjapping does
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not play a significant part in the decay mel'iEmiem,- The thrmo*-’
l^winesc^r^ce .coUd. W stimulated only - With stort- e-aVleheth u,v.

( < 3400A).
An estimation of the amber of quanta emitted gave 10

quanta- (after 14’ mnutes- irradiation),

Th^rrefore" the ratio of

supposed XuOLmscent centre* to■ total murnler of mie^les •present
......... _-d
is K>/ (approx,)* Thus* . it ■ dan "be seen that oriLy a very few.

centres are. aotVre* .Hen#* it. seom-uWikely that the trapping
state is in any- way oornneted %.thr *V ura%L Ion*
<P. 3 * ..mmrtowWfl.. restate .(esa^rcXi .Since the wavelenghs

needed to etmglate the phosphorescence a# t# short# It is not
possible to use " the gws "dewra# and as dan. "be ■ seen ■ 'above"the

spin density is almost that of. thO.•speetmett'T at liquid nitro
gen temperatures* Nevertth&ess # some speoiwns wreteieaMned
at various orie^nta^IU^# but ' even after piroioin^<^-5!WliMion
ao

e*s,r* signal was observed, The tei^emtture- was - kept below

8B%# at Wtich temperature t should be >100 .seta*.-

(d) 4', Conelmion* then the evidence given-a^ee ie taken into

o^r^miderat^i^c^r^.- the phosphorescent em.ssion - from - this - substance certainly seems - to be due -to an- election trapping mechanism,

%e disturbing , effect of the potassium ions 'on the reguLarity
of the lattice may be a eontriwtory factor but it is .• obviously
not the prime reason* since in this case there would be - many

more traps#

It is also interesting to no-te that these. ■ crystals
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#Ld not. show- .any ttAMlwtaeooent offset* (Sea ’also the

conrnenta ta -..XX ■$):»■■
m

'

.

•

(e)* wxmm*

($) X*• - Introducdre*

Potassium chloride As

a: #%&■

well tow

•M0£ML An optical Speotxr>ee0p4e Wd -and . h# .fcba#' .stdded . ■
axbensAv&y fopr-Mny -..yaag’ey pekaMAy bacawe.aA Amstoi&a .

cubic Xa#t<d- etruetare- -aM iO#e;beesoae A .a#A,b# treated-#0

fora -.© - waben ofinterestirigcaoes .($?#.:■ ©3iU d - Is .nranlly
.-grown

oftenexKsas of.po(su3sim s>r -.#hsr

#el#

#a*nt#-A a##** . W*^sbeM4#lX

4# '

tKi •<«$ ncd .-wees ,,e#p>#eeApA#t#e fom a gs###b#i -mucous

.sssXttbAon> a. very #mg :3dM^- .s#sPbS'#^S#aMS'X#di>'# hhserdii
•din - ,,K*y9t€&b lAAehw* taken from the first f deposiAedo W*- remaining -95d * of the -

contains ..v## .X#t®ev T1C1.

..

Wirgshsto jo«nd thA while :.hh3-d©J#itatin>A^^1### .s#. the. aate*

the complets ihocphoirsocent decay tcekt about = ' Mn for those
gown from do s*Ad and. several ■ iymrs for - thea# .#nA ■sre

Mcracf-talline,

As e3#@m#-

- 0? (b) .$).$ -reasonably slss#

crystta.s M . this .saih '-were .###-by -the. auth^3f<-

The ^wdorosfent emission spsetra of these-, ceystd3- .As
gAim-ln- <#S* #eM A o# be seen that-tidra-io - also .oo?M
siderabas n*v* sMteiOn;.at4##QA*4.n 'addition to - the. strong

Visibie emission-ab^ADA*- 'We theiwli#tlnessens6. of thsdfr
osyst^ has been -.MOWed- Won©' (L2B) and results indicative

;.,.

.W, ~__• &

<;<. -.

A

o

2

4

6

8

intensity plotted as I-1.

i
i
i
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12
time (minutes.)
Figure IX 4'
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o£ .a v&y wide trap- diateibubion We obtetrwd * there being

, .The n.v* ernisaion 3peetmm Has been' explained by SWSiOL
anthers isi terras •:pp ■ metastjWLo States of the free thallous

ion, md fb? a #V$W see %M)k HcenUy Bwles & JosM. (02).
have published data whieh, throws doubt on -this estUsaSion*.

concludi]:® that wfewtabio states ■ eannot ■ be responsible for
this ■ emission,- aW they sUg^jst that the ©lia'sion is due to
tpapa caused

iaHii# dieWMom due. to the■ W ions*

Bteo* theory also provides a •reneenabie nWhanlsn for the

visible mdasiett#. vMdh is une%lain@d in the • mtan-sabe
state theories# but- It Offers no earLoiationfor their• ob*■

nervation that then ws no dote'obdbLd ph^ot^^^ondotlWty t
at .least d«n to

^-p*

.

Vrbhw (03) dm.recently -studied the fagnetir properties

of tio a* ion in KC exystais using tx •option mehcod

His■

.results suggested that-• the % state (the - proposed- mtastable
state) is no^parffirngntio and he • suggsote thdt this nay be

due to

of the spins (i*e* a Boltsimm die*

tributlon Is not sttahed) •♦,

(e)

]mnet^afett^tmt^tss^li<op£baM.

<df wrrve off th

visible mission for- these cantata were - mmwod at 305° and

7?°Kh and t% shown in Figure IX. 4 (the error in the intensity

15?

wasurewnts^is '-£^03 uhi^d and
.# 5 ##<#*)
■
•
mu
At' iwoo " teft#erat#W# the decay'-deW#• can W - described
e t • •<

relatioshhip,''Mile af 7#K by "a- t*.
relatiohship. (m,lB3 • '(02)
.
tsi ........
’
.
, .
.
quotes • 6 $"4'"M<by for microcj#st<&llner#m0tes Mt won tempera

ture),

' ' At 7?°K the -decay - $d- shooter, indicating that the tdp "MM*
txibution &# - different from that at room W%#rAture $ It - wa#
alsomti<dd• that the Xifettoe 6f 'the #hosphoi‘%se#nce decx’eaeod
idth to irmrdasirg, period M-iimdttWdhg IdW them

dleachlng

of eome of the erntdes % the irradiating light*'
ro<ft&t av .fe * s *r&»■ ' Uhe a##ees yielded no

(e) '3 -). i&cer^

owemamie ■##%"# #%dl Mt-romm or/Mdidr^ttr-W^tMos^ in

any orientation or with differing'' iWCi eom#t$<fow>
(#) ki Conclusion,

fh® absence ef e-*M>r* "in this •ewipie is

partiwU&rly dio^ppointijg^.

Of all' the otyetULe corwldered in

the present chapter# these were the mst promising in vi#• of the •

known large H#it sum contained# the absence of "hotoooinucoiVLtj#
ease of st^muiati^on at room tmgeratur# etc* Mows#er# the

apparent presence of a large spread of trapping medmanssm in

these crystals may wH be an inhibiting fabtoi# since tMs coUd
lead to a ' Wide spread in g*valmes end/or line-widths for the various spins# Which- in• turn wMd''probably broaden the msorence

line to such

extent that - It • wood be Wdetectable,

IX- (f) # i^tthanumfluoride#dopedwith rTaseodymium>

'There has■ been recently some interest in

.(f)-l<

the iiivestigatiori Vflaiithanon salts, ad several of them were <

thought to* be- of. use--in.'lasers•

These salts Can-be'c doped'with-'■'

other, rare earth ions without charge compensation, and as such

may show dis#r# absorptions due to transitions in the lowest
lying- levels of the impurity ions#

Because of the screening

effect of the if electrons, the spin^lattice interaction is

strong, arid hence the spectra can be observed only at low
temperatures #

In addition^ the ^values departwidely from

the ..free^spin value*., and, are usually very anisotropic (QB)*

Crystals of lanthanum trWXuoride have been
Br# Bk

a#

by

Jones (Aberdeen) (12) who supplied on*? which was

known to contain Praseodymium.

The author studied this crystal,

since it Was a possible example of Glass 2C phosphors# ‘The
ion, Pr***,- has an even number of electrons in the if shell, and

should therefore have only a singlet level#

It lias been found

lowest doublet is small, and is capable of microwave stimulation

■
#
i*

in some cases however, 'that the Jaiin-Teller splitting of the

e#g* in haGX^Pr^*), a resonance was observed at 1°K, having
g • r l#03$, g(

* #1 ’( v '• ?«Sd'4c/sii;) {J3| Ji.H- - However* in

Baker & Kubins report that there is no resonance down
to li0K (J5)i

r\’.7

The crystal structure of the lantlianiw tri~fluorides has

also been under investigation.

Earlier Work showed a hexamole

cular ardt cell#- with 06/mcm symnetry (03)# but a recent paper
*

1

'

9

'

•

by Schlyter has given crystallographic evidence for a MmoOe-

cuiar uitf,t cell# Wth. 06/mc symmetry (J$) •

E»S.R work on -

the Gdc doped salt has favoured the hekm^^^^iseul^^ urd-t cell

(J$) and one of lower symmery for Oe# -Nd# %# - Br and tb
doping (j@>,

(f1,
j^xpeximental*

The crystal was investigated by the author for

phosphorescence* Wien the sample Ws- irradiated w.th light of
wavelength shorter than 3000A at 77°K# a green phosphorescence

of haLf-Ufe about 5 sec* was observed*

It was not observed

at 293a or 195% ( solid COg/acetone bath)# The number of phos
phorescent centres (estimated from the recorded data) was found

to be about 1 in 10
Diacuasion.

10

t# 3 molecules.

spectroscopic investigations of LW3(Pr) crystals

show that the highest discrete energy band is at 4#400A# . wave

lengths shorter than tlds raising.- the electron into - the contimmi# as can be seen from the energy level diagrams given- in
(j-7#J8)*

From these diagrams# it can be sem that them tra.nii»-

tims which correspond to a green mission are -fr)bid<dsn*

These

metastable states are known to have a mean lifetime -which - does

Figure IX 5#

9 X 1 QJrtbxa

------------------------------------

----

single crystal.

Sadia . *

JpPWMBg * 00** ($

K

QUatlttoa: I2J| - »- and. ¥- crystal axes parallel to the
wbw

"a" dimensions #f #q micjaoware ccaVty.

X.Xr6.

d). « apeatra obtained when the crystal

is rotated in the JWt plane With successive
increments ef 10# 354
Field ween; fell field sweep#

%ch trace Us. calibraed.

iwHvidnally, and the #>pi%xMate ■ extent ef

the sweep in <eah ■ resorbing is given bdw*
The sweep is

«

«

(♦

0

w

3 ow.) between 2500-4000 oe.

(i?m<#«) between leowarnm■oe.

in the linear region* 1 division on the pane
recording equals approximately 150 oe.

IX s.

field s^«ar^^> between 15OOM5OO oe.

IX 6a.

ft

t

it

265O-4OOO o/.

6%.

it

it

a

350CM900 oe*

6c.

I!

f

it

26&M930

6d.

It

I

if

26*04100 oe.

'

o/.

increasing left to <#%
Mod*1- e 10 00.

t

« 1 sec*

FredUeaCYCQ * 9476 M/s.

dtl/dt o 5oe/4 eh.

* *5

not expeed s>,few hundredths. of a spoend (e#g# P2% The extremely
low number of -pposppooeswsent centres is further evidence against

J
a metastahle state theoiyr# These internal forbidden transitions

should 'also be temperature independent as ciscussed in Chapter

VC* although it fs always possible #iat lowering. the temperature,

decreases significantly the radiationless probafcOlty transfer.

On''balance# it seems however.that another mechanism# probably
lattice trapping* is responsible#

The crysttl was examined

(f)

under a polarising mcroscope'by the .author and the.- optic axis
was■ found*

The . specimen was then examined in the •e#s*.r% spectre#

meter in two' orientations# (!) - with -the optic ads paraHe! - to
the r*f*. field (%#a£s) and - (ii) With the optic ..axis perpen

dicular to the r*f* field (X# ^d Kmwbos)*
X-axie and the optLc axis is- S, *

The angle between

A resonance was found to

occur at #93° and 77.* . Since at S3W the signal was very
mOl and , observable only in favourable orientations# moat of

the wok was done at - 7T.«

Th.e microwave spectrum shows that there are six., types of

maageeically distinct centres* each With tltctrlnic spin

W.th differently orientated axes of magneto . sjmmetiiy.
examples of the

but

Typf<c;al

spectra are shorn 'in ■ Figures .1.5, .and 6.

The m.^amrements suggest, that tlie magnetic level of each unt
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Can be described by - ,th® . spin UiamitciAan

& *

aX - sr- a-a

.
(9.10)

Where

. 2,08,01>. gx * 3,03 $ ,01,

0 • 10 . i"3®, .

■

.No .other' rcssohamce'was torn# idtMLn the '-range of- the- magnet
(30 # WW/gmWs).*

.

'. .■ . From 'these 'observed f^uiuics. itV.is Cear that the spectra
bbiMnW.'are q#teob^o^jLy not due' to a resonant absorption-

by the gmsebdymum ion#'•> ncreoverp-.they’ strongly suggestthat'
the resonanee is due - .to an electron 'being-trapped on impurity
sites (Jl) (see ■neMsectioh). '

■ '

' ' '

,

■ 'From the speotr^^^ftie - .number'of’spins observed in the ' ’sa##le
was oaloulated- to be '1(5%.•'•gyiug a e#n, de^^sLity ot about 1 in

10*-

Wolteuleo^ Cftils" Value nornpayos-Mth- #ee;Mopiig|/4ettWty

suggested by ’Drt jcmMc-SWe Fr^ -has- a moeaa spin of §/2>

h^fis. on the r^^s^c^hanc#' line is possifeXe;- but no .comCLusive
evidence :for . ti±s was obtained (due ■ to te small--sUx of- the'

e.0*# signal. limiting- tlte amount by Wh»eh the m^duli^ttLon depth

could be reduced)#
Wen the .sample' -is moimte'd With the optic md# perpeWxular
to the rf field#- the resonance' showed 120° roiatiotfaX syWaetry#

tidoh' relates to a hexhm^3^L^uu<^3r - cell#

The recording# Figure - ’

1% -S, - shows, as an eXarx^PXL the spcc^imi-’C^l^^ned W,th - the
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a# flaxes parallel .to, - the W* amt W* . dWenydons. of the cavity

respectively# and deeeo.nsrat.es. clearly--the. three lines e^eeted ■
fro a.hexaeoo^iULar mrift cell* -The . pen-recording* Mouret 1-6*
shews ,the- effect. ■of- -rotation%l th# crystal in -the. same plane

at. I#*, inerraal#;*

Tie line can . he seen splitting into two coo

penents* of app^roxLo^t^^y equal intensity*

This further sjpUttitg

shows- that .the centres- are - -not paired* hut that - the, syrneery. is
even - lower#. These spectra show that -this extra distortion is
perpendicular to .the-

plane*

This evidence suggests that

the electron, trapping-ssitn^^ fouM in this crystal is similar to
that occupied . by impurity rare earth ions in this host- lattice#

It can also - be noted from Figure XX 6 -that the two lines

have different line#didths, in. the" ratio - of about 3il#

Tie

narrower lino. in Figure IX G (d) has a width .of 35 + 5 oe#-

(modn* 7 oe*)# _ When - the sample was allowed to.wamup slowly
it was found that -between 10# * 130%* the broader
line dl^pp^eare^d*. leaving only-#he-narrower* which remained#

although diminishing in intensity# up to 293%#

tions «s.e<m to be indicative- of a

mptying*

These observa

The difference ■

in XinwWLdth- also suggests- two different trapping sio$& .Using

equation (.9*1), one. Can.make -on approximate calculation using
the- above data* W%eh mugggssta that -one trap Ms a depth of #29

& n05 ev** and--the other-a depth greater -than #85 ev#

i-

- •*~ •■ - - -
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Summary of experiments carried out on inorganic phosphors.
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s sec.

—

—

0-360°
—

<3400

PI

.. .

Xswadlation ':t$thcu$v. - li^tt'pr^IUeei,m ■ observable -effect'

on the ■e»s<r* -sl^al* -i;nor;whs ^yincW..resomnce detected*

Since

the - extinction * coefficient - of - the wavvlensh -■ neM# to - ##'te

-

the- phosphorceoence is -not * known* ■ it - is --not- clear - Wheeihe or -not

enough /light -was •JavdiUMe - or - Mt* * sd- -the -wavelengths involved
prescinded the, use •-of flower • -temperatures s - Nor -did ■ the • soxthor - -

$t^d# the osy$tal< at'-. Isd^h. in an - effort - to - find - a - tr^T - ah'sorp* -

tien*- . - since the- - g<ValneA- > cxp^ted were - beyond- the - range of -the
spectremeer- (observably %tn,ts
IX (g)- Conclusion. - limWacy- of the- Ospepmhtal --’pork -taskled
in - this -.chapter -.is • gtv«n;-i«\$igiure IX-'7*;- the optical work -' "■ •

suggests -that .(except for- uranyl. nitrate) -- those - phosphors'all belong to - Class 1* -%nn as - has been indicated i#>the individual

sections

'these phosphors*- pe probability of observing-##$»r«

is not high*- due to the - low '^in■.(demity*-’-but; for the .W# i0f

eopleteneas a asmary-ia - .gives -below- of - the various factors- -

Wiieh could inhibit -the detection - of e##*w in - these' -oaslest*
i) Strong sginMatxiteinneraction; to - increase the- broadening

to 100 oe** the magnetic spin- state lifetime mt# be - shortened
•*9
to the ".order -of IQ- -secs - •

ii)

Saturation.- broadening; #hiy- implies5 the reverse- conation

to- (i), - i*e* a very'-long . -liie^^me -for* the spin - state and i$ moe likely wth-this-.type-Of- ‘expr*menifc*?>‘

_______

••

■
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-6

ill) ■ Dipolar broadening;.- this lb- popootlonaX to r

Were r

is the dlotance 'between - the •■interacting -spine*

tv)

s

Mettnsns in -a wide variety of -tops#■ o -that-the number

in• any -one - set is lw* ■ hUSs ■Mta&Mahoonld.'ae&d to a sprahad

In -g4yaXuee and -In -.U«ehdi&Kh£ iWUh could make the • line- uxh
'detectable# '

.

v) • If -the- *spin-state has - a ^quantum -.numbe-of -one or more# -

'%ro*£iild - splitting -could be isignifiaant* so -that an e*s*r*
•absorption could- nett -be detected .with 'the present X#band

•equipments

•

■vl) • NuXea interaction broadening*- Curie (h3D) gives the

following relations:# ’
■ for- an - electron constrained to a --hydrogen*#lke -rnWd .of

localised states*

> •

(9#iX)

a «* #$$ % <nngttomts)

■

B « 13,5 Kt"2 ev,

.

(9,3.2)

where a *?• #he orbital radius Of the electron and & # the

effective dielectric constant# •
K* can be eliminated fkcm these - equations and- for a trap

de^^th of *3 ev* (as comnonly found In this chapter)- a can be ,
found to be - approximately ' equal to - 4A*

It- cah- be seen- that

an election- in such # trap - travels over a - fairly large voXime*
Thus i t may be expected to - suffer considerable 'imteractjon WLth
neighbotuing nuclei (If they possess a nuclear spin) and certainly
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#0 orM t • ' id.H. ' be • Considerably. • di starlet# ■

VI) ' In ■the' Wrk • cnuShSCGd)’ (GIO)*, it. ■was found• that .the

.

majority Of ciy^thls •did • mt 'give -any ■ e&s#r* < signal# - the -o*
pexdinmtal ■data -being • •confined -to a ••single •specimen* ■ >%ese •

authors attributed • the• absence • -of ,a -signal ■ to - a • coupling. of
trapped•electrona.• .and •ionised• activators to fom a• low •lying

(di^a^^ag^^etLc) 'eihglet state# ■ -

Thus • it • may be -Seen that ' there • are •imaty••varied reasons,

for• the absence of e.nr.• In general it ie• very-difficult to
dietiiguiah heWeen• the •different ones* - -It is .eVll possible .

that an •increase in -eeneitlvity• (see• Chapter H)• .might lead
to • .deteoiahlc • absorptions in sowe casos# and if the•work could
o
be oarried• out• in the• wttl -dewar at,• 1#6 %• this might.' help -

oven further •by• •comXitely .-freezing in the pbcephoroiwecft

CHAPTER

X

In‘ •this
aret given
’
’•chapter,
* *' • ? the
• results
»
;
- of pr.ejAMmry
» i * * * ■• >
e#sar. wk on some other specimens which have been studied by

the author,

These samples, which have no connne:tion With- phos~

phorescent phenomena, were:X (a)

Three ch^rge^transfer cqmplmess*

X (b)

bead di-fluoride (doped With. Ceriw»%

"■ X (o) BAAACP.

X(a). ^iiarae-trafia£ar twAaissa.

.

At the suggestion of Dr# Head (CheRU Dept#) three C-f

complexes were studied.
shown in Appendix 7,

The donor and acceptor components are

The solvent used . was acetointrile, a very

lossy liquid which limited the perMsstble sample volume#

A

single narrow absorption line was observed for the trtmnetyiX*

amine * dichloioquinone (D*D.«Q<) cmiplex* but no line was
detected for the others#

Dilution to a cojn^^ti^«^ition of some

what less pan l0**m/l, failed to reveal any hyperflne structure
on the observed line.

The g-value was found to be 2*026 * ,003*.

while the linwwidth was some 3 oe. (modD* 1,5 oe<), * An esimna*

Mon of ■ the spin 4oowlty" Showed Umt only about % of the
moLoouioo- prosoert wore fowWng a ■oom&Lx at thle coumtratoAk
Mscuocion,,■':&hp gavoluo: found for 'tSorwiommC© -JW iwiicatos

that" tie ■ ohargo’dirramfer ©iootron Me voy ‘littH© loMduol.,

opWdoMt ooupMhgf • '
■ ■

' ' •

The 'roeomuioo iMo Was "a very naTcW ■Mno^d4ths/aM -the

gofaral ;<hapo 1$ horantuion rather tlim GawsW% "Which mgggsets
W$ ■ oowoidoabio ©ohmngo mrrowdng wao etilL occurring*■ Tie
reason for thlo# however* is not clear* since’ at the conOntra-*
Mens "uOd Wo effect of this mecuanW -should he tmH<

D*D*Q# ie a woh stronger rWuolog .agent than. T*G*P#A*#. having

a larger redox pott^ih^tai than ehtorenil* BWh (%) hae die*-

oueeed the action of DdDt* on eodim* pdphh)ir^-ii.eneiii,eiu.ne and'
t^eira^a^*igl^-pi(h^enyie;nsc^iiainei obtaining a eirmlar naroow line

for OH thr#©*

Tie lack of roeolved h*f#e* wae attributed to

an exchange mchanhm between the D#D<Qi m£L©cMXeo>’ elnce at

the dHutiom uced (aa here) other broadening meXisynimie should
h# email *
Since the spectrometer Was. not designed for ioeey weri*
and wae fitted with a ■ fixed length eavitit further dilution of

the e*plo could not be abemnpeddi Recent wok has ehwa "that

for " ma#BW senaetivity with this type of solvent*- a flat •
rectangular ceU* capable of accurate positioning in the cavity*
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should be used (R31# R32)*
x

(b), lw

Tlis sample was also grown (from the mlt) by Dr. Jones

of Aberdeen (DH) .

The cerous Ion has a spin of S/2, but

previous work In other host lattices (Q7) has shown that the
crystal field splitting- is smU and that it is necessary to
work at low temperatures to resolve tine resonance lines*

Even

so. the e.s*r* absorption lire?, WhLdi should split into a lower
quartbt and an upper doulbLet (from crystal field theory)# still

shws evidence of considerable sp;tn-(^or^x't coupling (D12)i
The corngtrntration of 'cerium in the sample was #5## but the

crystallographic' axes (of the sample) were not known since an

X-ray study has ■ not yet been wide*

The crystal structure of

pure PbFg is cubic, but that of Ute doped salt is unlikely to

be as simple since charge compeetattlot must--occur With cerous

(Oe^+) impurity ions*

Nevertheless, a sample was studied several times at 1.6%#
at different orientations# in the hope that it might have split

along a cleavage plane (although it is known that- PbPg does not
do so readily) *

Strong resonances were observed# but as these

were very complex, no interpretation has been possible# since

it is difficult to follow a set of anisotropic lines - on rotation

especially if the crystal is net aligned along an axLsp
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Howover# it did seem,that there were two LUstinot sets of

resonances oceurrtng between g # 2*f # 2#1 ^id g # 1*8 -* 1*5#

values which are similar to .those 'found for OaFgColl)#
Since it was.rpparent.that little real progresscould be

made - With this particular sample until the crystallographic
axes and tho summery of the impurity site were found# a more

detailed study was not attempted#

.

X (c)# bis-anuo-acetvlacetonate-CoPDer(II) piCyqtfl. (BMWP)

(c) 1. Introduction.

ThLs substance was supplied by GUard

and Rogers who first prepared it; they also supplied the.
erystaHographic data used below (ll) ,•

Two of their structural

drawings are reproduced in Figures X 1 and 2, and show that the
moeoule is a large planar one# - in which one of the acetylacetonate

groups has been replaced by a picrate group*

The bright green

crystals are mnoolinic wth a cell dirnmsion# a « LL1%#4#

b # 14.95SA# c * 4*17A#
uttits/cell,

j » 103% containing two formula

The symmetry is ^l/m*

The main -points of interest for an e*s*r* investigation

which were raised hy the crystaioograpltic study ares*i)

## molecule is- nearly a planar stricture# and stacked in

sheets almost parallel to the (201) direction at a separation

of about 3»4A;

ii)

each copper at«m is octahedrally co-ordinated to a fifth

oxygen, the phenolic oxygen in an adjacent sheet.
jp"

'M.s link is

not .quite • normal to the plane of the four min Cu#0 bonds

(about 3 w 4° off -nomal)#- a# -is. ,apparently fairly strong since
it has . dragged tin oxygen out-of the plamof -the- -molecule#

Hi) ..-the- T -carbon of the - acetylacetonate ligand lies-illA

out- of- the plane - of- %e otherW se - excellently planar - ligand#
and .the question-arises-Whether this io an example-of a copper*
carbon bond# WAoh apparently has - not been previously reported

(although platirmwcarbon bonds have bee# studied)- #

^JAnOeskrA-l>W might be useful in settling this question,
(o) 2# arsi&oui' ##£# -On (XX) has been studied - extensively by

e#s«r# techniques# being amonggt the earliest investigated#

This ion# as WH as forming essentially -ionic compounds# can
also form covalent bonds# G (XX) has nine electrons in its
3d -sheU# and in a tetragonal or rhombic crystalline field the

splittirg is such that- the ion has on effective spin - of

bonding in transition
the ligand- field theory#

The

ions can be described in terms of

fMs theory regards the central transi

tion meetxl ion as a positive ion surrounded by negatively charged

atoms# even When the bonding is known to be appreciably covalent,
The theory considers the effect of the electrostatic - field due
to' the ligands upon the d orMtals of the . central mtal atom
(IC)#

For an octahedral arrangement of ligands on Gu((H) ions#-

it can be shown that for both -weak and- strong ligand- fields#
the natural filling- order of the levels is disturbedt# the six

in

level's- being filled before 3 of the 4

dyg#

dg

■dy/td" m " 2# d
levels# (Were, x# y and » represent a
7 x - y
ar
rectangular oo-orMnato•"systm) * The result of this is that

the postulated octahedral arrangement is di$t#bl&d along the

;

s-axts# but in the x#y plane the location of " the ions remans

almost " foursquare# Such a" co-ordination of "Ou is quite common#"
but a detailed JXPay investigation usually reveal# that the

square " is " slightly'" d&stertt#•'( as' It 1 s here) *- ■ For an octa
hedral covalent" Winding" 'arrOngmenb" the " hybridised oriental is

#pVop

■■

'

•

' y It has always beeh a problmi to distinguish adequately

between ionic and covalent bonding*

Failing1# original work

(03) used the four-square arrarg<mont to distinguish 'between

them# but later work has shown that this structure could result"

frcmi crystalline field theory (K3) * The only real difference
between the two types of bonding lies in the spatial location

of the unpULred electron.

I.s.r# techniques may throw some

light on the properties of the electronic " orbits

The location of the unpaired spin" can be deduced from the
anisotropy of the g-value.

The distorted octahedral- arrangement

discussed in the above paragraph is an example-' "of " (crystallographic)

tetragonal symnmtry# and' in many cases of this symaetry" class
it has been found that the axes of the g-tensor coincide "wLth

i%2

•<

“'I

tbi .crystaiopgwbic axes*- -if this -is -.qq# :<then g^-g

. and-

^-/Sy *\g± ♦;•• .

For -purely -ionie- bonding# Mmwm & Prtco -(19) - ■ have ’.shown

.

that g^ <%M “have .a ?value of apprq%L$teey-8*4 and -^ .about

yi%
1 ’S

.3
v

2 #1#. whereas -op--the -'Jbsis - t.pf eovalent bonding -;it-ewp; be #hmm

- $

tlmt -tin ejected .values -should be- g. - 2,0 -and g, ~ 2*1 XK7)* ;

•

rx

S« s#r* studies=have ■ been' - made. on- 0u(lI) Ms*aoety3Uo£tdnaie

(14)# - O,n - assuming tetragonal .symmetry# - ihe .results-. showed that
in tills case -the -bonding-was .partly -'Ionic# partly .covalent# the

goalees .obtained- being: g:

‘•008#

# 2>07$g-;#001 and g-: « -2*854 x

The .resohAnoe'-lifte .-showed considerable narrowing#

Tie- only ; Other e^<rig^£^i>^1l3.<5uo>3^cQijd,e With had -been - studied

-¥

in dettdl is QuCll ) - phthaloeyonine# in - With ^efour Hitting

atoms are- nitrogens.- The phthalocyaidne -molecules show mich

mire- aromatic character than - the- 'chelates and- -behave d.fferently
in compai^'son Wth the salts above (e.g# 15) *

tho crystals o^ bmasp

(c) 3k.

are in the- form -of needle-^mped laths#- wth -the (010) - face" well

developed#

The"(101) - or (201) - edge is also prominent and allows

a correct assignment of the crystal axes#

The " crystals# how-k

ever# are rather mall# - the biggest beuig*- (#08 x #<002-x*0005--cm*)#

Which means that the umber of 0(11) ions in the specimen is
14
only 2 -10 - # Some prelWiinary work Wa done using ■ an assembly

of 10- crystals aligned under a lAcroscope#- but because of their

K|

found when the crystal was rotated in the b-c plane.
(see Figure X 6).
Field sweep : electronic. Field swept - ~ 2560 - 3890 oe.
(linear ♦ 3 oe.) 1 division on recording ■ 65 oe.
Field direction t increaring left to right.
Mod"* ■ 10 oe.
rel see.
dH/dt ■ 4.3 oe/eec.
V • 9427 Mc/s.
centre of line at 3209 ♦ 10 oe.

Fleura X 3 th)

: BAAACP. aLn^e crystal.
Tmcaatur. t no°K
Orientation « crystal rotated in
the a « c plana. The recording
shows a typical broad line ( ~ 200 oe)
(at portion marked on Figure 14.)
Sweep t electronic streep mMkaniim.
TULs recording vas one ef a series
taken for linc^shape studies and
is net of the accuracy used in
g»value and line-addth mmiwrements.
centre ef line at 3200 ♦ 30 oe#
Sarnia

1 division ef paper « ~500 oe.
Field direction t inerwAng
left to right.
Mod”* « 10 oe.
t m 1 sec.
di/dt * 20 oe./sec.
p # 9480 te/e.

___

_______________
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aM fragility It - waa.irath# difficult to

enaure parallelism. It -was# however# just -posable to obtain,
spectra from- a; single crystal# »as stow inhliguirel 3* although

to •obseryo- #0 -signal ' at-all orlontutL^oos -it- ms- wccssary to ■
work. near - 10pl» As far as - could bo .ascoiPt^i^W#: -Wro wa@ no

differetoo *betw&n He sp<e^itra;obW^J^^ at -1W° - and
(c) 3*1 /revalues.

The g-values

-at 300%* ■

.

were measured totka - c •■■and

b wo .crystalleggaphLo- planes* loyaluea.measured in the a * t

plane -are . ..giyon in Figure X %. where -it . coo be. - sow lat ;#ie
k

variation-found- on rotation of the - semple la -very smll* - Due - -

to the relatively large iiMd*measieemntteeror (see below) in
comparison tdth- He- Observed..-..vaRiatiei*- Ik was -not possible. to

measure the modimm.and' minimwa values Of the g*value-to the
same accuracy as was-attained in other - experimental work* the

gwaaiation measured in the b «• c plane (not shown) is also • ■

very smll and can be - taken to be almost-constant at 3.09 i *32*
Tie large error in ,g*value msEts'Ure^fii^t; was a consequence of the

very- wide l^i^^^^lths of the e«s*r* absojrptionsi with such large
lirwvidtdths* it is very difficult to establish a ba-se-Line wth
nom! e*s*r< apparatus#- especially at High. seniKl-^^i^tty^.

Diacugalon. - mth crystals of BAAAD# it is not -possible to
postulate conidently any type of g-tensor symmetry for -th#
9

Ou ions* due -to the unknown effect of the - different ligating
atoms (0 and G) in the a*direction.

The tetragonal symmetry

Figure X 4

ft

Ei.mre X 5

I
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\

500 gauss.
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Variation in Line width on rotation in the b-c plane
/
of a single crystal of BAAACP.
\

\

\

A

WiiCh..was,.fou^.

Ms*aeetylaceto.oate oannot be,.£i%
-.'£

p«#stM to. hold.in tWec,a$R of BMAGP* In-fact# a lower

’' "V
»K

aymeery can- be o^ectod\(i.e« one. ..in Which.the.x> y attd.d**

suocptibbiity axes, aXthOnit atilX .foWlng, an .prihorhornbic,

systm#. itiX - no linger .have any, iiriact relationship #i1h. the
crystalLlographic. .axo# .(see J##, p*}323)) #

The absence -if any . marked, vaaiationxn the . gyyalui makes , .
? *
It very difficult to draw .any eornCluiions on -theactual - mole# -.

cular ayiety around,the copper io.ru However ainoe-.all-the
gwyalues -observed in - both 'plahes fall .Wthin g. ». 2«ll:t, «Q4#

it. seems, that- ionic coupling (lpa#|p;t© v,#x#e of, g ■-, 2*4)
is not .at .all probable# but it is not. possible to .-estimate - .

the .degree of . covalency on the evidence aYMl®b>l.,eii

,

(c) 3.4 .^jiipa^^uxsMaMfias* the. observed variations of the

line-width of this, salt# measured in the a,*- c and ,b.* c • 'planes
are shown ,in .Figures 14 and b

Also shown- on Figure X4 -is the

theoretical curve Which would have . been expected- on - the .bases.

of pure .iippleidipols,,inif r&cttonu i Tbls, theoretical curve. was.
first, applied by Aloawey.-CM- Wh -was wotting wthid^u .doped; ..,
Triton. sii&»-v as can foe. seen#. there is con^de-rable’distortion
and dx,s^^^mmet^ry in the. observed curve# .althouu# much -leas ,so

than. in the . case . of Tutton . salts*

The theoretical variation of, the line-iidth Mifo, angle,

due to dipole#dipole interaction alone can be .calculated from

j
'%
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the 'fonituLa-'due-to- van( see K8)W •

(A^): ‘’l8^ '-*Ms +

wHe.re (

2

« 3 cos2 Oj.)8 ij| (10.3)

)* is the ’’mean square mcornnt" . and

ah

0*3 is the, angle

betwoen _ the imagn'tic - >field
spJLns
•;< ' . and
{» .a, line
. i ; joining
■’,• '■ 1 and,
■ t , J*I

,

.

Xrrthe crystals ef BMAfiP, #e nearest ;n^#Mn>Ws.Sre at

4.75 & «13 A> WMJe tile. next Li^i^ire^s-t neighbours' (the. % ions,
ef the other . moleule in the urt-t. cell)

at B# A* , .Mwai, ,

square- width varies- as the sixth nower. of the .-%i~Ou

■he

spacing* It isonly mcessary tq» qomiden (to ,a. fir0t,'nnpo®xi*.
mation) the necmet. neighbours at <0,0,-. 1-..1)#. . Substitution of
the &ppJxxdmate quantities in Equaion (10*3) yields<r(alppg

the 0u40u axis) a value'. of -257 ± $# ' oe*

Tz " 2s ll. •

,

eon also

• .

evaluated-from-the exneri-

meenally observed HneMldth u#ng the definition IlXMl*

...

(AH^av“ 2 *3 / (Ah))

,-dp

(10,4)

Because of the rather low S$N ratio obtained for the absorption along #0 Gu2u 'axis, it ' has '&bt been nossible to

evaluate -this equation M#i any- confideroe.

van fleck has shown

-that, if the - ifne has - a Gaussian distribution

The- - measured iinewidth- for this- sOlt along - the Cu#6u. axis in 'the’-case of k ^aubssiah ' distriMtiOh.-should-tlieref^^e be
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about 550 - * 50 oe# #Instead of -the 'ex^xTroefcal-value -of . 300 o# *#

indicating the -presence -of, some other - factors* - -

,

- The .observed - linoshape in fact .does -not seem .to be . cornu
stant on - rotation -( although -this is - difficult to /judge for the
widex"- lines)- -and -in fact appears to -be smWmt asymmetio ’at

certain positions - (including that; along. the OuWu -axis)#

These

variations are possibly due - to -unresolved- hyper-fine structure - i r /.
on the Mne*. •
•• .
.
...

(c) 4* -%.nciu8iqp* ■. The -^preliminary study of - this material -has
shoim - that. e* s*.r*.. techniques my be - used*- It - - has - not. been

possible at this stage# however# to obtain any sL'gfAfi.be.nt

information on the nature of the Ou- # 0 bond# It can be, seen,

from the work- above- that to; obtain more detailed, information
fom -these samples#- a larger - crystal is-. necessary*The author

tried unsuccessfully tu grow. larger -crystals by recrystalliza

tion methods #

A magetically-i - dilute. crystal#- containing a

single. Ou - isotope#- would - also be preferable *? palladium Might,

be a suitable nomparama^etic ion (see o*-g* %#).

It

be possible thus to - obtain -more. detailed information on the .

degree of covalency of the bonding- using such a. crystal#

•r-TheWrk Wich has been done -has. revealed-that - #e

applioadon of oloo^tron spin re$onanoo to Hie field - of #ho$* •
pWi^es^oonce is possible in a few - solaceed oasds#

Wok on

organopioaphors is by far --the most -promising at -the moment#

as -can be sewfrom- the volume of wok being-.publlAedU - The
study idiioh has -hem initiated-on the problws of charge*

transfer - oornplo&s has - already .raised a number of interesting

problems* -rThe use of e*s#r*- absorption resonances to separate
obmloW - and uricemiexed emssioo# is an example of a situation

Which, oould be tackled by -e*a*r. alone and not- by - speotxoseopio

work# xtdch. could. Aeasuro only the- total mission*.
The work - done on the so-called "puree* inorganic phosphors
suggests- that it is doubtful if significant e*s#re results

could be obtained*

The work in this fieXc# - espeeially# has

OAphaised the difficulty of obtaining reliable' data*

%he com*

pilation of a catalogue of phosphors# together With their

chm&telstics# would surely be of - great help to rnmy workers.

The advance in understanding- of phosphorescent processes- Ws ■

nUMfied much of the earlier wo## principally because strict
control. :qf the. preparation pf the phosphors was not >observed«.
It seems that an accurate msasuremet of the total, light sum
(a very .simple. experiment); could.-yield much useful data#

The

%>ok. done .by the author has been restricted by the absence of

relevant optical..data#• and it, is. fairly ebyLous that the setting
cp. of an optical. ,armg;<menif capable of studying. ’abseoptoont

total and.ph<^>sj^lh^^x^<^.s!^<^3^it ,. emissions# .decay period. and"polarization

data#. -etc##. would• be • MgWy advantageous#

'

'-...•

• .

. Several .mMdiiio^ttLmis to . the, •spccrmmeter . have also become
# * >
obviously• necessary. . during. .the wor# carried out# ';%he• %eccro~

,

mpter. was4*n.the first .place desired .on .-the, asSiMption that

reasonably large .spin densities - would be available» . -In fact#

this ..ox^oectajioh. has not■ been fulfilled except in.only a few examples#. In view of...thio •.e^ptxenet# it . seem de#xable...that
the sensitivity should be increased ■wherever this 4s possible.
In certain cittnmsteaces# a more highly .powored klystron . mght

be profitably used#. wile a balanced i&xer -unit#, with more
sensitive detecting crystals# is essential*

.

One of the disadvantages of the present A#F#G# . circuit is

that# in common with. all sample .cavity systems# it- depends, on
an .error. .signal .of-reasonable amplitude#- so .that# if saturation

is suspected# it .is notpossible.to reduce the . power. to a
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sufficiently low level. ' ■ An external refererece-saylty system,
would'be a great helpixn such cireumstances.

.

lie success of tLce. gasflow systern■ suggests -that a more
soplu-tlcated system could .bc .usefully set up# possKbLy.using
liquid ' hydrogen as ' . the ..refrigerant*- ' A dcwar# with a quarts

optical 'system, -functioning at liquid helium, t«m®*«atuos# is
also -needed* ' '

:•

•

• ■

• -•

■ • • •Fimaiyy hie desirability of evolving -sa^ne, method of

estabH’aL&ng the purity of the samles must also be considered,
Although there is ho evidence of (un&nwm) impurities -being

significant in the present -work, it Is a' pogsiMUty Which
should, be recognized and- taken into account*

Deslrji details of the IQ,A«FtC« circuit

1 (a)* Perlvation of the; modulated oarrlem.ia.ve
The.V*8<W«&# of a cavity is ’given-by-

‘

1

') * Q
0
.
a..
where ext * external Qt Qq * unloaded Qt and % « resonant
co

frequency of the cavity•

The reflection coefficient A is defined as
•' * fea,w»#> •-i
/*
♦i
Substituting (&L»l) into (Al.g),

.""IH .
ext

r

( A

+ A \ * ^/*2b

Axt V dt“-

Near resonance co

-> uo,

and

„

A '.

M

i

.'.’..........

i * aj (s

where d is defined as

co
co,

on rationalizing*

?“•

/

.«-ft**
1 + *

r' nGw,,,

co

« CL, eo (AX *3) can be

rewritten:*
/’

W

**

■

3

■d
1 4

’.‘-5

'da^'fler wave of the klystron 'Can 'be Written as V « B cos /(i)>

•Wsfe /($•) *
ebafttl w »

J*,j3

*vith rip; fr’j^en^-modtBLatibhj w^ « a con*

If the! frequency''bf this -eerier Waire, is fciodulated

•byx lower frequency Wave, &j/ cos "pt, then*
tvhere • Aw a -the naximum deviation of

w

t Aw cos pt
*

from w

Ihus. V can be written as

V *»■ B cos( w t
where

Aw
P

+

Aw
P

commonly known as the modulation index.

Aw is found by the relation, (in the case of the K302 klystron):*
1 Volt change applied to the repeller '«* 2Me/s.* frequency change

of carrier*
By Fourier analysis, equation (A1.7) can be written:*

V » BJ^Crn^) cos wt

+• B

cos( w + np)t + (*l)ncos

( « - np)^

(Al«8)
x W< Evaluation of ecuatiori (Al.;

Typical Values of J(mf) are^

aagm,lAR..ii>JM^ ..ft9ll^ ft fff Vhft

.sarey

tMc/s.)
0
4- 5
10
1$
20
25
30

»£ * 5

12$
22
3
25
28
18
9

* S5
20
**
4»‘

»|r * .05

• $6%
Z
«R
«er

*»

**
#»

. •. fif.t v"•/ i-:*- .Zy; -

«U
*»

-’-V:

>•' '*'x

A3

At ,&£

a

.05 it can be seen that there is no significant powe lost

in the' sidebands and1 so the sensitivity of the speetromster is

Using a imodiUation frequency of 9dc/s. (see III (d)' 3). '

unimpaired.

• .25ic/s<,-, which corresponds

this value of si^ means that

to an an&itude modilation on the reseller of the order of ■ XOtw.
Application of . yuatfon. (A..B) . io ..%thQ nrenoht cCrrnilt.

1 (c).

if a-value of fu * .05 is used. eq^ti^ (AL.B) dsn be wMUim as*v

* BJ.coawt ♦ BJ^SSSC w + 'p)t

- BJiCos( w* * p)t

The voltage vMeh reaches the cavity Wi_i be

(CX.9)

* vVv3i -Jve to

the magic tee* and the voltage refleeted by the. cavity wijQL ' now; be

wt * dj/lcost w + p)t 4 3^ /‘gcnei f>. _. p)t

e^jB, X
,2 •

a

Were /*

1*4a

1 4 c

Weoe

d* - Qf W 1)
d2"

(a = 1, 2, 3)

Q w.

%

(A1.12b)

d3 ” di “

CAi .ias)

djp * o/v
The signal then goes throe# a XOdb* coupler*. so

*V3»3*

thus tw vOrtta#' rating crystal . x is
Vlv "A-B COS w t t a ■ #<m( w t 'p)t i T #ds( w * p)t
where K w —.-4% A—.

V2

3.2

t

etc.

(AX.13)

■1? '<1'.'^"'7

'i?

^77^^•* %^77^7{•‘■’^■77^^^

44

3Me’'reCiiMM cuxwnt-giwn '-byl# - .WM am be descCdW'"BFa

2

’

' ’

‘

4

<*

chmatteustic-of the fo$«£ i> -at i-bv-*. ■ • ?■, . . ■ : ■
4*
»‘ }
'
*
By @UbabW4%, -(M1&J1 into '(#1*?*).. -._#&■ - averaging oat .factox*- ina,-■

.

wiving- w .# (astteLs irsc^ency.is eMotfd'OWby - the ffivey 1#%

fc:h»*cem1tajii;M the costal),' W"ate# ignoriav factors 6*- 2- pt- (as
thoy taye mt-.passed by-the. toliwang/ tuned- :.s$#Wie#, *h&# also removes

all constant (i#a. 4Se») tc#is)$ it is found that
4 *
7
'. i « | b(s--. I') cos.pt

.
(ca«i5)

1 W.

Osing equation 0VU13), R(s ~ ®) ’* *05 B%'V’"i^/*"g * <Q
and f rora aquations |(#»*4ax' m& •41,%#" .0
V

SS

lv2
using, the assn^^^ons

" * p

2
1 •♦ <
%>
«a « -,8
a
<i
1
3?

(2L.16)

(Sae-1 (f)a).

2« 1

Equation (11.16) hae a modulus

%/tD >tl ,# and .an amjlitvd# tan 0 * &
* +; JT
'
1
d ’ '
p

Therefore" com pt la .shifted to eoeCpt• t tanh % ) $ OisCpt -i d^)

Aid 30-combiM^ e^ations (41*15, 16 and 17), it is .fuiftithat
i *

Vl 2.1^ .c°s(pt + dp
•fj****

2
1*4
P

B dan'he ; replaced by

IP ’ia th«r output.power-of. thw iKypstw#

the ■ddsi*V<^fc43‘dj3%3d/4ir%p3cl4K3d-O -the•wkWRguiaOk

and.?

<5S^mL-Wer-3^>TigKO3rj<tBt>&3?iw^ since '-3 ~ 1 .'3? the

«/»’,«.,
•
13%» input & iaeMBW? f of; ' the
.

* •» -'i

k

a;yulx'iex‘

i&drynhtt

Thu value■of h

region

*
-ie - (O - -toy a ’ ii Ag*' th(

aoaS

,

*'

xf&ut

voltage fg: efoe%r$s3$er i$
4
3*5 F <E&, dLd coaCpt ♦ &>)
. . . . vx

; .

(«Ulfi)

P

which- cm be wCLtw m
K e %

(

.

.

+ %)

cop

1 (#)- # ' - desired. #ti&iilih

Trip- - is - boa of the -■ dceiih.^^itiobPa ## tW value, chosen was 1 in-10 *

o

t

i*e» 10kc/s. - Cfecc 'thia frequency. i

the maUeat- chuge in frequency

#he.mven»ter #- ahd it -w# Woen that chirnges

Which. cm W dstectcd

of bhi©8UiiikU&0 have no. affect on the - bcLmcc conditions of tW
So eset^twng' the appropfiatc vaiocs in equbion

opeetWmter*

(AIB)- it ie foimd that

.

% » ig 10*^ wits

1 (g).

i^.sc-8e^8l^i,ve

In X (a )| the - voltage-

(coa(pt + d. « 1)

.

develojpdat

.

'

the input to the tuned

ha# 'been found# - wd sins# the Voltage, apple# to the
be at leapt

mplifler

repeHerwst

#gr/Mc/#*e the next step is to calculate the input

S #D&

voltage to the P»

. . .» . ?. 1 *. *

(A.19)

■
’-. ..nV'

to give a voltage change of the bonnet- uajpi^d^<^'*

■< ■ i • •

'

.

«• « . .

*4 .

' . ' ’* . *

;> j' * ^*1 •****■** *s •■ >* '* '*•' '4**' *'■’ * *y *

- ----------------------------- iS'fP W

'*4

C**

- ,,

f.V

•'V'

j<

The phase-sensi tive detector used is a pentode in which

the signal (error) voltage is applied to the suppressor grid
and a constant amplitude and phase voltage to the control grid.
•
*
! r v,
Let the error voltage be represented as GA^ cos(pt ♦ dj)
(cf. (Al.ld)) and the reference voltage as Ajcospt. (where G

is the amplifier gain.)
t’ .
' A
The characteristics of a valve operating in tills condition
are fully discussed in (ref* T6)# and if the input Voltages

given above are put into the relevant equations in (T6), the
following result is obtained Jr i
S(jR MMs dl c®«
[A’aJ ‘
'
2 (R ♦ Ha)

where

N

(Al+20 )

the change in anode voltage# R

the anode load#

Ra * the anode slope resistance# gc * the combined mutual con

ductance for the valve operating in this condition and Ms to be
estimated graphically.
(R

Substituting in the values for tiiie valve

* 25 10"^ an^/volt2), it is found

100K~,- Ka * Bi# d£<< 1,

* ^^’1^2 ^1 volts.

(Al*2l)

But it is already known that for a frequency change of; lOkc/s.

must change by

the control voltage bn the repeller
5 10

v.#

if the reference voltage is 10v.(p*t.p.)# then
GAg «

5 io*4

,
volts.

.
(A1.22)

dl

•,

/A,-: >y/ V. '■■■

;4;,y.-./X-

’y , 4,‘

C

•-

■

■

.

.-■

<, ■

y.r

...

,,

-

.....^

4

A?

/8
>?
-a

Ag Sma; alHadiZ W# calculated itt equations (Afc,X$ and 19),
#M 4s'■■W#Wk$ibly # #£■’ %< Srthe $MW .#te-p©#4#4 ■ ’
Aom te© -teW wo&ifiw 4s
'
. /X
»ai■*i“*****
“*a!A^,
.

Thus |

G »

'I?

•
*

(A1.23)

the minimum gain needed for the timed amplifier has

been fix#dr but in fae't/bhekbtb^d.ght 'gaihrof. the Ofcplifi^^

i
■

">--i

#o be greater■ ##% 'Wi©* Wfcif thetwed XwU #vve 'to ba

adapted eligibly to " meme ^W? #<?euU ' eese nMeghouM the
loop* sibo^.h -M^her g#et,&$ desirable in oWt to provide &

d

morepositive oetoeotiehe

•4

1
^•-''*^11.1.1^

- ■•. ■'■ -'-s~ , «■ ,/Lrr*1 <, •'■ ■-5.

•

Xn this: oiveuit^; the. fmjteiey MflWence wot also be

■held to within lOSe/s^ i*e> l in 3 10^#

Bowevor- the problem

is iwh siller ..than in. the KX^IM* circuit * because hero

the input signal .ip'-of •& constant and finite nngnitude* The

power* falling; on the .crystal M is around

giving a

velt^@^;0igael of about .10mV»- It is desirable bo .provide

0oi^; a^plifieaWn.to ensure that the valve. diodes work at

;bheir optimw., since they are..inherentjy noisy devices* The
pre-arap gives a gain of 3Gsc* which ia sufficient

the input, signal then ha© to be mltiplied by a factor
dP/df* where G is the gain of the coil systemj for the one
buiXt G^ * 4 at 3© * X We* The phase*een$ibiye signal at

this point therefore has a V^luo ef-lV/W^o bufe.f Of -this

is lost; in the voitnge. Xovel changing stage*

The voltage

needed'on the && repeller is Jv/Me/si# so tha7d*e* amplifier
ftust M# a. ir&h&MVa gain- of £« Ao; before-eactra amplification

loads to a more positive response* The amplifier has a. gain
Of XOCx, which slx>uld give &. voltage correction curve of

&$y/MC/s* The value obtained is in good agreenwit with this*
Fee‘a' stability of 10Ke/e*. the voltage at the pre-amp at
30>QlG''Kc/oi should. be'greater than the noise voltage* i«e*

the noise voltage should be less than 3af*

The r.rn.s. noise

voltage of the pre*e% is - of this order (RJG-J#

A >7 <
,• wo

fasfe-a

.2#Wsy$&Uo£^
bow f###®y

of . •bheA####y-. df -

using only resistive and capacitive cornpon©nt8,- afe-edt ..te". ’
stable te those oprcting at higher. ftegnencies, The -^eraHy

quoted fj^itO'to? the frequency stability of oteiMatora of this

type, ie «?M*. in th# circWt sneH ftequeresy tositt>nities. of
the oociMator are: • 'utiaportant. in te far te the. pese•**#iftnr,

•-power .itei#if^:Ler and']hS*fare concoirad einOhthote •aro not
parti<!#an% frequency sensitive devicea * •. WWoter the nateow^'

feted - arplifieris different#
From the

equation© given in (#$> it «an- be shown that-

for a fre<#iency drift fid/e

the.hangO in - voltage-

output is 4# and the phaeewhange i$. i*$5£* Iho • - rstaoon'WHr

thangdSj- - OO such nanitude are nof seriote is due to the goners#,
piokwup of the eystBri*, The - te#,ifier itself - as has -fean noted
in (iXX (g) 3)» has a refetdU^^/'^t^t^i3latJen, of the order o£'X#vv«
Whs is permissible because''- -teiification -of the

of the spect^^meWrt. pick-up by tho

Johrcjon neioe

cavity .fr# the- oolle- and. .

genera piofcthp throdgOdt- -the apparatus in such that the

tMescent output voltage -<of the amplifier it-,lW-this"'- value#

W# if the frequenw drift temtamed ■iaboe-iis<t^teide^>i,i;-it
ase- fo sate to aam#est ttself'only as a sml! cheesin' a

r1-‘

H.S

relative# la##s quantity, Whereas the signal to be observed

^pa-tW specbronfiter“ Wgfctwby" wwLatlV#p iag# chtet®.
Ln a aWW'%m#LyI'^^W' '#-#@8—0 bf-tM aP###®'
is arranged so 'that): after' aMeLfieaLOnh*..' a change infrequency

o# IMe/e* gives" a deflection of the 'MMre$r$i%tO£ X- division
(-LWlts®#®'* 1# CLvisiCns) this mam:ihst'tiss ofttjpt'.of t#*

amplifier- has gone'• tpr fro*' K0rtV to" 2$#V% %' - h##r - these - - o#*~"
-t&Wteri’&ja # ’the ch#n#e . ’in’ a®iitWe' of -##' is " .ndgfgibWj awWyy the ###e -!###- s#kesw si%i#i<#hfc - different: -

pteViied'' Li-- doeb - r6b ae#L#iy cause &phwiepch%)ge»
Thfs. s tody also shows. . >b^;, tp. pptop; output from

1‘

the

raarr##bnict amplifier shoeh ba a- -large- aspossibie, teh—-:

sist-ent 'Wfhigpn’-iLhbpW'i- ' fha w#wm obpKb 'fWfhhO'

ae#ifLter bULLt we ‘<6&k'W^ing that 8# wtoa-of up to
600*1 We bo displayed by the pen-t3coid@>"sy»W*

.

•■'W"5

■• / f ,pie J^st/step;;ls?'to^alculat^'the/lraction'ofz-light-which

the <athode; of the pliptomultiplier tube collects*

This is? done

by tlie-usual .fomula--- <•_„

yw

Fo ds, dso cos £, Cos

r

where ds^ * area of-saftple|.-de^ » area of the cathode * .*SM
sq. cfoM. r »» distance between ds^ and
is the angle
'• ■
(
. '■
•i
between the normal to ds and r. The result can be written ao
Fr0 «* kdF.
the constant k will
Include
-•,■,< where
.
. - .also
■
>
, - an estimate
- •
.,

,

■.

‘

•

. •

*

for any light lost from reflecbibnSt etc*

1

The rest of the problem is concerned with estimating dF
from the results obtained* These are plotted as a graph whose

area (A sq* cm.) is obviously proportional to the light output*
If the ordinate is in volts and the abscissa in seconds,

A » X volt*3ec.

If the voltage was measured by the potentio

meter method* the p.m. anode ■current is j/ft amp-see** where K

is the grid-leak of Via

Xf it was measured on the scope* it is

given by I/GB wrip^sec** where G is the amplifier gain*

Therefore

the total cathode current of the p.m. tube is X/GHL* where L is
the current gain of the tube*

The characteristics for this tube

show a current gain of 10^ at IGOv/dynode (T?* TO)*

>5 J V

M3

©e next step, is to convert the cathode current into .

tapotey. md for this,. it te. newusaf to know. ©e cothodo

sensitivity
1
r
I #d .the- speccrat. response? prom these. the cathode
•
’
'
*7
response tan be found, and fo*- the tube used. if 4 # '1 ®r>/Htaen
' /»

id-* y *

"■!

'

.

»

■■

'

‘

at.-a wavelength-of >$W 00 A, » CV^O;^Kf1 ?««►«*»

btonsw can. he -converted. into ergs/see* wring the definition
of a lwrnn (650 lumen # % wat at 55C0A);v so A w J 10%-® ergs*
The energy of-1 photon at 55GOA * 3»3 If""12 ergs,. so the'
umber of photons (ir) detsotod' by the p-.m* tubs is
•

• ■

_n

mA-

■

-

(#*2)

And tW total number of photons emitted ' J"Xp « k «F a .
If the crystal absorbs li#it at pSOOA# a fwther correction
-ih

has to bo nM&of

bask fie#
—

-'

j%

0y b

front- face - ' ' '
■
'
Wmr# $ is the• flux delete#' md

dx

■
..
the tots# 'fWt#

tho absorption

# is

'

She tots#, quanta* cMt^/thbWf'bre is

E%

(A4»3)

•'

'

-bg* •

< K dF O»5fW^ '

. (A .4)

®,,

if tw -rasults are plotted as voH$/i£ecfc

,

Ths caloua^al^ioh has been carried out for a Mawd-ength

of 55C0A, and. can be reworked for wawetengths. si^dfi^cantty

aiffetsnt*

Accuracy of

.

•

.

•

.

- -It As fully appreciated that tbs

method outlined aWb' Is by W mm# acwirat^e; howvor It ,1s

mt pttomd to -go oVf,:sa$i-stf 1% detail, WtoAyto
AWAatG. the two-most sHeAoua o#UH* tee gath'Of tho p»m*..

tteo

Wish cannot be readily checked and y^y v/bil W lower

than that' -;<aotO& duO.bO the, sgO'"#' the tuhs tesed) -ted thO

IWearlty of tho - tubs. ,ad rmasurlny oixUuAtsh-’ thhottot#
oaor is osGutted.to(bsi* pits.. a ^iOto&rbf’ § atriums a

factor of ST

..Mf:C3.a'as .ft; nhossphors
pheapKora Mere maWy WLft^saastallSw

I#*#*

W of verg‘ -araOed

A fcygteft. example la

(Med)

,

(P3)

.

.

igas(Qa) $%e# (firelX pWOOya of #ie %%pe are
pyObaWy tW mot otamrOy kmwa#

.(H)

,

.

BOOT-II r&tlatdee ( t # X.hr<) ■(M'ed)t .

(W)

•

,

Bom piwapheya# o$gr .WtriOweWbww ( * * # ■a'<&&»—
-

■

(M3| M4)

W%m#oepWW (%)

MX (theS^W

peak at moK) (firea)

(Mg N6# M?)

MSO, (aiLh^dWa aatt)

(MB)

Double $foos#ao#r • «■##
“ #8Xm##)$
•
’'

* .’

■

*3i»-

(fited) (these phosphors can often be stJJmU^^d by infra-red

(N4)

Ii*t)

Manganese halides (lermoamWdddtb effett■* eee lit o cases/8)
(S9)

Sr^Bipm^ and Cd vanadates (V^Og) (apparently s elf*mOivabed)
gtoe fluorescent diamonds have a bane dMselon ( t « 1 sec»)
and a ye^Ow eMasion ( t o 30 rdiu»)
Mrny

•

Sf$)

mturUy ocouWng MneeaXs* e<g» Kanate (Whim

alrnmm silieatee)

■

(P6)

daXchm phosphate (#*111#) (an exmpe of a phosphor WLth
pure buy. emission (38001) ( t ■ 10 Mm.)

(P?)
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Appendix ?

Three Charge-tronsfer complexes referred to in ChapterX

only the obove complex

qove E.S.R. absorption.
(Cl o4)

Schemotic diaqrom showing the basis
of the notation used in Appendix «.

Triplet state
'red-shift
Ground state

r
Potential Energy
< to distance
along Z-axis

k(ri2’^o)
generalized co -ordinate of distance
inX-Y plane.
Figure A8.1

Graphical pot of aD vs. dZ

over the region o - io0^.

graph plotted with restriction

Figure A8.2

D «k <^| 32?5~r|<2

IO

mi7

fo?pen3frx.

*
,A discussion. on . He- . gLgraficance. .of 'Changes in £ f.
■‘In. tW following section,

.

mrattemt'is made to shov ’that

•.the .•maag&tud© -of. tine • red>sMffc cha%e 'Which is ‘ found: on eanM

pl)xtrig’indicates’that the change in

0^-Which

also occurs on

.comp;io:M.«&;’cannot .be WwUy due to a change ixi'-B,

but oust he

mainly duo ,to -a change in ’£>v A qualitative

can he

proof

carried. .out as follows:**

Firstly, two .assumptions will he made**-

Assumption. (1).’ Tie fractional change in energy
given hy tLio red~$tii£t Is wholly due to a change (**A&r*s.)
along the 2-aais of the molecule *
Figure A8.i).
of

(These terns are defined in

Thus, this assumption espreeaes a -Limiting case

the probable cause of the red^sMft.
Kip elementally, for naphthalene-T #0«P * A
AE

« .2%

*■ ■-s

(F2).

J

Assiumtion ;(ii). The fractional change in i> is WoHy due to
’r. Se*

i.e.

U!

£-l

= I-A

/oota

:

3?2 -r2
■■’J3D ' r12

Saisc<-.;D is proportional ‘to «

?>

*

*12

assumption (ii) implies that AZ

A2d.

r,s«

nXe-m-T# (% tP#A•, • I
, ■ , ETqerLmentally, for 'naphthaioao-
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